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Abstract

We study the classical Node-Disjoint Paths (NDP) problem: given an undirected n-vertex graph
G, together with a set {(s1, t1), . . . , (sk, tk)} of pairs of its vertices, called source-destination, or
demand pairs, find a maximum-cardinality set P of mutually node-disjoint paths that connect the
demand pairs. The best current approximation for the problem is achieved by a simple greedy
O(
√
n)-approximation algorithm. Until recently, the best negative result was an Ω(log1/2−ε n)-

hardness of approximation, for any fixed ε, under standard complexity assumptions. A special
case of the problem, where the underlying graph is a grid, has been studied extensively. The best
current approximation algorithm for this special case achieves an Õ(n1/4)-approximation factor.
On the negative side, a recent result by the authors shows that NDP is hard to approximate to
within factor 2Ω(

√
logn), even if the underlying graph is a subgraph of a grid, and all source vertices

lie on the grid boundary. In a very recent follow-up work, the authors further show that NDP in
grid graphs is hard to approximate to within factor Ω(2log1−ε n) for any constant ε under standard

complexity assumptions, and to within factor nΩ(1/(log logn)2) under randomized ETH.
In this paper we study the NDP problem in grid graphs, where all source vertices {s1, . . . , sk} ap-

pear on the grid boundary. Our main result is an efficient randomized 2O(
√

logn·log logn)-approximation
algorithm for this problem. Our result in a sense complements the 2Ω(

√
logn)-hardness of approxima-

tion for sub-graphs of grids with sources lying on the grid boundary, and should be contrasted with
the above-mentioned almost polynomial hardness of approximation of NDP in grid graphs (where
the sources and the destinations may lie anywhere in the grid). Much of the work on approximation
algorithms for NDP relies on the multicommodity flow relaxation of the problem, which is known
to have an Ω(

√
n) integrality gap, even in grid graphs, with all source and destination vertices lying

on the grid boundary. Our work departs from this paradigm, and uses a (completely different)
linear program only to select the pairs to be routed, while the routing itself is computed by other
methods. We generalize this result to instances where the source vertices lie within a prescribed
distance from the grid boundary.
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1 Introduction

We study the classical Node-Disjoint Paths (NDP) problem, where the input consists of an undirected
n-vertex graph G and a collection M = {(s1, t1), . . . , (sk, tk)} of pairs of its vertices, called source-
destination or demand pairs. We say that a path P routes a demand pair (si, ti) iff the endpoints of
P are si and ti. The goal is to compute a maximum-cardinality set P of node-disjoint paths, where
each path P ∈ P routes a distinct demand pair in M. We denote by NDP-Planar the special case of
the problem when the underlying graph G is planar, and by NDP-Grid the special case where G is a
square grid1. We refer to the vertices in set S = {s1, . . . , sk} as source vertices; to the vertices in set
T = {t1, . . . , tk} as destination vertices, and to the vertices in set S ∪ T as terminals.

NDP is a fundamental graph routing problem that has been studied extensively in both graph theory
and theoretical computer science communities. Robertson and Seymour [RS90, RS95] explored the
problem in their Graph Minor series, providing an efficient algorithm for NDP when the number k
of the demand pairs is bounded by a constant. But when k is a part of input, the problem becomes
NP-hard [Kar75, EIS76], even in planar graphs [Lyn75], and even in grid graphs [KvL84]. The best
current approximation factor of O(

√
n) for NDP is achieved by a simple greedy algorithm [KS04]. Until

recently, this was also the best approximation algorithm for NDP-Planar and NDP-Grid. A natural
way to design approximation algorithms for NDP is via the multicommodity flow relaxation: instead
of connecting each routed demand pair with a path, send maximum possible amount of (possibly
fractional) flow between them. The optimal solution to this relaxation can be computed via a stan-
dard linear program. The O(

√
n)-approximation algorithm of [KS04] can be cast as an LP-rounding

algorithm of this relaxation. Unfortunately, it is well-known that the integrality gap of this relax-
ation is Ω(

√
n), even when the underlying graph is a grid, with all terminals lying on its boundary.

In a recent work, Chuzhoy and Kim [CK15] designed an Õ(n1/4)-approximation for NDP-Grid, thus
bypassing this integrality gap barrier. Their main observation is that, if all terminals lie close to the
grid boundary (say within distance O(n1/4)), then a simple dynamic programming-based algorithm
yields an O(n1/4)-approximation. On the other hand, if, for every demand pair, either the source or
the destination lies at a distance at least Ω(n1/4) from the grid boundary, then the integrality gap
of the multicommodity flow relaxation improves, and one can obtain an Õ(n1/4)-approximation via
LP-rounding. A natural question is whether the integrality gap improves even further, if all termi-
nals lie further away from the grid boundary. Unfortunately, the authors show in [CK15] that the
integrality gap remains at least Ω(n1/8), even if all terminals lie within distance Ω(

√
n) from the grid

boundary. The Õ(n1/4)-approximation algorithm for NDP-Grid was later extended and generalized to
an Õ(n9/19)-approximation algorithm for NDP-Planar [CKL16].

On the negative side, until recently, only an Ω(log1/2−ε n)-hardness of approximation was known for
the general version of NDP, for any constant ε, unless NP ⊆ ZPTIME(npoly logn) [AZ06, ACG+10], and
only APX-hardness was known for NDP-Planar and NDP-Grid [CK15]. In a recent work [CKN17b],
the authors have shown that NDP is hard to approximate to within a 2Ω(

√
logn) factor unless NP ⊆

DTIME(nO(logn)), even if the underlying graph is a planar graph with maximum vertex degree at most
3, and all source vertices lie on the boundary of a single face. The result holds even when the input
graph G is a vertex-induced subgraph of a grid, with all sources lying on the grid boundary. In a
very recent work [CKN17a], the authors show that NDP-Grid is 2Ω(log1−ε n)-hard to approximate for
any constant ε assuming NP * BPTIME(npoly logn), and moreover, assuming randomized ETH, the

hardness of approximation factor becomes nΩ(1/(log logn)2). We note that the instances constructed in
these latter hardness proofs require all terminals to lie far from the grid boundary.

1We use the standard convention of denoting n = |V (G)|, and so the grid has dimensions (
√
n×
√
n); we assume that√

n is an integer.
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In this paper we explore NDP-Grid. This important special case of NDP was initially motivated by
applications in VLSI design, and has received a lot of attention since the 1960’s. We focus on a
restricted version of NDP-Grid, that we call Restricted NDP-Grid: here, in addition to the graph G
being a square grid, we also require that all source vertices {s1, . . . , sk} lie on the grid boundary.
We do not make any assumptions about the locations of the destination vertices, that may appear
anywhere in the grid. The best current approximation algorithm for Restricted NDP-Grid is the same
as that for the general NDP-Grid, and achieves a Õ(n1/4)-approximation [CK15]. Our main result is
summarized in the following theorem.

Theorem 1.1 There is an efficient randomized 2O(
√

logn·log logn)-approximation algorithm for Re-
stricted NDP-Grid.

This result in a sense complements the 2Ω(
√

logn)-hardness of approximation of NDP on sub-graphs
of grids with all sources lying on the grid boundary of [CKN17b]2, and should be contrasted with
the recent almost polynomial hardness of approximation of [CKN17a] for NDP-Grid mentioned above.
Our algorithm departs from previous work on NDP in that it does not use the multicommodity flow
relaxation. Instead, we define sufficient conditions that allow us to route a subsetM′ of demand pairs
via disjoint paths, and show that there exists a subset of demand pairs satisfying these conditions,
whose cardinality is at least OPT/2O(

√
logn·log logn), where OPT is the value of the optimal solution.

It is then enough to compute a maximum-cardinality subset of the demand pairs satisfying these
conditions. We write an LP-relaxation for this problem and design a 2O(

√
logn·log logn)-approximation

LP-rounding algorithm for it. We emphasize that the linear program is only used to select the demand
pairs to be routed, and not to compute the routing itself.

We then generalize the result to instances where the source vertices lie within a prescribed distance
from the grid boundary.

Theorem 1.2 For every integer δ ≥ 1, there is an efficient randomized
(
δ · 2O(

√
logn·log logn)

)
-approximation

algorithm for the special case of NDP-Grid where all source vertices lie within distance at most δ from
the grid boundary.

We note that for instances of NDP-Grid where both the sources and the destinations are within distance
at most δ from the grid boundary, it is easy to obtain an efficient O(δ)-approximation algorithm (see,
e.g. [CK15]).

A problem closely related to NDP is the Edge-Disjoint Paths (EDP) problem. It is defined similarly,
except that now the paths chosen to route the demand pairs may share vertices, and are only required
to be edge-disjoint. The approximability status of EDP is very similar to that of NDP: there is an
O(
√
n)-approximation algorithm [CKS06], and an Ω(log1/2−ε n)-hardness of approximation for any

constant ε, unless NP ⊆ ZPTIME(npoly logn) [AZ06, ACG+10]. As in the NDP problem, we can
use the standard multicommodity flow LP-relaxation of the problem, in order to obtain the O(

√
n)-

approximation algorithm, and the integrality gap of the LP-relaxation is Ω(
√
n) even in planar graphs.

Recently, Fleszar et al. [FMS16] designed an O(
√
r · log(kr))-approximation algorithm for EDP, where

r is the feedback vertex set number of the input graph G = (V,E) — the smallest number of vertices
that need to be deleted from G in order to turn it into a forest.

Several special cases of EDP have better approximation algorithms: an O(log2 n)-approximation is
known for even-degree planar graphs [CKS05, CKS04, Kle05], and an O(log n)-approximation is known
for nearly-Eulerian uniformly high-diameter planar graphs, and nearly-Eulerian densely embedded

2Note that the two results are not strictly complementary: our algorithm only applies to grid graphs, while the
hardness result is only valid for sub-graphs of grids.
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graphs, including grid graphs [AR95, KT98, KT95]. Furthermore, an O(log n)-approximation algo-
rithm is known for EDP on 4-edge-connected planar, and Eulerian planar graphs [KK13]. It appears
that the restriction of the graph G to be Eulerian, or near-Eulerian, makes the EDP problem on
planar graphs significantly simpler, and in particular improves the integrality gap of the standard
multicommodity flow LP-relaxation.

The analogue of the grid graph for the EDP problem is the wall graph (see Figure 1): the integrality gap
of the multicommodity flow relaxation for EDP on wall graphs is Ω(

√
n). The Õ(n1/4)-approximation

algorithm of [CK15] for NDP-Grid extends to EDP on wall graphs, and the 2Ω(
√

logn)-hardness of
approximation of [CKN17b] for NDP-Planar also extends to EDP on sub-graphs of walls, with all
sources lying on the top boundary of the wall. The recent hardness result of [CKN17a] for NDP-Grid

also extends to an 2Ω(log1−ε n)-hardness of EDP on wall graphs, assuming NP * BPTIME(npoly logn),

and to nΩ(1/(log logn)2)-hardness assuming randomized ETH. We extend our results to EDP and NDP
on wall graphs:

Theorem 1.3 There is an efficient randomized 2O(
√

logn·log logn)-approximation algorithm for EDP
and for NDP on wall graphs, when all source vertices lie on the wall boundary.

Figure 1: A wall graph.

Other related work. Cutler and Shiloach [CS78] studied an even more restricted version of NDP-
Grid, where all source vertices lie on the top row R∗ of the grid, and all destination vertices lie on
a single row R′ of the grid, far enough from its top and bottom boundaries. They considered three
different settings of this special case. In the packed-packed setting, all sources appear consecutively
on R∗, and all destinations appear consecutively on R′ (but both sets may appear in an arbitrary
order). They show a necessary and a sufficient condition for all demand pairs to be routable via
node-disjoint paths in this setting. The second setting is the packed-spaced setting. Here, the sources
again appear consecutively on R∗, but all destinations are at a distance at least d from each other.
For this setting, the authors show that if d ≥ k, then all demand pairs can be routed. We note that
[CK15] extended their algorithm to a more general setting, where the destination vertices may appear
anywhere in the grid, as long as the distance between any pair of the destination vertices, and any
destination vertex and the boundary of the grid, is at least Ω(k). Robertson and Seymour [RS88]
provided sufficient conditions for the existence of node-disjoint routing of a given set of demand pairs
in the more general setting of graphs drawn on surfaces, and they designed an algorithm whose running
time is poly(n) · f(k) for finding the routing, where f(k) is at least exponential in k. Their result
implies the existence of the routing in grids, when the destination vertices are sufficiently far from
each other and from the grid boundaries, but it does not provide an efficient algorithm to compute
such a routing. The third setting studied by Cutler and Shiloach is the spaced-spaced setting, where
the distances between every pair of source vertices, and every pair of destination vertices are at least
d. The authors note that they could not come up with a better algorithm for this setting, than the
one provided for the packed-spaced case. Aggarwal, Kleinberg, and Williamson [AKW00] considered
a special case of NDP-Grid, where the set of the demand pairs is a permutation: that is, every vertex
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of the grid participates in exactly one demand pair. They show that Ω(
√
n/ log n) demand pairs are

routable in this case via node-disjoint paths. They further show that if all terminals are at a distance
at least d from each other, then at least Ω(

√
nd/ log n) pairs are routable.

A variation of the NPD and EDP problems, where small congestion is allowed, has been a subject of
extensive study, starting with the classical paper of Raghavan and Thompson [RT87] that introduced
the randomized rounding technique. We say that a set P of paths causes congestion c, if at most c
paths share the same vertex or the same edge, for the NDP and the EDP settings respectively. A recent
line of work [CKS05, Räc02, And10, RZ10, Chu16, CL16, CE13, CC] has lead to an O(poly log k)-
approximation for both NDP and EDP problems with congestion 2. For planar graphs, a constant-
factor approximation with congestion 2 is known [SCS11].

Organization. We start with a high-level intuitive overview of our algorithm in Section 2. We then
provide Preliminaries in Section 3 and the algorithm for Restricted NDP-Grid in Section 4, with parts
of the proof being deferred to Sections 5–9. We extend our algorithm to EDP and NDP on wall graphs
in Section 10. We generalize our algorithm to the setting where the sources are within some prescribed
distance from the grid boundary in Section 11.

2 High-Level Overview of the Algorithm

The goal of this section is to provide an informal high-level overview of the main result of the paper
– the proof of Theorem 1.1. With this goal in mind, the values of various parameters are given
imprecisely in this section, in a way that best conveys the intuition. The following sections contain a
formal description of the algorithm and the precise settings of all parameters.

We first consider an even more restricted special case of NDP-Grid, where all source vertices appear on
the top boundary of the grid, and all destination vertices appear far enough from the grid boundary,
and design an efficient randomized 2O(

√
logn·log logn)-approximation algorithm A for this problem. We

later show how to reduce Restricted NDP-Grid to this special case of the problem; we focus on the
description of the algorithm A for now.

We assume that our input graph G is the (` × `)-grid, and we denote by n = `2 the number of its
vertices. We further assume that the set of the demand pairs is M = {(s1, t1), . . . , (sk, tk)}, with
the vertices in set S = {s1, . . . , sk} called source vertices; the vertices in set T = {t1, . . . , tk} called
destination vertices; and the vertices in S∪T called terminals. Let OPT denote the value of the optimal
solution to the NDP instance (G,M). We assume that the vertices of S lie on the top boundary of
the grid, that we denote by R∗, and the vertices of T lie sufficiently far from the grid boundary – say,
at a distance at least OPT from it. For a subset M′ ⊆M of the demand pairs, we denote by S(M′)
and T (M′) the sets of the source and the destination vertices of the demand pairs inM′, respectively.
As our starting point, we consider a simple observation of Chuzhoy and Kim [CK15], that generalizes
the results of Cutler and Shiloach [CS78]. Suppose we are given an instance of NDP-Grid with k
demand pairs, where the sources lie on the top boundary of the grid, and the destination vertices may
appear anywhere in the grid, but the distance between every pair of the destination vertices, and every
destination vertex and the boundary of the grid, is at least (8k+8) – we call such instances spaced-out
instances. In this case, all demand pairs in M can be efficiently routed via node-disjoint paths, as
follows. Consider, for every destination vertex ti ∈ T , a square sub-grid Bi of G, of size (2k×2k), such
that ti lies roughly at the center of Bi. We construct a set P of k node-disjoint paths, that originate at
the vertices of S, and traverse the sub-grids Bi one-by-one in a snake-like fashion (see a schematic view
on Figure 2(a)). We call this part of the routing global routing. The local routing needs to specify how
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the paths in P traverse each box Bi. This is done in a straightforward manner, while ensuring that
the unique path originating at vertex si visits the vertex ti (see Figure 2(b)). By suitably truncating
the final set P of paths, we obtain a routing of all demand pairs in M via node-disjoint paths.

(a) Global routing. In this figure, the sub-grids Bi are
aligned vertically and horizontally. A similar (but some-
what more complicated) routing can be performed even
if they are not aligned. For convenience we did not in-
clude all source vertices and all paths.

(b) Local routing inside Bi

Figure 2: Schematic view of routing of spaced-out instances.

Unfortunately, in our input instance (G,M), the destination vertices may not be located sufficiently
far from each other. We can try to select a large subset M′ ⊆ M of the demand pairs, so that
every pair of destination vertices in T (M′) appear at a distance at least Ω(|M′|) from each other;
but in some cases the largest such set M′ may only contain O(OPT/

√
k) demand pairs (for example,

suppose all destination vertices lie consecutively on a single row of the grid). One of our main ideas
is to generalize this simple algorithm to a number of recursive levels.

For simplicity, let us first describe the algorithm with just two recursive levels. Suppose we partition
the top row of the grid into z disjoint intervals, I1, . . . , Iz. Let M′ ⊆ M be a set of demand pairs
that we would like to route. Denote |M′| = k′, and assume that we are given a collection Q of square
sub-grids of G, of size (4k′×4k′) each (that we call squares), such that every pair Q,Q′ ∈ Q of distinct
squares is at a distance at least 4k′ from each other. Assume further that each such sub-grid Q ∈ Q
is assigned a color χ(Q) ∈ {c1, . . . , cz}, such that, if Q is assigned the color cj , then all demand pairs
(s, t) ∈M′ whose destination t lies in Q have their source s ∈ Ij (so intuitively, each color cj represents
an interval Ij). LetM′j ⊆M′ be the set of all demand pairs (s, t) ∈M′ with s ∈ Ij . We would like to
ensure that |M′j | is roughly k′/z, and that all destination vertices of T (M′j) are at a distance at least
|M′j | from each other. We claim that if we could find the collection {I1, . . . , Iz} of the intervals of the
first row, a collection Q of sub-grids of G, a coloring χ : Q → {c1, . . . , cz}, and a subset M′ ⊆ M of
the demand pairs with these properties, then we would be able to route all demand pairs in M′.

In order to do so, for each square Q ∈ Q, we construct an augmented square Q+, by adding a margin of
k′ rows and columns around Q. Our goal is to construct a collection P of node-disjoint paths routing
the demand pairs in M′. We start by constructing a global routing, where all paths in P originate
from the vertices of S(M′) and then visit the squares in {Q+ | Q ∈ Q} in a snake-like fashion, just
like we did for the spaced-out instances described above (see Figure 2(a)). Consider now some square
Q ∈ Q and the corresponding augmented square Q+. Assume that χ(Q) = cj , and let Pj ⊆ P be
the set of paths originating at the source vertices that lie in Ij . While traversing the square Q+, we
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ensure that only the paths in Pj enter the square Q; the remaining paths use the margins on the left
and on the right of Q in order to traverse Q+. This can be done because the sources of the paths in
Pj appear consecutively on R∗, relatively to the sources of all paths in P. In order to complete the
local routing inside the square Q, observe that the destination vertices appear far enough from each
other, and so we can employ the simple algorithm for spaced-out instances inside Q.

In order to optimize the approximation factor that we achieve, we extend this approach to ρ =

O(
√

log n) recursive levels. Let η = 2d
√

logne. We define auxiliary parameters d1 > d2 > · · · > dρ >
dρ+1. Roughly speaking, we can think of dρ+1 as being a constant (say 16), of d1 as being comparable
to OPT, and for all 1 ≤ h ≤ ρ, dh+1 = dh/η. The setup for the algorithm consists of three ingredients:
(i) a hierarchical decomposition H̃ of the grid into square sub-grids (that we refer to as squares); (ii)
a hierarchical partition I of the first row R∗ of the grid into intervals; and (iii) a hierarchical coloring
f of the squares in H̃ with colors that correspond to the intervals of I, together with a selection of
a subset M′ ⊆ M of the demand pairs to route. We define sufficient conditions on the hierarchical
system H̃ of squares, the hierarchical partition I of R∗ into intervals, the coloring f and the subset
M′ of the demand pairs, under which a routing of all pairs in M′ exists and can be found efficiently.
For a fixed hierarchical system H̃ of squares, a triple (I, f,M′) satisfying these conditions is called a
good ensemble. We show that a good ensemble with a large enough set M′ of demand pairs exists,
and then design an approximation algorithm for computing a good ensemble maximizing |M′|. We
now describe each of these ingredients in turn.

2.1 A Hierarchical System of Squares

A hierarchical system H̃ of squares consists of a sequence Q1,Q2, . . . ,Qρ of sets of sub-grids of G.
For each 1 ≤ h ≤ ρ, Qh is a collection of disjoint sub-grids of G (that we refer to as level-h squares);
every such square Q ∈ Qh has size (dh× dh), and every pair of distinct squares Q,Q′ ∈ Qh are within
distance at least dh from each other (see Figure 3). We require that for each 1 < h ≤ ρ, for every
square Q ∈ Qh, there is a unique square Q′ ∈ Qh−1 (called the parent-square of Q) that contains Q.
We say that a demand pair (s, t) belongs to the hierarchical system H̃ = (Q1,Q2, . . . ,Qρ) of squares

iff t ∈
⋃
Q∈Qρ Q. We show a simple efficient algorithm to construct 2O(

√
logn) such hierarchical systems

of squares, so that every demand pair belongs to at least one of them. Each such system H̃ of squares
induces an instance of NDP— the instance is defined over the same graph G, and the set M̃ ⊆ M
of demand pairs that belong to the system H̃. It is then enough to obtain a factor 2O(

√
logn·log logn)-

approximation algorithm for each resulting instance (G,M̃) separately. From now on we fix one such
hierarchical system H̃ = (Q1,Q2, . . . ,Qρ) of squares, together with the set M̃ ⊆M of demand pairs,

containing all pairs (s, t) that belong to H̃, and focus on designing an 2O(
√

logn·log logn)-approximation
algorithm for instance (G,M̃).

2.2 A Hierarchical Partition of the Top Grid Boundary

Recall that R∗ denotes the first row of the grid. A hierarchical partition I of R∗ is a sequence
I1, I2, . . . , Iρ of sets of sub-paths of R∗, such that for each 1 ≤ h ≤ ρ, the paths in Ih (that we refer
to as level-h intervals) partition the vertices of R∗. We also require that for all 1 < h ≤ ρ, every
level-h interval I ∈ Ih is contained in a unique level-(h − 1) interval I ′ ∈ Ih−1, that we refer to as
the parent-interval of I. For every level 1 ≤ h ≤ ρ, we define a collection χh of colors, containing one
color ch(I) for each level-h interval I ∈ Ih. If I ′ ∈ Ih is a parent-interval of I ∈ Ih+1, then we say
that color ch(I ′) is a parent-color of ch+1(I).
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Figure 3: A schematic view of a hierarchical system of squares with 2 levels.

2.3 Coloring the Squares and Selecting Demand Pairs to Route

The third ingredient of our algorithm is an assignment f of colors to the squares, and a selection of a
subset of the demand pairs to be routed. For every level 1 ≤ h ≤ ρ, for every level-h square Q ∈ Qh,
we would like to assign a single level-h color ch(I) ∈ χh to Q, denoting f(Q) = ch(I). Intuitively, if
color ch(I) is assigned to Q, then the only demand pairs (s, t) with t ∈ Q that we may route are those
whose source vertex s lies on the level-h interval I. We require that the coloring is consistent across
levels: that is, for all 1 < h ≤ ρ, if a level-h square is assigned a level-h color ch, and its parent-square
is assigned a level-(h− 1) color ch−1, then ch−1 must be a parent-color of ch. We call such a coloring
f a valid coloring of H̃ with respect to I.

Finally, we would like to select a subsetM′ ⊆ M̃ of the demand pairs to route. Consider some demand
pair (s, t) and some level 1 ≤ h ≤ ρ. Let Ih be the level-h interval to which s belongs. Then we say
that s has the level-h color ch(Ih). Therefore, for each level 1 ≤ h ≤ ρ, vertex s is assigned the unique
level-h color ch(Ih), and for 1 ≤ h < ρ, ch(Ih) is the parent-color of ch+1(Ih+1). Let Qρ ∈ Qρ be the
level-ρ square to which t belongs. We may only add (s, t) to M′ if the level-ρ color of Qρ is cρ(Iρ)
(that is, it is the same as the level-ρ color of s). Notice that in particular, this means that for every
level 1 ≤ h ≤ ρ, if Qh is the level-h square containing t, and it is assigned the color ch(Ih), then s is
assigned the same level-h color, and so s ∈ Ih. Finally, we require that for all 1 ≤ h ≤ ρ, for every
level-h color ch, the total number of all demand pairs (s, t) ∈ M′, such that the level-h color of s
is ch, is no more than dh+1/16 (if h = ρ, then the number is no more than 1). If M′ has all these
properties, then we say that it respects the coloring f . We say that (I, f,M′) is a good ensemble iff I
is a hierarchical partition of R∗ into intervals; f is a valid coloring of the squares in H̃ with respect to
I; andM′ ⊆ M̃ is a subset of the demand pairs that respects the coloring f . The size of the ensemble
is |M′|.

2.4 The Routing

We show that, if we are given a good ensemble (I, f,M′), then we can route all demand pairs in M′.
The routing itself follows the high-level idea outlined above. We gradually construct a collection P of
node-disjoint paths routing the demand pairs inM′. At the highest level, all these paths depart from
their sources and then visit the level-1 squares one-by-one, in a snake-like fashion, as in Figure 2(a).
Consider now some level-1 square Q, and assume that its level-1 color is c1(I), where I ∈ I1 is some
level-1 interval of R∗. Then only the paths P ∈ P that originate at the vertices of I will enter the
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square Q; the remaining paths will exploit the spacing between the level-1 squares in order to bypass
it; the spacing between the level-1 squares is sufficient to allow this. Once we have defined this global
routing, we need to specify how the routing is carried out inside each square. We employ the same
procedure recursively. Consider some level-1 square Q, and let P ′ ⊆ P be the set of all paths that visit
Q. Assume further that the level-1 color of Q is c1(I). Since we are only allowed to have at most d2/16
demand pairs in M′ whose level-1 color is c1(I), |P ′| ≤ d2/16. Let Q′ ⊆ Q2 be the set of all level-2
squares contained in Q. The paths in P ′ will visit the squares of Q′ one-by-one in a snake-like fashion
(but this part of the routing is performed inside Q). As before, for every level-2 square Q′ ⊆ Q, if the
level-2 color of Q′ is c2(I ′), then only those paths of P ′ that originate at the vertices of I ′ will enter Q′;
the remaining paths will use the spacing between the level-2 squares to bypass Q′. Since |P ′| ≤ d2/16,
and all level-2 squares are at distance at least d2 from each other, there is a sufficient spacing to allow
this routing. We continue this process recursively, until, at the last level of the recursion, we route at
most one path per color, to its destination vertex.

In order to complete the proof of the theorem, we need to show that there exists a good ensemble
(I, f,M′) of size |M′| ≥ |OPT|/2O(

√
logn·log logn), and that we can find such an ensemble efficiently.

2.5 The Existence of the Ensemble

The key notion that we use in order to show that a large good ensemble (I, f,M′) exists is that of
a shadow property. Suppose Q is some (d × d) sub-grid of G, and let M̂ ⊆ M be some subset of
the demand pairs. Among all demand pairs (s, t) ∈ M̂ with t ∈ Q, let (s1, t1) be the one with s1

appearing earliest on the first row R∗ of G, and let (s2, t2) be the one with s2 appearing latest on
R∗. The shadow of Q with respect to M̂ is the sub-path of R∗ between s1 and s2. Let NM̂(Q) be the

number of all demand pairs (s, t) ∈ M̂ with s lying in the shadow of Q (that is, s lies between s1 and
s2 on R∗). We say that M̂ has the shadow property with respect to Q iff NM̂(Q) ≤ d. We say that M̂
has the shadow property with respect to the hierarchical system H̃ = (Q1, . . . ,Qρ) of squares, iff M̂ has
the shadow property with respect to every square in

⋃ρ
h=1Qh. Let P∗ be the optimal solution to the

instance (G,M̃) of NDP, where M̃ only includes the demand pairs that belong to H̃. Let M∗ ⊆ M̃
be the set of the demand pairs routed by P∗. For every demand pair (s, t) ∈ M∗, let P (s, t) ∈ P∗
be the path routing this demand pair. Intuitively, it feels like M∗ should have the shadow property.
Indeed, let Q ∈

⋃ρ
h=1Qh be some square of size (dh × dh), and let (s1, t1), (s2, t2) ∈ M∗ be defined

for Q as before, so that the shadow of Q with respect to M∗ is the sub-path of R∗ between s1 and
s2. Let P be any path of length at most 2dh connecting t1 to t2 in Q, and let γ be the closed curve
consisting of the union of P (s1, t1), P , P (s2, t2), and the shadow of Q. Consider the disc D whose
boundary is γ. The intuition is that, if (s, t) ∈ M∗ is a demand pair whose source lies in the shadow
of Q, and destination lies outside of D, then P (s, t) must cross the path P , as it needs to escape the
disc D. Since path P is relatively short, only a small number of such demand pairs may exist. The
main difficulty with this argument is that we may have a large number of demand pairs (s, t), whose
source lies in the shadow of Q, and the destination lies in the disc D. Intuitively, this can only happen
if P (s1, t1) and P (s2, t2) “capture” a large area of the grid. We show that, in a sense, this cannot
happen too often, and that there is a subset M∗∗ ⊆ M∗ of at least |M∗|/2O(

√
logn·log logn) demand

pairs, such that M∗∗ has the shadow property with respect to H̃.

Finally, we show that there exists a good ensemble (I, f,M′) with |M′| ≥ |M∗∗|/2O(
√

logn·log logn). We
construct the ensemble over the course of ρ iterations, starting with M′ =M∗∗. In the hth iteration
we construct the set Ih of the level-h intervals of R∗, assign level-h colors to all level-h squares of H̃,

and discard some demand pairs from M′. Recall that η = 2d
√

logne. In the first iteration, we let I1

be a partition of the row R∗ into intervals, each of which contains roughly d1
16η = d2

16 ≤
|M∗|
η vertices
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of S(M′). Assume that these intervals are I1, . . . , Ir, and that they appear in this left-to-right order
on R∗. We call all intervals Ij where j is odd interesting intervals, and the remaining intervals Ij
uninteresting intervals. We discard from M′ all demand pairs (s, t), where s lies on an uninteresting
interval. Consider now some level-1 square Q, and letM(Q) ⊆M′ be the set of all demand pairs whose
destinations lie in Q. Since the original setM∗∗ of demand pairs had the shadow property with respect
to Q, it is easy to verify that all source vertices of the demand pairs inM(Q) must belong to a single
interesting interval of I1. Let I be that interval. Then we color the square Q with the level-1 color
c1(I) corresponding to the interval I. This completes the first iteration. Notice that for each level-1
color c1(I), at most d2/16 demand pairs (s, t) ∈M′ have s ∈ I. In the following iteration, we similarly
partition every interesting level-1 interval into level-2 intervals that contain roughly d3/16 ≤ |M∗|/η2

source vertices of M′ each, and then define a coloring of all level-2 squares similarly, while suitably
updating the set M′ of the demand pairs. We continue this process for ρ iterations, eventually
obtaining a good ensemble (I, f,M′). Since we only discard a constant fraction of the demand pairs
ofM′ in every iteration, at the end, |M′| ≥ |M∗∗|/2O(ρ) = |M∗∗|/2O(

√
logn) ≥ |M∗|/2O(

√
logn·log logn).

2.6 Finding the Good Ensemble

In our final step, our goal is to find a good ensemble (I, f,M′) maximizing |M′|. We show an efficient
randomized 2O(

√
logn·log logn)-approximation algorithm for this problem. First, we show that, at the

cost of losing a small factor in the approximation ratio, we can restrict our attention to a small
collection I1, I2, . . . ,Iz of hierarchical partitions of R∗ into intervals, and that it is enough to obtain
a 2O(

√
logn·log logn)-approximate solution for the problem of finding the largest ensemble (Ij , f,M′) for

each such partition Ij separately.

We then fix one such hierarchical partition Ij , and design an LP-relaxation for the problem of comput-
ing a coloring f of H̃ and a collection M′ of demand pairs, such that (Ij , f,M′) is a good ensemble,

while maximizing |M′|. Finally, we design an efficient randomized LP-rounding 2O(
√

logn·log logn)-
approximation algorithm for the problem.

2.7 Completing the Proof of Theorem 1.1

So far we have assumed that all source vertices lie on the top boundary of the grid, and all destination
vertices are at a distance at least Ω(OPT) from the grid boundary. Let A be the randomized efficient
2O(
√

logn·log logn)-approximation algorithm for this special case. We now extend it to the general Re-
stricted NDP-Grid problem. For every destination vertex t, we identify the closest vertex t̃ that lies on
the grid boundary. Using standard grouping techniques, and at the cost of losing an additional O(log n)
factor in the approximation ratio, we can assume that all source vertices lie on the top boundary of the
grid, all vertices in

{
t̃ | t ∈ T (M)

}
lie on a single boundary edge of the grid (assume for simplicity that

it is the bottom boundary), and that there is some integer d, such that for every destination vertex
t ∈ T (M), d ≤ d(t, t̃) < 2d. We show that we can define a collection Z = {Z1, . . . , Zr} of disjoint
square sub-grids of G, and a collection I = {I1, . . . , Ir} of disjoint sub-intervals of R∗, such that the
bottom boundary of each sub-grid Zi is contained in the bottom boundary of G, the top boundary
of Zi is within distance at least OPT from R∗, Z1, . . . , Zr appear in this left-to-right order in G, and
I1, . . . , Ir appear in this left-to-right order on R∗. For each 1 ≤ j ≤ r, we let Mj denote the set of
all demand pairs with the sources lying on Ij and the destinations lying in Zj . For each 1 ≤ j ≤ r,
we then obtain a new instance (G,Mj) of the NDP problem. We show that there exist a collection Z
of squares and a collection I of intervals, such that the value of the optimal solution to each instance
(G,Mj), that we denote by OPTj , is at most d, while

∑r
j=1 OPTj ≥ OPT/2O(

√
logn·log logn). Moreover,

it is not hard to show that, if we can compute, for each 1 ≤ j ≤ r, a routing of some subsetM′j ⊆Mj
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of demand pairs in G, then we can also route all demand pairs in
⋃r
j=1M′j simultaneously in G.

There are two problems with this approach. First, we do not know the set Z of sub-grids of G and
the set I of intervals of R∗. Second, it is not clear how to solve each resulting problem (G,Mj). To
address the latter problem, we define a simple mapping of all source vertices in S(Mj) to the top
boundary of grid Zj , obtaining an instance of Restricted NDP-Grid, where all source vertices lie on the
top boundary of the grid Zj , and all destination vertices lie at a distance at least OPTj ≤ d from its
boundary. We can then use algorithm A in order to solve this problem efficiently. It is easy to see
that, if we can route some subset M′j of the demand pairs via node-disjoint paths in Zj , then we can
extend this routing to the corresponding set of original demand pairs, whose sources lie on R∗.

Finally, we employ dynamic programming in order to find the set Z of sub-grids of G and the set I of
intervals of I. For each such potential sub-grid Z and interval I, we use algorithm A in order to find a
routing of a large set of demand pairs of the corresponding instance defined inside Z, and then exploit
the resulting solution values for each such pair (I, Z) in a simple dynamic program, that allows us to
compute the set Z of sub-grids of G, the set I of intervals of I, and the final routing.

3 Preliminaries

All logarithms in this paper are to the base of 2.

For a pair h, ` > 0 of integers, we let Gh,` denote the grid of height h and length `. The set of
its vertices is V (Gh,`) = {v(i, j) | 1 ≤ i ≤ h, 1 ≤ j ≤ `}, and the set of its edges is the union of two
subsets: the set EH = {(vi,j , vi,j+1) | 1 ≤ i ≤ h, 1 ≤ j < `} of horizontal edges and the set EV =
{(vi,j , vi+1,j) | 1 ≤ i < h, 1 ≤ j ≤ `} of vertical edges. The subgraph of Gh,` induced by the edges of
EH consists of h paths, that we call the rows of the grid; for 1 ≤ i ≤ h, the ith row Ri is the row
containing the vertex v(i, 1). Similarly, the subgraph induced by the edges of EV consists of ` paths
that we call the columns of the grid, and for 1 ≤ j ≤ `, the jth column Wj is the column containing
v(1, j). We think of the rows as ordered from top to bottom and the columns as ordered from left
to right. Given two vertices u = v(i, j) and u′ = v(i′, j′) of the grid, the shortest-path distance
between them in G is denoted by d(u, u′). Given two vertex subsets X,Y ⊆ V (G`,h), the distance
between them is d(X,Y ) = minu∈X,u′∈Y {d(u, u′)}. Given a vertex v = v(i, j) of the grid, we denote
by row(v) and col(v) the row and the column, respectively, that contain v. The boundary of the grid is
Γ(Gh,`) = R1∪Rh∪W1∪W`. We sometimes refer to R1 and Rh as the top and the bottom boundaries
of the grid respectively, and to W1 and W` as the left and the right boundaries of the grid. We say
that Gh,` is a square grid iff h = `.

Given a set R of consecutive rows of a grid G = G`,h and a set W of consecutive columns of G, we
let ΥG(R,W) be the subgraph of G induced by the set

{
v(j, j′) | Rj ∈ R,Wj′ ∈ W

}
of vertices. We

say that Υ = ΥG(R,W) is the sub-grid of G spanned by the set R of rows and the set W of columns.
A sub-graph G′ ⊆ G is called a sub-grid of G iff there is a set R of consecutive rows and a set W of
consecutive columns of G, such that G′ = ΥG(R,W). If additionally |R| = |W| = d for some integer
d, then we say that G′ is a square of size (d× d).

In the NDP-Grid problem, the input is a grid G = G`,` and a setM = {(s1, t1), . . . , (sk, tk)} of pairs of
its vertices, called demand pairs. We refer to the vertices in set S(M) = {s1, . . . , sk} as source vertices,
to the vertices in set T (M) = {t1, . . . , tk} as destination vertices, and to the vertices of S(M)∪T (M)
as terminals. The solution to the problem is a set P of node-disjoint paths in G, where each path
P ∈ P connects some demand pair in M. The goal is to maximize the number of the demand pairs
routed, that is, |P|. In this paper we consider a special case of NDP-Grid, that we call Restricted
NDP-Grid, where all source vertices appear on the boundary of the grid. We denote by n = `2 the
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number of vertices in the input graph G.

Given a subset M′ ⊆M of the demand pairs, we denote by S(M′) and T (M′) the sets of all source
and all destination vertices participating in the pairs in M′, respectively.

4 The Algorithm

Throughout, we assume that we know the value OPT of the optimal solution; in order to do so, we
simply guess the value OPT (that is, we go over all such possible values), and run our approximation
algorithm for each such guessed value. It is enough to show that the algorithm returns a factor-
2O(
√

logn·log logn)-approximate solution whenever the value OPT has been guessed correctly. We use a

parameter η = 2d
√

logne. We first further restrict the problem and consider a special case where the
destination vertices appear far from the grid boundary. We show an efficient randomized algorithm
for approximately solving this special case of the problem, by proving the following theorem, which is
one of our main technical contributions.

Theorem 4.1 There is an efficient randomized algorithm A, that, given an instance (G,M) of Re-
stricted NDP-Grid and an integer OPT > 0, such that the value of the optimal solution to (G,M) is
at least OPT, and every destination vertex t ∈ T (M) lies at a distance at least OPT/η from Γ(G),
returns a solution that routes at least OPT/2O(

√
logn·log logn) demand pairs, with high probability.

In Section 9 we complete the proof of Theorem 1.1 using algorithmA from Theorem 4.1 as a subroutine,
by reducing the given instance of Restricted NDP-Grid to a number of instances of the form required
by Theorem 4.1, and then applying algorithm A to each of them. In this section, we focus on the
proof of Theorem 4.1.

Recall that our input grid G has dimensions (` × `). Throughout, for an integer r > 0, we denote
[r] = {1, . . . , r}. Notice that by losing a factor 4 in the approximation guarantee, we can assume
w.l.o.g. that all sources lie on the top row of G, and that OPT ≤ `.

Parameters. The following parameters are used throughout the algorithm. Let c∗ ≥ 2 be a large

constant, whose value will be set later. Recall that η = 2d
√

logne. Let ρ be the largest integer, for
which ηρ+2 ≤ OPT/2c

∗√logn log logn. Intuitively, we will route no more than ηρ+2 demand pairs, and
it is helpful that this number is significantly smaller than OPT. The parameter ρ will be used as the
number of recursive levels in the hierarchical system of squares, and in the algorithm overall. Clearly,
ρ ≤

√
log n, and OPT/(η · 2c∗

√
logn log logn) < ηρ+2 ≤ OPT/2c

∗√logn log logn. In particular, ηρ+2 < `,
where ` is the size of the side of the grid G.

It would be convenient for us if we could assume that ` is an integral multiple of ηρ+2. Since this
is not true in general, below we define a sub-grid G̃ of G of dimensions (`′ × `′), where `′ is a large
enough integral multiple of ηρ+2. We show that G̃ can be defined so that, in a sense, we can restrict
our attention to the sub-problem induced by G̃, without paying much in the approximation factor.

To this end, we let `′ be the largest integral multiple of ηρ+2 with `′ < `, so `−`′ ≤ ηρ+2 ≤ OPT/η. Let
G′ be the sub-grid of G spanned by its first `′ columns and all its rows, and let G′′ be the sub-grid of G
spanned by its last `′ columns and all its rows. Finally, letM′ andM′′ be the subsets of the demand
pairs contained in G′ and G′′, respectively. Notice that, since we have assumed that all destination
vertices lie at a distance at least OPT/η from Γ(G), all vertices of T (M) are contained in both G′

and G′′. Consider two instances of the NDP problem, both of which are defined on the original graph
G; the first one uses the set M′ of the demand pairs, and the second one uses the set M′′ of demand
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pairs. Clearly, one of these instances has a solution of value at least OPT/2, as for each demand pair
(s, t) ∈ M, both s and t must belong to either M′ or to M′′ (or both). We assume without loss
of generality that the problem induced by the set M′ of demand pairs has solution of value at least
OPT/2. In particular, we assume that all source vertices lie on the first row of G′, that we denote
by R∗ from now on. Notice however that we are only guaranteed that a routing of at least OPT/2
demand pairs of M′ exists in the original graph G. For convenience, abusing the notation, from now
on we will denote M′ by M and OPT/2 by OPT.

For each 1 ≤ h ≤ ρ, we let dh = ηρ−h+3, so that d1 = ηρ+2 and OPT/(η · 2c∗
√

logn log logn) < d1 ≤
OPT/2c

∗√logn log logn; dρ = η3; and dh = dh−1/η for all h > 1. Throughout, we assume that n is large
enough, so that, for example, log n > 227.

One of the main concepts that we use is that of a hierarchical decomposition of the grid into squares,
that we define next. Recall that G′ is the sub-grid of G spanned by its first `′ columns and all its rows.
We let G̃ ⊆ G′ be the (`′× `′)-sub-grid of G′, that is spanned by all its columns and its `′ bottommost
rows. Notice that since `′ < `, the top row R∗ of G′, where the source vertices reside, is disjoint from
G̃.

4.1 Hierarchical Systems of Squares

A subset I ⊆ [`′] of consecutive integers is called an interval. We say that two intervals I, I ′ are
disjoint iff I ∩ I ′ = ∅, and we say that they are d-separated iff for every pair of integers i ∈ I, j ∈ I ′,
|i − j| > d. A collection I of intervals of [`′] is called d-canonical, iff for each interval I ∈ I, |I| = d,
and every pair of intervals in I is d-separated.

Consider now the (`′× `′)-grid G̃. Given two intervals I, I ′ of [`′], we denote by Q(I, I ′) the sub-graph
of G̃ induced by all vertices in {v(i, j) | i ∈ I, j ∈ I ′}. Given two sets I, I ′ of intervals of [`′], we let
Q(I, I ′) be the corresponding set of sub-graphs of G′, that is, Q(I, I ′) = {Q(I, I ′) | I ∈ I, I ′ ∈ I ′}.

Definition. Let Q be any collection of sub-graphs of G̃, and let d be an integer. We say that Q is a d-
canonical family of squares iff there are two d-canonical sets I, I ′ of intervals, such that Q = Q(I, I ′).
In particular, each sub-graph in Q is a square of size (d× d), and for every pair Q,Q′ ∈ Q of distinct
squares, for every pair v ∈ V (Q), v′ ∈ V (Q′) of vertices, d(v, v′) ≥ d.

We are now ready to define a hierarchical system of squares. We use the integral parameters η and ρ
defined above, as well as the parameters {dh}1≤h≤ρ.

Definition. A hierarchical system of squares is a sequence H̃ = (Q1,Q2, . . . ,Qρ) of sets of squares,
such that:

• for all 1 ≤ h ≤ ρ, Qh is a dh-canonical family of squares; and

• for all 1 < h ≤ ρ, for every square Q ∈ Qh, there is a square Q′ ∈ Qh−1, such that Q ⊆ Q′.

Given a hierarchical system H̃ = (Q1,Q2, . . . ,Qρ), of squares we denote by V (H̃) the set of all vertices
lying in the squares of Qρ, that is, V (H̃) =

⋃
Q∈Qρ V (Q). We say that the vertices of V (H̃) belong to

H̃. We need the following simple claim, whose proof appears in the Appendix.

Claim 4.2 There is an efficient algorithm, that constructs 4ρ hierarchical systems H̃1, . . . , H̃4ρ of
squares of G̃, such that every vertex of G̃ belongs to exactly one system.
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Given a hierarchical system H̃ = (Q1, . . . ,Qρ) of squares and an integer 1 ≤ h ≤ ρ, we call the squares
in Qh level-h squares. If h > 1, then for each level-h square Q, we call the unique level-(h− 1) square
Q′ with Q ⊆ Q′ the parent-square of Q, and we say that Q is a child-square of Q′.

From now on, we fix the collection F =
{
H̃1, . . . , H̃4ρ

}
of the hierarchical systems of squares of G̃

that is given by Claim 4.2. Consider an optimal solution P∗ to the NDP instance (G,M), and let
M∗ ⊆ M be the set of the demand pairs routed by this solution. For each 1 ≤ i ≤ 4ρ, we let
M∗i ⊆M∗ be the set of all demand pairs whose destinations belong to the system H̃i. Clearly, there
is an index i∗, such that |M∗i∗ | ≥ |M∗|/4ρ. Even though we do not know the index i∗, we can run our
approximation algorithm for each possible value of i∗. It is enough to show that our algorithm finds a
2O(
√

logn·log logn)-approximate solution to instance (G,M) of NDP if the index i∗ is guessed correctly.
Therefore, we assume from now on that the index i∗ is known to us. For convenience, we denote H̃i∗
by H̃ from now on. We also denote M∗i∗ by M∗∗. Let M̃ ⊆ M denote the set of all demand pairs
whose destination vertices lie in the system H̃. Then we are guaranteed that there is a solution to
NDP instance (G,M̃) of value at least OPT/4ρ ≥ OPT/22

√
logn.

4.2 The Shadow Property

Definition. Let Q ⊆ G̃ be a square sub-grid of G̃ of size (d × d), and let M̂ ⊆ M be any subset of
the demand pairs, such that all vertices in S(M̂) are distinct. The shadow of Q with respect to M̂,
JM̂(Q), is the shortest sub-path of row R∗ of G′ that contains the source vertices of all demand pairs

(s, t) ∈ M̂ with t ∈ Q. If no demand pairs in M̂ have destinations in Q, then JM̂(Q) = ∅. The length

of the shadow, LM̂(Q), is the total number of vertices s ∈ S(M̂), that belong to JM̂(Q). Given a

parameter β > 0, we say that Q has the β-shadow property with respect to M̂, iff LM̂(Q) ≤ β · d.

We use the above definition in both the regimes where β ≤ 1 and β > 1. We need the following simple
observation, whose proof is deferred to the Appendix.

Observation 4.3 Let Q be any collection of disjoint squares in G̃, let 0 < β1 < β2 be parameters,
and let M̂ be any set of demand pairs, such that all vertices in S(M̂) are distinct, and every square in
Q has the β2-shadow property with respect to M̂. Then there is an efficient algorithm to find a subset

M̂′ ⊆ M̂ of at least
⌊
β1|M̂|

4β2

⌋
demand pairs, such that every square in Q has the β1-shadow property

with respect to M̂′.

The proof of the following theorem appears in Section 5.

Theorem 4.4 Let Q be a d-canonical set of squares, and let M̂ ⊆ M be a subset of demand pairs,
such that:

• there is a set P of node-disjoint paths in G routing all demand pairs in M̂; and

• for each demand pair (s, t) ∈ M̂, there is a square Q ∈ Q with t ∈ Q.

Then there is a subset M̂′ ⊆ M̂ of at least |M̂|/ log6 n demand pairs, such that every square Q ∈ Q
has the 1-shadow property with respect to M̂′.

Recall that F is the family of hierarchical systems of squares of G̃ given by Claim 4.2, H̃ ∈ F is
the hierarchical system that we have guessed, and M̃ ⊆ M is the set of all demand pairs whose
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destinations belong to H̃. Recall also that we have assumed that the value of the optimal solution for
instance (G,M̃) of NDP-Grid is at least OPT/22

√
logn, and we have denoted by M∗∗ the set of the

demand pairs routed by such a solution.

Corollary 4.5 Denote H̃ = (Q1, . . . ,Qρ). Then there is a set M̃∗ ⊆ M̃ of at least OPT
28
√
logn·log logn

demand pairs, such that: (i) all demand pairs in M̃∗ can be simultaneously routed via node-disjoint
paths in G; and (ii) for each 1 ≤ h ≤ ρ, all squares in set Qh have the 1/η2-shadow property with
respect to M̃∗.

Proof: Notice that, since all demand pairs inM∗∗ are routable by node-disjoint paths, all vertices of
S(M∗∗) are distinct.

We perform ρ iterations. The input to the jth iteration is a subset Mj−1 ⊆ M∗∗ of demand pairs,
where the input to the first iteration is M0 = M∗∗. In order to execute the jth iteration, we apply
Theorem 4.4 to the setQj of squares and the setMj−1 of demand pairs, to obtain a subsetMj ⊆Mj−1

of demand pairs of cardinality at least |Mj−1|/ log6 n, such that all squares in Qj have the 1-shadow
property with respect to Mj . Consider the final set Mρ of demand pairs. Clearly,

|Mρ| ≥
|M0|

log6ρ n
≥ OPT

22
√

logn · 26
√

logn·log logn
≥ OPT

27
√

logn·log logn
,

and for every 1 ≤ h ≤ ρ, every square in Qh has the 1-shadow property with respect toMρ. Applying

Observation 4.3 to Mρ and the set Q =
⋃ρ
h=1Qh, we obtain a subset M̃∗ ⊆Mρ of at least

⌊
|Mρ|
4η2

⌋
≥

|OPT|
8η2·27

√
logn·log logn

≥ |OPT|
28
√

logn·log logn
demand pairs, that has the required properties.

4.3 Hierarchical Decomposition of Row R∗

Recall that R∗ is the first row of the grid G′. We start with intuition. Recall that M̃∗ is the set
of the demand pairs from Corollary 4.5. In general, we would like to define a hierarchical partition
(J1,J2, . . . ,Jρ) of R∗, that has the following property: for each level 1 ≤ h ≤ ρ, every interval
I ∈ Jh contains either 0, or roughly dh source vertices of the demand pairs in M̃∗. Being able to find
such a partition is crucial to our algorithm. If we knew the set M̃∗ of demand pairs, finding such a
partition would have been trivial. But unfortunately, set M̃∗ depends on the optimal solution and is
not known to us. We show instead that, at the cost of losing an additional 2O(

√
logn log logn)-factor in

the approximation ratio, we can define a small collection of such hierarchical partitions of R∗, one of
which is guaranteed to have the above property. In each such hierarchical partition that we construct,
for each level 1 ≤ h ≤ ρ, all intervals in Jh will have the same length, that we denote by `h. The
lengths `h are not known to us a-priori, and differ from partition to partition, but we will be able to
guess them from a small set of possibilities.

Suppose we are given a sequence L = (`1, `2, . . . , `r) of integers, with `1 > `2 > . . . > `r, where r > 0
is some integer, and for each 1 ≤ h ≤ r, `h is an integral power of η. A hierarchical L-decomposition
of the first row R∗ of the grid G′ is defined as follows. First, we partition R∗ into a collection J1 of
intervals, each of which contains exactly `1 consecutive vertices (recall that R∗ contains `′ vertices,
and `′ is an integral multiple of d1 = ηρ+2, which in turn is an integral power of η). We call the
intervals in J1 level-1 intervals. Assume now that we are given, for some 1 ≤ h < r, a partition
Jh of R∗ into level-h intervals. We now define a partition Jh+1 of R∗ into level-(h + 1) intervals as
follows. Start with Jh+1 = ∅. For each level-h interval I ∈ Jh, partition I into consecutive intervals
containing exactly `h+1 vertices each. Add all resulting intervals to Jh+1. Note that for a fixed
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sequence L = (`1, `2, . . . , `r) of integers, the corresponding hierarchical L-decomposition (J1, . . . ,Jr)
of R∗ is unique.

Assume now that we are also given a collection M′ ⊆ M of demand pairs. We say that M′ is
compatible with the sequence L = (`1, . . . , `ρ) of integers, iff for each 1 ≤ h ≤ ρ, for every interval
I ∈ Jh, either I ∩ S(M′) = ∅, or:

dh
16η
≤ |I ∩ S(M′)| ≤ dh

4
.

The following theorem uses the hierarchical system H̃ ∈ F of squares we have defined above and the
set M̃∗ ⊆ M̃ of demand pairs from Corollary 4.5. Recall that all demand pairs in M̃∗ have their
destinations in H̃, and they can all be routed via node-disjoint pairs in G. Moreover, all squares that
lie in the system H̃ have the 1/η2-shadow property with respect to M̃∗.

Theorem 4.6 There is a sequence L = (`1, `2, . . . , `ρ) of integers, with `1 > `2 > . . . > `ρ, where each
`i is an integral power of η, and a subset M̃∗∗ ⊆ M̃∗ of demand pairs, such that:

• |M̃∗∗| ≥ OPT/2O(
√

logn log logn);

• the set M̃∗∗ of demand pairs is compatible with the sequence L.

Proof: Let ρ′ be the largest integer such that `′ ≥ ηρ′ , and note that ρ′ ≤
√

log n. We next gradually
modify the set M̃∗ of demand pairs, by starting with Mρ′ = M̃∗, and then gradually obtaining
smaller and smaller subsets Mρ′−1,Mρ′−2, . . . ,M0 of Mρ′ . Along the way, we will also define a
sequence γρ′ , . . . , γ1 of integers that will be helpful for us later.

Consider first the sequence L′ = (`′1, `
′
2, . . . , `ρ′) of integers, where for 1 ≤ h ≤ ρ′, `′h = ηρ

′−h. Let
(J ′1,J ′2, . . . ,J ′ρ′) be the corresponding hierarchical L′-decomposition of R∗. We start withMρ′ = M̃∗,
and then perform ρ′ iterations. An input to iteration j is some subset Mρ′−j+1 of M̃∗. In order
to execute iteration j, we consider the set Jρ′−j+1 of all level-(ρ′ − j + 1) intervals of R∗ in the
L′-hierarchical decomposition of R∗. We partition these intervals into dlog ne groups: an interval
I ∈ Jρ−j+1 belongs to group Uz iff:

2z < |I ∩ S(Mρ′−j+1)| ≤ 2z+1.

We say that a demand pair (s, t) belongs to group Uz iff the interval I ∈ Jρ′−j+1 containing s belongs
to group Uz. Then there is an index z, such that Uz contains at least a (1/ dlog ne)-fraction of the
demand pairs of Mρ′−j+1. We then set γρ′−j+1 = 2z, and we let Mρ′−j contain the set of all demand
pairs of Mρ′−j+1 that belong to Uz. Let M0 be the set of demand pairs obtained after the last
iteration of the algorithm. We then set M̃∗∗ =M0. It is easy to verify that:

|M̃∗∗| ≥ |M̃∗|
dlog neρ′

≥ OPT

28
√

logn·log logn · dlog ne
√

logn
≥ OPT

210
√

logn·log logn
.

Recall that we have defined integers γ1, γ2, . . . , γρ′ , and for each 1 ≤ h ≤ ρ′, for every level-h interval
Ih ∈ J ′h, either Ih contains no vertices of S(M̃∗∗), or:

γh < |I ∩ S(M̃∗∗)| ≤ 2γh.
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Since for each 1 < h ≤ ρ′, a level-h interval is a sub-interval of a level-(h − 1) interval, it is easy to
verify that γ1 ≥ γ2 ≥ · · · ≥ γρ′ . Moreover, we claim that for each 1 < h ≤ ρ′, γh ≥ γh−1/(2η). This is
since a level-(h − 1) interval I is partitioned into exactly η level-h intervals. If γh < γh−1/(2η), then
each such interval contributes fewer than γh−1/η source vertices to I, and so I contains fewer than
γh vertices of S(M̃), a contradiction. It is also easy to verify that γρ′ = 1, while, since |I ′1| ≤ η2,

γ1 ≥ |M̃∗|/(η2 dlog ne) ≥ OPT/(dlog ne · 29
√

logn·log logn). We set the parameter c∗, that was used in
the definition of the parameter ρ, so that γ1 ≥ d1 holds. For example, c∗ ≥ 11 is sufficient.

We are now ready to define the sequence L = (`1, . . . , `ρ) of integers. For each 1 ≤ j ≤ ρ, we let `j
be the largest integer `′h ∈ L′, for which γh ≤ dj/8. From the above discussion, such an integer exists
for all 1 ≤ j ≤ ρ, and we have that dj/(16η) ≤ γh ≤ dj/8. In particular for each interval I ∈ Jh, if
I ∩ S(M̃∗∗) 6= ∅, then dj/(16η) ≤ |I ∩ S(M̃∗∗)| ≤ dj/4.

It is now easy to verify that M̃∗∗ is compatible with the sequence L, since the sets of intervals of the
L-hierarchical partition (J1,J2, . . . ,Jρ) all belong to the collection (J ′1,J ′2, . . . ,J ′ρ′) corresponding to
the L′-hierarchical partition, as L ⊆ L′.

For our algorithm, we need to assume that we know the sequence L of integers given by Theorem 4.6.
As sequence L consists of at most

√
log n integers, each of which is an integral power of η, there

are at most
√

log n possible choices for each integer of L, and at most (
√

log n)
√

logn possible choices
for the sequence L. Therefore, we can go over all such choices, and apply our algorithm to each
of them separately. It is now sufficient to show that our algorithm succeeds in producing the right
output when the sequence L is guessed correctly — that is, it has the properties guaranteed by
Theorem 4.6. We assume from now on that the correct sequence L = (`1, . . . , `ρ) is given, and we
denote by (J1, . . . ,Jρ) the corresponding L-hierarchical decomposition of R∗, that can be computed
efficiently given L. Intervals lying in set Jh are called level-h intervals. Recall that we have also
assumed that we are given a lower bound OPT on the value of the optimal solution, and that we have
guessed the hierarchical system H̃ ∈ F of squares correctly. We denote H̃ = (Q1, . . . ,Qρ). Recall also
that M̃ ⊆M is the set of all demand pairs whose destinations lie in H̃.

4.4 Hierarchical System of Colors

For every level 1 ≤ h ≤ ρ, for every level-h interval I ∈ Jh, we introduce a distinct level-h color
ch(I), and we color all vertices of I with this color. We let χh be the set of all level-h colors, so
χh = {ch(I) | I ∈ Jh}. Every vertex of R∗ is now assigned ρ colors - one color for every level. For
convenience, we define a set χ0 of level-0 colors, that contains a unique color c0. This naturally defines
a hierarchical structure of the colors. Consider any level 0 ≤ h < ρ, and some level-h interval I ∈ Jh,
with the corresponding color ch(I). For every level-(h + 1) interval I ′ contained in I, we say that
the corresponding color ch+1(I ′) is the child-color of ch(I). This also naturally defines a descendant-
ancestor relation between colors: for 1 ≤ h ≤ h′ ≤ ρ, we say that ch(I) is an ancestor-color of ch′(I

′) iff
I ′ ⊆ I. In particular, each color is an ancestor-color of itself. If a color c is an ancestor-color of color c′,
then we say that c′ is a descendant-color of c. We let χ̃(c) ⊆ χ denote the set of all descendant-colors
of c, and by χ̃h(c) the set of all descendants of c that belong to level h.

Given the hierarchical system of colors C = (χ0, χ1, . . . , χρ) as above, a coloring of H̃ by C is an
assignment of colors to squares, f :

⋃ρ
i=1Qi →

⋃ρ
i=1 χi, such that:

• For each 1 ≤ h ≤ ρ, every level-h square Q ∈ Qh is assigned a single level-h color c ∈ χh; and

• For all 1 < h ≤ ρ, if Q ∈ Qh is a level-h square, that is assigned a level-h color c, and its
parent-square Q′ ∈ Qh−1 is assigned a level-(h− 1) color c′, then c is a child-color of c′.
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Let U denote the set of all vertices of G̃ that belong to the hierarchical system H̃ of squares, that is,
U =

⋃
Q∈Qρ V (Q). Recall that R∗ ∩U = ∅. Consider any valid assignment of colors, and let v ∈ U be

some vertex. For 1 ≤ h ≤ ρ, let Qh be the level-h square containing v, and let ch be the color assigned
to Qh. Then we say that the level-h color of v is ch. We also say that the level-0 color of v is c0.
Therefore, every vertex v ∈ U(H) ∪ R∗ is associated with a (ρ + 1)-tuple of colors (c0(v), . . . , cρ(v)),
where ch(v) is its level-h color (recall that we have already assigned colors to the vertices of R∗).
Moreover, for 0 ≤ h < ρ, ch+1(v) is a child-color of ch(v).

Assume now that we are given some coloring f of H̃ by C, and some subset M̃′ ⊆ M̃ of demand pairs.
We say that M̃′ is a perfect set of demand pairs for f , iff:

• All sources and all destinations of the pairs in M̃′ are distinct;

• For each demand pair (s, t) ∈ M̃′, both s and t are assigned the same level-ρ color (notice that
this means that for every level 1 ≤ h ≤ ρ, the level-h color assigned to s and t is the same); and

• For every level 1 ≤ h ≤ ρ, for every level-h color ch, the number of demand pairs (s, t) ∈ M̃′,
for which s and t are assigned the color ch is at most dh.

The rest of the argument consists of three parts. First, we prove that there exists a coloring f of H̃,
and a perfect set M̃′ ⊆ M̃ of demand pairs for f , so that |M̃′| is quite large compared to OPT; set
M̃′ is obtained by appropriately modifying the set M̃∗∗ of demand pairs given by Theorem 4.6. Next,
we show that, given any coloring f of H̃ by C and any perfect set M̃′ of demand pairs for f , we can
efficiently route a large fraction of the demand pairs in M̃′ in graph G. Finally, we show an efficient
algorithm for (approximately) computing the largest set M̃′ ⊆ M̃ of demand pairs, together with a
coloring f of H̃ by C, such that M̃′ is perfect for f . The following three theorems summarize these
three steps, and their proofs appear in the following sections.

Theorem 4.7 There is a coloring f of H̃ by C, and a set M̃′ ⊆ M̃ of demand pairs, such that M̃′ is
perfect for f , and |M̃′| ≥ OPT/2O(

√
logn·log logn).

Theorem 4.8 There is an efficient algorithm, that, given a coloring f of H̃ by C, and a set M̃′ ⊆ M̃
of demand pairs with |M̃′| ≤ d1, such that M̃′ is perfect for f , routes at least |M̃′|/2O(

√
logn) demand

pairs of M̃′ in G.

Theorem 4.9 There is an efficient randomized algorithm, that, given:

• a hierarchical system H̃ = (Q1, . . . ,Qρ) ∈ F of squares, together with a subset M̃ ⊆ M of
demand pairs whose destinations belong to H̃; and

• a sequence L = (`1, . . . , `ρ) of integers, with `1 ≥ `2 ≥ · · · ≥ `ρ, such that each integer `h is an
integral power of η, together with the corresponding L-hierarchical decomposition of R∗ and the
corresponding hierarchical system C of colors,

computes a coloring f of H̃ by C and a set M̃′ ⊆ M̃ of demand pairs that is perfect for f , such
that with high probability, |M̃′| ≥ OPT′/2O(

√
logn), where OPT′ is the cardinality of the largest set

M̃′′ ⊆ M̃ of demand pairs, such that there is some coloring f ′ of H̃ by C, for which M̃′′ is a perfect
set.

It is now easy to complete the proof of Theorem 4.1. We assume that our algorithm is given a
lower bound OPT on the value of the optimal solution. It starts by constructing the family F of
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hierarchical systems of squares using Claim 4.2. It then guesses one of the systems H̃ ∈ F , and
a sequence L = (`1, . . . , `ρ) of integers as described above. We can now efficiently compute the L-
hierarchical decomposition (J1, . . . ,Jρ) of row R∗ of G′, and the corresponding hierarchical system C
of colors. We apply Theorem 4.9 in order to compute a coloring f of H̃ by C and the corresponding
set M̃′ ⊆ M̃ of demand pairs that is perfect for f . From Theorems 4.7 and 4.9, if H̃ and L were
guessed correctly, then with high probability, |M̃′| ≥ OPT/2O(

√
logn·log logn). If |M̃′| > d1, then we

discard demand pairs from M̃′ until |M̃′| = d1 holds. As d1 = ηρ+2 ≥ OPT/2O(
√

logn·log logn), we
still have that |M̃′| ≥ OPT/2O(

√
logn·log logn). Finally, we use Theorem 4.8 in order to route at least

|M̃′|/2O(
√

logn) ≥ OPT/2O(
√

logn·log logn) demand pairs of M̃′ in G. We now turn to prove Theorem 4.4
and Theorems 4.7 — 4.9.

5 The Shadow Property

This section is dedicated to proving Theorem 4.4.

For every demand pair (s, t) ∈ M̂, we let P (s, t) denote the path routing this pair in P. We assume
that G is embedded into the plane in the natural manner, and we construct a number of discs in the
plane. Whenever we refer to a disc, we mean a simple disc, whose boundary is a simple cycle. Let D0

denote the disc whose outer boundary is the boundary of the grid G.

Definition. We say that a disc D in the plane is canonical, if either (i) D = D0, or (ii) we can
partition the boundary σ(D) of D into four contiguous segments, σ1(D), σ2(D), σ3(D), σ4(D), such that
σ1(D) ⊆ R∗; σ3(D) is contained in the boundary of some square Q ∈ Q; σ2(D) is contained in some
path P (s, t) ∈ P, and σ4(D) is contained in some path P (s′, t′) ∈ P (where possibly (s, t) = (s′, t′)).

Definition. We say that a collection D of canonical discs is nested iff for every pair D,D′ ∈ D,
either one of the discs is contained in the other, or they are disjoint. Moreover, if the boundaries of
two distinct discs D,D′ ∈ D intersect, then σ(D) ∩ σ(D′) ⊆ R∗ must hold.

Assume now that we are given a nested collection D of canonical discs. Consider some disc D ∈ D,
and let D′ ⊆ D be the set of all discs D′ with D′ ⊆ D. We define the region of the plane associated
with D as RD(D) = D \ (

⋃
D′∈D′ D

′).

The idea is to compute a collection D =
{
D0, D1, . . . , Dz

}
of nested canonical discs, and for every

disc Di a setMi ⊆ M̂ of demand pairs, such that all demand pairs inMi are routed inside the region
RD(Di) by P. Clearly, for i 6= i′, Mi ∩Mi′ = ∅ will hold. We denote by M = M̂ \

⋃
iMi the set of

the demand pairs we discard, and we will ensure that |M| is small enough compared to |M̂|.

Given a setM of discarded demand pairs, we say that a square Q ∈ Q is active iff at least one demand
pair in M̂ \M has a destination vertex lying in Q. We say that the set D of discs respects the active
squares, iff for every active square Q ∈ Q, there is a unique disc Di ∈ D with Q ⊆ RD(Di). We will
ensure that the set D of discs we construct respects all active squares.

Heavy demand pairs. Consider any demand pair (s, t) ∈ M̂ and the path P (s, t) routing (s, t)
in P. We say that (s, t) covers the demand pair (s′, t′) ∈ M̂ iff P (s, t) intersects the unique square
Q ∈ Q with t′ ∈ Q. Notice that (s′, t′) may be covered by at most 4d demand pairs. This is since t′

belongs to exactly one square of Q; for every pair (s, t) covering (s′, t′), path P (s, t) must contain a
vertex from the boundary of that square; and the length of the boundary of each such square is at
most 4d. We say that demand pair (s, t) is heavy if it covers more than 29d log n other pairs in M̂.
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Observation 5.1 The number of heavy demand pairs is at most |M̂|/(27 log n).

Proof: Assume otherwise. Then the total number of demand pairs covered by heavy pairs (counting
multiplicities) is more than 4|M̂|d. But every demand pair can be covered by at most 4d demand
pairs, a contradiction.

Partitioning algorithm. Initially, we letM contain all heavy demand pairs, so |M| ≤ |M̂|/(128 log n).
We start with D =

{
D0
}

, and let the corresponding set of the demand pairs be M0 = M̂ \M. We
then iterate. Let Di ∈ D be any disc and let Mi be the corresponding set of demand pairs. Con-
sider any pair (s, t), (s′, t′) ∈ Mi of demand pairs. Let NMi(t, t

′) be the number of the demand pairs
(s′′, t′′) ∈ Mi whose source lies between s and s′ on R∗. Let N ′Mi

(t, t′) denote the number of the
remaining demand pairs in Mi – those pairs whose sources do not lie between s and s′ on R∗.

Definition. We say that (s, t), (s′, t′) is a candidate pair for Mi iff:

• there is a square Q ∈ Q with t, t′ ∈ Q; and

• both NMi(t, t
′), N ′Mi

(t, t′) > 220d log3 n.

If a candidate pair (s, t), (s′, t′) exists in Mi, then we do the following. Let Q ∈ Q be the square
that contains both t and t′. We define a new canonical disc D′ ⊆ Di. Let v be the first vertex on
path P (s, t) that lies in Q (we view the path as directed from s to t), and let P ′(s, t) be the sub-path
of P (s, t) between s and v. Similarly, let v′ be the first vertex on path P (s′, t′) that lies in Q, and
let P ′(s′, t′) be the sub-path of P (s′, t′) between s′ and v′. We let σ3(D′) be a path connecting v to
v′, such that σ3(D′) is contained in the boundary of Q, and the length of σ3(D′) is at most 2d. Let
σ2(D′) = P ′(s, t), σ4(D′) = P ′(s′, t′), and let σ1(D′) be the subpath of R∗ between s and s′. Finally,
let σ(D′) be the concatenation of these four curves, and let D′ be the disc whose boundary is σ(D′).
Let Mi ⊆ Mi contain all demand pairs (s′′, t′′), such that either (i) P (s′′, t′′) crosses σ(D′); or (ii)
(s, t) covers (s′′, t′′); or (iii) (s′, t′) covers (s′′, t′′). Recall that there are at most 2d pairs of the first
type (as all their paths must cross σ3(D′)), and at most 29d log n pairs of each of the remaining types
(as we have discarded all heavy demand pairs). Altogether, |Mi| ≤ 2d + 210d log n. Notice that Mi

contains the pairs (s, t) and (s′, t′), and also all pairs whose destinations lie in the squares of Q that
σ(D′) visits, including the pairs whose destinations lie in Q.

We create two new subsets of the demand pairs: M′ ⊆ Mi \ Mi contains all demand pairs whose
corresponding path in P is contained in the new disc D′, and we update Mi to contain all remaining
demand pairs of the original setMi (excluding the pairs inM′ andMi). Therefore, for every demand
pair in the new set Mi, the path routing the pair in P is contained in RD(Di) \D′. We then add D′

to D, with M′ as the corresponding set of the demand pairs, and we add all demand pairs in Mi to
M. It is easy to verify that the resulting set of discs remains nested and canonical. From the above
discussion, it also respects the currently active squares.

We have discarded at most 2d+210d log n ≤ 211d log n demand pairs in the current iteration, but both
M′ and the new setMi contain at least 220d log3 n− 210d log n− 2d ≥ 219d log3 n demand pairs (after
excluding the discarded demand pairs).

We continue this partitioning procedure, as long as there is some disc Di ∈ D, whose corresponding
setMi of demand pairs contains a candidate pair (s, t), (s′, t′). Let D =

{
D0, . . . , Dz

}
be the final set

of discs, and for each i, let Mi be the corresponding set of the demand pairs.

Claim 5.2 At the end of the algorithm, |M| < |M̂|/(64 log n).
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Proof: Recall that at the beginning of the algorithm, |M| ≤ |M̂|/(128 log n) held. Over the course of
the algorithm, for every demand pair (s, t) ∈ M̂ \M, we define a budget of (s, t) as follows. Assume
that (s, t) belongs to some setMi, corresponding to some disc Di ∈ D. We set the budget of (s, t) to be

B(s, t) = log(|Mi|)
128 log2 n

. Notice that this budget may change as the algorithm progresses. At the beginning

of the algorithm, the total budget of all demand pairs is at most |M̂|
128 logn , while |M| ≤ |M̂|

128 logn . It is
now enough to prove that throughout the algorithm, the total budget of all demand pairs plus the
cardinality of M do not increase.

Consider some iteration of the algorithm, where we processed some setMi of demand pairs as above,
adding a new set Mi of demand pairs to M, and creating two new sets of demand pairs: M′ and
M′i (that replaces Mi). Recall that we have guaranteed that |Mi| ≤ 211d log n, while |M′|, |M′i| ≥
219d log3 n. Assume without loss of generality that |M′| ≤ |M′i|. Then the budget of every demand
pair in M′ decreases by at least 1

128 log2 n
(as |M′| ≤ |Mi|/2), and the total decrease in the budgets

is therefore at least |M′|
128 log2 n

≥ 219d log3 n
128 log2 n

≥ 212d log n, while |M| increases by at most 211d log n.

Therefore, the total budget of all demand pairs plus |M| do not increase.

From the above discussion, the final set D of discs is canonical, nested, and respects all remaining
active squares.

Boundary Pairs. Consider some disc Di ∈ D, and assume first that |Mi| ≥ 221d log3 n. Let ai, bi
be the two endpoints of σ1(Di), and let Z i0 ⊆ Mi contain 220d log3 n demand pairs whose sources lie
closest to ai and 220d log3 n demand pairs whose sources lie closest to bi. If |Mi| < 221d log3 n, then
we set Z i0 = Mi. In either case, |Z i0| ≤ 221d log3 n. We call the demand pairs in Z i0 boundary pairs.
If |Mi| > 223d log4 n, then we discard the boundary pairs from Mi, and add them to M. After this

procedure, we are still guaranteed that |M| ≤ |M̂|
64 logn + |M̂|

4 logn ≤
|M̂|

2 logn . So we assume from now on

that whenever the boundary pairs are present in Mi, |Mi| ≤ 223d log4 n.

Forest of Discs. It would be convenient for us to organize the discs in D into a directed forest F ,
in a natural way. In each arborescence of the forest, the edges will be directed towards the root. The
set of vertices of F is v0, v1, . . . , vz, where vi represents disc Di. There is a directed edge (vi, vi′) iff
Di ( Di′ , and there is no disc Dx ∈ D with Di ( Dx ( Di′ . Since the discs in D are nested, it is
immediate to verify that F is indeed a directed forest. For every arborescence τ of F , the root of τ is
the vertex vi corresponding to a disc Di that has the largest area. For every vertex vj ∈ V (F ), we let
its weight wj be |Mj |. We denote by M′ =

⋃z
i=0Mi, so |M′| ≥ |M̂|/2.

We use the following well-known result. For completeness, its proof appears in Appendix.

Claim 5.3 There is an efficient algorithm, that, given a directed forest F with n vertices, computes
a partition Y =

{
Y1, . . . , Ydlogne

}
of V (F ) into subsets, such that for each 1 ≤ j ≤ dlog ne, F [Yj ] is

a collection of disjoint directed paths, that we denote by Pj. Moreover, for all v, v′ ∈ Yj, if there is a
directed path from v to v′ in F , then they both lie on the same path in Pj.

Let
{
Y1, . . . , Ydlog ze

}
be the partition of V (F ) given by Claim 5.3. Then there is some index 1 ≤ x ≤

dlog ze, such that the total weight of all vertices in Yx is at least |M′|/ dlog ze ≥ |M̂|/(2 log n). Let
D′ ⊆ D be the set of all discs Di, whose corresponding vertex vi ∈ Yx, and letM′′ ⊆M′ be the set of
all demand pairs that belong to all such discs, that is, M′′ =

⋃
Di∈D′Mi. Consider now some vertex

vi ∈ Yx. Notice that at most one child-vertex vi′ of vi in the forest F may belong to Yx. If such a vertex
vi′ does not exist, then all demand pairs inMi are called right pairs. Otherwise, for each demand pair
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(s, t) ∈Mi, if s appears to the left of σ1(Mi′) on R∗, then we call it a left pair, and otherwise we call it
a right pair. Therefore, all demand pairs inM′′ are now partitioned into right pairs and left pairs. We
assume without loss of generality that at least half of the demand pairs inM′′ are left pairs; the other
case is symmetric. Let M′′′ ⊆M′′ be the set of all left pairs, so |M′′′| ≥ |M′′|/2 ≥ |M̂|/(4 log n).

Claim 5.4 The squares in Q have the r-shadow property with respect to M′′′, for r = 223 log4 n.

Notice that, assuming the claim is correct, from Observation 4.3, there is a subset M̂′ ⊆ M′′′ of at

least |M′′′|
225 log4 n

≥ |M̂|
227 log5 n

≥ |M̂|
log6 n

demand pairs, such that all squares in Q have the 1-shadow property

with respect to M̂′ (we have used the assumption that n is large enough, so log n ≥ 227). It now
remains to prove Claim 5.4.

Proof of Claim 5.4. Assume otherwise, and let Q ∈ Q be some square that does not have the
r-shadow property with respect toM′′′. Since Q must be an active square, there is some disc Di ∈ D′,
such that the square Q belongs to RD(Di). Consider the shadow JM̃′′′(Q) of Q, and let s, s′ be its left
and right endpoints respectively. Then there are two demand pairs (s, t), (s′, t′) ∈M′′′, with t, t′ ∈ Q,
such that at least rd vertices of S(M′′′) lie between s and s′ on R∗. Let S′ be the set of all these
source vertices, and let N ⊆ M′′′ be their corresponding demand pairs. We claim that N ⊆ Mi.
Indeed, assume that there is some demand pair (s∗, t∗) ∈ N that does not belong to Mi. Then it
must belong to some set Mj , where vj is a descendant of vi in the forest F . This can only happen
if vj ∈ Yx. Moreover, the segment σ1(Dj) must be contained in the shadow LM̃′′(Q). Let vi′ be the
child vertex of vi that lies in Yx (such a vertex must exist due to the vertex vj ∈ Yx). Then vj is also
the descendant of vi′ , and Dj ⊆ Di′ ⊆ Di. In particular, the segment σ1(Di′) must also be contained
in the shadow LM̃′′(Q). But then (s, t) is a left pair, while (s′, t′) is a right pair, which is impossible,
since we have discarded all the right pairs. We conclude that N ⊆Mi.

Since |Mi| ≥ |N | > rd = 223d log4 n, we have deleted the boundary pairs from the set Mi, and so
in particular, (s, t) and (s′, t′) are not boundary pairs. It follows that (s, t) and (s′, t′) was a valid
candidate pair, and we should have continued our partitioning algorithm.

6 The Existence of Coloring

In this section we prove Theorem 4.7. Recall that we assume that we are given a lower bound
OPT on the value of the optimal solution; a hierarchical system H̃ = (Q1, . . . ,Qρ) ∈ F , and a
sequence L = (`1, . . . , `ρ) of integers as in Theorem 4.6. As before, we denote by (J1, . . . ,Jρ) the
L-hierarchical decomposition of R∗. From Theorem 4.6, there is a set M̃∗∗ of demand pairs, with
|M̃∗∗| ≥ OPT/2O(

√
logn log logn), such that for all demand pairs in M̃∗∗, their destinations belong to H̃,

so in particular M̃∗∗ ⊆ M̃. Moreover, all demand pairs in M̃∗∗ can be routed via node-disjoint paths
in G, all squares in

⋃ρ
h=1Qh have the 1/η2-shadow property with respect to M̃∗∗, and the set M̃∗∗ of

demand pairs is compatible with the sequence L. Recall that the latter means that for each 1 ≤ h ≤ ρ,
for every level-h interval I ∈ Jh of R∗, either I ∩ S(M̃∗∗) = ∅, or dh/(16η) ≤ |S(M̃∗∗) ∩ I| ≤ dh/4.

For each 1 ≤ h ≤ ρ, for every level-h square Q ∈ Qh, let M̂(Q) ⊆ M̃∗∗ denote the set of all demand
pairs whose destinations lie in Q. We use the following simple observation.

Observation 6.1 For each 1 ≤ h ≤ ρ, for every level-h square Q ∈ Qh, the source vertices of the
demand pairs in M̂(Q) belong to at most two level-h intervals in Jh.

Proof: Assume otherwise, and let I ′, I ′′, I ′′′ ∈ Jh be three distinct level-h intervals that each contain
at last one source vertex of M̂(Q). Assume that I ′, I ′′, I ′′′ lie on R∗ in this left-to-right order. Then
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I ′′ is contained in the shadow LM̂(Q). From the 1/η2-shadow property of Q, the length of this
shadow must be at most dh/η

2. But from our construction, the length of the shadow is at least
|S(M̃∗∗) ∩ I ′′| ≥ dh/(16η) > dh/η

2, a contradiction.

We start with the set M̂0 = M̃∗∗ of demand pairs, and perform ρ iterations. In iteration h, the
input is some subset M̂h−1 ⊆ M̂0 of demand pairs, and an assignment of level-(h − 1) colors to all
level-(h−1) squares, that has the following property: for each demand pair (s, t) ∈ M̂h−1, if Q ∈ Qh−1

is the level-(h − 1) square containing t, and I ∈ Jh−1 is the level-(h − 1) interval containing s, then
Q and I are assigned the same level-(h − 1) color, or in other words, Q is assigned the level-(h − 1)
color ch−1(I). Our starting point is the set M̂0 of demand pairs. We assume that the level-0 color of
all vertices is c0, so, letting G̃ be a unique level-0 square, the invariant holds.

Consider now some iteration h, together with the corresponding set M̂h−1 ⊆ M̃∗∗ of demand pairs.
Consider some level-h square Q ∈ Qh, and assume that its parent-square is assigned the level-(h− 1)
color ch−1. Let M̂′(Q) ⊆ M̂h−1 be the set of all demand pairs, whose destinations lie in Q. From
the above observation, there are at most two level-h intervals of R∗ (that we denote by I and I ′,
where possibly I = I ′) that contain the source vertices of M̂′(Q). Assume w.l.o.g. that I contains
at least half of these source vertices. From our invariant, all vertices of the parent-interval of I are
also assigned the level-(h − 1) color ch−1 - same as the color assigned to the parent-square of Q. We
then assign to Q the level-h color ch(I) - that is, the color associated with the interval I. We also
discard from M̂′(Q) all demand pairs except those whose sources are contained in I, obtaining a new
set M̂′′(Q) ⊆ M̂′(Q) of demand pairs, containing at least |M̂′′(Q)|/2 demand pairs. We then set
M̂h =

⋃
Q∈Qh M̂

′′(Q).

Let M̃′ = M̂ρ be the set of demand pairs obtained after the last iteration. Then it is immediate to
verify that:

|M̃′| ≥ |M̃
∗∗|

2ρ
≥ |M̃

∗∗|
2
√

logn
≥ OPT

2O(
√

logn log logn)
.

Clearly, for each demand pair (s, t) ∈ M̃′, both s and t are assigned the same level-ρ color. Finally,
fix some level 1 ≤ h ≤ ρ, and some level-h color ch(I), that is associated with some level-h interval I.
It remains to verify that at most dh demand pairs are assigned color ch(I). This is clearly true, since
all such demand pairs have their source vertices lying on I, and, since M̃∗∗ is compatible with L from
Theorem 4.6, we are guaranteed that the number of such demand pairs is at most dh/4.

7 Finding the Routing

The goal of this section is to prove Theorem 4.8. Recall that we are given as input a hierarchical
system H̃ = (Q1, . . . ,Qρ) ∈ F of squares and a hierarchical L-partition (J1, . . . ,Jρ) of the row R∗ of
G′. We are also given a coloring f of H̃ by the corresponding hierarchical system C of colors, and a
set M̃′ ⊆ M̃ of at most d1 demand pairs that are perfect for f . In particular, we are guaranteed that
for each demand pair (s, t) ∈ M̃′, both s and t are assigned the same level-ρ color, and, moreover,
for every 1 ≤ h ≤ ρ, for every level-h color ch, at most dh demand pairs in M̃′ are assigned color
ch. Recall that all destination vertices appear within distance at least OPT/η > 4d1 from the grid
boundary. For consistency, we define a single level-0 square Q0, as follows: let R contain all but the
d1 top and the d1 bottom rows of the grid G, and let W contain all but the first d1 and the last d1

columns of the grid G. Then Q0 is the sub-grid of G spanned by the rows in R and the columns in
W. We discard from Q1 all level-1 squares that are not contained in Q0: such squares do not contain
any destination vertices. We also discard from all other sets Qh all descendant-squares of the level-1
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squares that were discarded. Abusing the notation, we denote the resulting hierarchical system of
squares by H̃. For convenience, we define a unique level-0 color c0, that serves as a parent of every
level-1 color, and we assign this color to Q0.

Assume w.l.o.g. that M̃′ = {(s1, t1), . . . , (sz, tz)}, where s1, . . . , sz appear on R∗ in this left-to-right
order. We define a set M̂ =

{
(si, ti) | i ≡ 1 mod 2η3

}
, of Ω(|M̃′|/η3) demand pairs. In the remainder

of this section, we show an efficient algorithm for routing all demand pairs in M̂. Consider a level-h
color ch, where 1 ≤ h ≤ ρ. Let N(ch) be the number of demand pairs (s, t) ∈ M̂, such that s and t
have level-h color ch. Since dh = ηρ−h+3, N(ch) ≤

⌈
dh/(2η

3)
⌉
≤ ηρ−h, and |M̂| ≤ d1/(2η

3). Notice
that for every level-ρ color cρ, N(cρ) ≤ 1 holds.

We say that a level-h square Q ∈ Qh is empty iff no demand pair in M̂ has a destination in Q. As
before, for each square Q, we let Γ(Q) denote its boundary. For each level 1 ≤ h ≤ ρ and for each
level-h square Qh ∈ Qh, let Q+

h be an extended square, obtained by adding a margin of dh/η on all
sides of Qh; we also let Q+

0 be obtained from Q0 by adding a margin of d1/η around it. Notice that
the distance between Γ(Q+

0 ) and Γ(G) remains at least d1/2. Notice also that for each 1 ≤ h ≤ ρ, for
each pair Q, Q̂ ∈ Qh of level h squares, d(Q+, Q̂+) ≥ dh/2.

Figure 4: Square Q0 inside G. Original squares Q of H are represented by solid lines and the corre-
sponding augmented squares Q+ are represented by dashed lines. The sources sj of M̂ are represented
by red nodes on the top boundary of G′, and their copies s′j are on the top row of Q+

0 . The paths of
P0 are shown in blue.

Let I ′0 be the set of the 3 ·N(c0) leftmost vertices on the top row of Q+
0 . We map the vertices of S(M̂)

to the vertices of I ′0 as follows: if s is the jth vertex from the left in S(M̂), then it is mapped to the
(3j)th leftmost vertex of I ′0, that we denote by s′. For every level 1 ≤ h ≤ ρ, for every level-h interval
Ih ∈ Ih of R∗, we can now naturally define a corresponding interval I ′h of I ′0 as the smallest interval

containing all vertices in
{
s′j | sj ∈ Ih

}
. We then let I ′h = {I ′h | Ih ∈ Ih}, so that (I ′1, . . . , I ′ρ) can be

viewed as a hierarchical partition of I ′0. The parent-child relationship between the new intervals is
defined exactly as before. Let I ′0 = {I ′0}.

The following observation is immediate (see Figure 4):

Observation 7.1 There is an efficient algorithm to compute a set P0 of node-disjoint paths, connect-
ing every source sj ∈ S(M̂) to its corresponding copy s′j ∈ I ′0, such that the paths in P0 are internally

disjoint from Q+
0 .
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In order to define the routing of all demand pairs in M̂, we use special a structure called a snake,
which we define next. Recall that, given a set R of consecutive rows of G and a set W of consecutive
columns of G, we denoted by Υ(R,W) the subgraph of G spanned by the rows in R and the columns
in W; we refer to such a graph as a corridor.

Let Υ = Υ(R,W) be any corridor. Let R′ and R′′ be the first and the last row of R respectively,
and let W ′ and W ′′ be the first and the last column of W respectively. Each of the four paths
Υ ∩ R′,Υ ∩ R′′,Υ ∩ W ′ and Υ ∩ W ′′ is called a boundary edge of Υ, and their union is called the
boundary of Υ. The width of the corridor Υ is w(Υ) = min {|R|, |W|}. We say that two corridors
Υ,Υ′ are internally disjoint, iff every vertex v ∈ Υ ∩ Υ′ belongs to the boundaries of both corridors.
We say that two internally disjoint corridors Υ,Υ′ are neighbors iff Υ ∩Υ′ 6= ∅.

We are now ready to define snakes. A snake Y of length z is a sequence (Υ1,Υ2, . . . ,Υz) of z corridors
that are pairwise internally disjoint, such that for all 1 ≤ z′, z′′ ≤ z, Υz′ is a neighbor of Υz′′ iff
|z′ − z′′| = 1. The width of the snake is defined to be the minimum of min1≤z′<z {|Υz′ ∩Υz′+1|}, and
min1≤z′≤z {w(Υz′)}. We say that a node u ∈ Y iff u ∈

⋃z
z′=1 Υz′ . Notice that given a snake Y, there

is a unique simple cycle σ(Y) in G such that all the nodes u ∈ Y lie on or inside σ(Y) and all other
nodes of G lie outside it. We call σ(Y) the boundary of Y. We say that a pair of snakes Y1 and Y2

are internally disjoint iff there is a boundary edge Σ1 of some corridor of Y1 and a boundary edge
Σ2 of some corridor of Y2 such that for every vertex u with u ∈ Y1 and u ∈ Y2, u must belong to
V (Σ1) ∩ V (Σ2). We use the following simple claim, whose proof can be found, e.g. in [CKN17b].

Claim 7.2 Let Y = (Υ1, . . . ,Υz) be a snake of width w, and let A and A′ be two sets of vertices with
|A| = |A′| ≤ w − 2, such that the vertices of A lie on a single boundary edge of Υ1 and the vertices of
A′ lie on a single boundary edge of Υz. There is an efficient algorithm, that, given the snake Y, and
the sets A and A′ of vertices as above, computes a set Q of node-disjoint paths contained in

⋃z
z′=1 Υz′,

that connect every vertex of A to a distinct vertex of A′.

Definition. Let 0 ≤ h ≤ ρ be a level, let ch ∈ χh be a level-h color, and let Y be a snake. We say
that a snake Y is a valid level-h snake for color ch iff:

• Y ⊆ Q+
0 ;

• Y has width at least 3 ·N(ch);

• Y contains the interval I ′ ∈ I ′h, corresponding to the interval I ∈ Ih that was used in defining
color ch, as a part of the top boundary of its first corridor; and

• for each non-empty level-h square Q ∈ Qh, whose level-h color is ch, Q+ is a corridor of Y.

The following lemma is central to proving Theorem 4.8.

Lemma 7.3 There is an efficient algorithm, that constructs, for each level 1 ≤ h ≤ ρ, for each level-h
color ch, a valid level-h snake Y(ch) for this color, such that all snakes of the same level are disjoint.

We provide the proof of the lemma below, after completing the proof of Theorem 4.8 using it. Fix
some level-ρ color cρ. Recall that M̂ contains at most one demand pair (s, t), such that s and t are
assigned the level-ρ color cρ. Recall that s′ ∈ I ′0 is the vertex on the top boundary of Q+

0 to which
s is mapped. We route the pair (s′, t) inside the valid level-ρ snake Y = Y(cρ) given by Lemma 7.3.
This snake is guaranteed to contain both the level-ρ interval I ′ ∈ I ′(ρ) to which s′ belongs, and the
non-empty level-ρ square Qρ that contains t (as the level-ρ color of Qρ must be cρ). We select an
arbitrary path P connecting s′ to t inside Y. In order to complete the routing, we combine these paths
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with the set P0 of paths computed in Observation 7.1. As all level-ρ snakes are disjoint, we obtain
a valid routing of at least |M̂| ≥ |M̃′|/η3 = |M̃′|/2O(

√
logn) demand pairs. It now remains to prove

Lemma 7.3.

Proof of Lemma 7.3. The proof is by induction on h. For level 0, we construct a single level-0 snake
Y(c0), consisting of a single corridor Q+

0 . Clearly, this is a valid level-0 snake for color c0. Assume
now that the claim holds for some level 0 ≤ h < ρ. We prove that it holds for level (h+ 1).

Fix a level-h interval Ih ∈ Ih, and its corresponding level-h color ch. Let Y = Y(ch) be the valid
level-h snake for ch, given by the induction hypothesis. Recall that for each non-empty level-h square
Q of color ch, Q+ is a corridor of Y. The following claim completes the induction step and Lemma
7.3 follows.

Claim 7.4 There is an efficient algorithm, that, given a valid level-h snake Y(ch) for a level-h color
ch, constructs, for every child-color ch+1 of ch, a valid level-(h + 1) snake Y(ch+1), such that all
resulting level-(h+ 1) snakes are disjoint from each other and are contained in Y(ch).

Proof: We will construct a number of sub-snakes 3 for each color ch+1, and concatenate them together
to construct a snake Y(ch+1) with claimed properties. To this end, we will construct sub-snakes of
two types: Sub-snakes of type 1 will be contained in Y, but they will be internally disjoint from all
non-empty level-h squares of color ch. Each sub-snake of type 2 will be contained inside some non-
empty level-h square of color ch. In order to coordinate between these sub-snakes, we use interfaces
on the top and bottom boundaries of such squares, that we define next.

For each non-empty level-h square Q of color ch, let IQ be the shortest sub-path of the top boundary
of Q+ that contains the 3 ·N(ch) leftmost vertices of the top boundary of Q+. Similarly, let JQ be the
shortest sub-path of the bottom boundary of Q+ that contains the 3 ·N(ch) rightmost vertices of the
bottom boundary of Q+. Notice that IQ and JQ are well-defined since 3 ·N(ch) ≤ 3 ·

⌈
dh/2η

3
⌉
≤ dh.

Let c1
h, c

2
h, . . . , c

z
h be the child-colors of ch, indexed in the left-to-right order of their corresponding

intervals on R∗. For a non-empty level-h square Q, let
{
IiQ ⊆ IQ | i ∈ {1, . . . , z}

}
be a collection of

disjoint sub-paths of IQ such that the following holds: (i) each sub-path IiQ contains 3 ·N(cih) vertices;

and (ii) for all 1 ≤ i < i′ ≤ z, IiQ appears to the left of Ii
′
Q on the top boundary of Q+. Similarly, let{

J iQ ⊆ JQ | i ∈ {1, . . . , z}
}

be an analogous collection of disjoint sub-paths of JQ. Notice that there

is a unique set of such sub-paths, since
∑z

i=1 3 · N(cih) = 3 · N(ch). The sub-paths IiQ and J iQ will

act as interfaces between the sub-snakes corresponding to color cih, and will be used to combine them
together. Having described the interfaces, we now focus on constructing type-2 sub-snakes inside each
non-empty square of level h. We will then construct type-1 sub-snakes, and finally combine them all
together to obtain level-(h+ 1) snakes as claimed.

Definition. Fix a non-empty level-h square Q of color ch, and let cih be a child-color of ch. Given a

snake Ŷ, we say that Ŷ is a valid type-2 sub-snake of color cih in square Q+ iff

• Ŷ ⊆ Q+;

• Ŷ has width at least 3 ·N(cih);

• Ŷ contains IiQ as the top boundary of its first corridor and J iQ as the bottom boundary of its last
corridor; and

3Each of the sub-snake that we construct is a snake as defined earlier. We use the term ‘sub-snake’ to distinguish
them from the final snake Y(ch+1), that is obtained by concatenating a number of sub-snakes.
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• for each non-empty level-(h+ 1) child square Q̂ of Q of color cih, Q̂+ is a corridor of Ŷ.

Claim 7.5 There is an efficient algorithm, that, given a non-empty level-h square Q of color ch
constructs, for every child-color cih of ch, a valid type-2 sub-snake YQ(cih) of color cih in square Q+,
such that the resulting sub-snakes are pairwise disjoint.

We prove the above claim after completing the proof of Claim 7.4, using the claim. We now turn to
construct type-1 sub-snakes. We starts with the following simple observation.

Observation 7.6 Let Y = (Υ1,Υ2, . . . ,Υr) be a snake of width w. Let Σ1 be some boundary edge
of Υ1 that is contained in the boundary of Y. Similarly, let Σr 6= Σ1 be some boundary edge of
Υr that is contained in the boundary of Y. Let (A1, A2, . . . Aj) be disjoint sub-paths on Σ1 and let
(B1, B2, . . . , Bj) be disjoint sub-paths on Σr such that the sub-paths (A1, . . . , Aj , Bj , Bj−1, . . . , B1)

appear in this clockwise order on the boundary of Y and
∣∣∣⋃j

i=1 V (Ai)
∣∣∣ , ∣∣∣⋃j

i=1 V (Bi)
∣∣∣ ≤ w. Then there

is an efficient algorithm to construct pairwise disjoint snakes Y1, . . . ,Yj such that for each 1 ≤ i ≤ j,
(i) Yi is contained in Y; (ii) Ai is contained as a part of the boundary of the first corridor of Yi; (iii)
Bi is contained as a part of the boundary of the last corridor of Yi; and (iv) the width of the snake Yi
is at least min (|Ai|, |Bi|).

Recall that we are given a valid level-h snake Y for a level-h color ch. Also, recall that Y is a
sequence of corridors, containing the squares Q+ corresponding to non-empty level-h color ch squares
Q as corridors. Let Q1, . . . , Qr be such squares, in the order of their appearance in Y. From the
above observation, it is now immediate to find pairwise disjoint sub-snakes Y1(cih), . . . ,Yr(cih) for each
child-color cih of ch such that:

• the top boundary of the first corridor of Y1(cih) contains the interval I ′(cih) ∈ I ′h+1 corresponding
to the interval I(cih) ∈ Ih+1 that was used in defining color cih;

• for each 2 ≤ j ≤ r, the top boundary of the first corridor of Yj(cih) contains the interval J iQj−1
;

• for each 1 ≤ j ≤ r, the bottom boundary of the last corridor of Yj(cih) contains the interval IiQj ;
and

• all the sub-snakes are pairwise disjoint, and are internally disjoint from the squares Q1, . . . , Qr.

For each child color cih of ch, we say that the sub-snakes Y1(cih), . . . ,Yr(cih) are sub-snakes of type 1.
Now we focus on combining the snakes of type 1 and type 2.

Definition. Let Y1 = (Υ1
1, . . . ,Υ

1
`1

) and Y2 = (Υ2
1, . . . ,Υ

2
`2

) be a pair of snakes of width w1 and w2

respectively. We say that Y1 and Y2 are composable iff they are internally disjoint and there are
boundary edges Σ1 of Υ1

`1
and Σ2 of Υ2

1 such that |V (Σ1) ∩ V (Σ2)| ≥ min (w1, w2). We denote by
Y1 ⊕ Y2 the sequence (Υ1

1, . . . ,Υ
1
`1
,Υ2

1, . . . ,Υ
2
`2

) of corridors.

We begin with a simple observation that follows directly from the definition of snakes.

Observation 7.7 Let Y1 and Y2 be a pair of composable snakes, each of width at least w. Then
Ŷ = Y1 ⊕ Y2 is also a snake of width at least w.

Notice that for each child-color cih of ch and for each 1 ≤ j ≤ r, the pair of sub-snakes Yj(cih) and
YQj (cih) are composable. Similarly, for each 1 ≤ j < r, the pair of sub-snakes YQj (cih) and Yj+1(cih)
are composable. Claim 7.4 now follows by considering the snakes

Y(cih) = Y1(cih)⊕ YQ1(cih)⊕ Y2(cih)⊕ . . .⊕ Yr(cih)⊕ YQr(cih)
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for all child-colors cih of ch.

In the remainder of the section, we prove Claim 7.5.

Proof of Claim 7.5.

Recall that we are given a non-empty level-h square Q of color ch. Let D be the set of all non-empty
level-(h + 1) child squares of Q. Recall that given a pair of intervals I, I ′ of [`′], we denoted by
Q(I, I ′) the sub-graph induced by all vertices {v(i, j) | i ∈ I, j ∈ I ′}. We say that a pair of squares
Q1, Q2 ∈ D are vertically aligned iff Q1 = Q(I, I1) and Q2 = Q(I, I2) for some intervals I, I1, I2 of [`′].
Let D1,D2, . . . ,Dr be a partition of D such that the following holds:

• for each 1 ≤ i ≤ r, the squares in Di are vertically aligned; and

• for each 1 ≤ i < i′ ≤ r, all squares in Di appear to the left of those in Di′ .

For each 1 ≤ i ≤ r, we denote Di = (Q1
i , . . . , Q

ki
i ), where for each 1 ≤ j < j′ ≤ ki, the square Qji

appears above Qj
′

i .

Our goal, as before, is to construct a number of child-snakes4 for each child-color cih of ch, which can
be combined together to obtain the desired sub-snake YQ(cih). To this end, we need interfaces, which
we define next.

For each child-square Q̂ ∈ D of Q, let R(Q̂+) and R′(Q̂+) be the rows containing the top and bottom
boundaries of Q̂+ respectively. Let α(Q̂) be the sub-path containing all nodes of the top boundary of
Q̂+ along with 3 ·N(ch) nodes of R(Q̂+) lying immediately to the left and 3 ·N(ch) nodes of R(Q̂+)
lying immediately to the right of the top boundary of Q̂+. Similarly, define β(Q̂) analogously for the
bottom boundary of Q̂+. We say that the vertices in paths α(Q̂) and β(Q̂) are the portals of Q̂. Let{
αi(Q̂) ⊆ α(Q̂) | i ∈ {1, . . . , z}

}
be a set of disjoint intervals in the natural left-to-right ordering with

following two properties: (i) there are at least 3 · N(ci) nodes in the interval αi(Q̂); and (ii) if the
square Q̂ is assigned level-(h + 1) color cih, then αi(Q̂) is the top boundary of Q̂+. We define the

intervals βi(Q̂) ⊆ β(Q̂) corresponding to the bottom boundary of Q̂+ for each 1 ≤ i ≤ z in a similar
fashion. The sub-paths αi(Q̂) and βi(Q̂) will act as interfaces to connect child-snakes corresponding
to color cih. Now, we focus on constructing the child-snakes inside Q+.

Notice that Nh(ch) ≤
⌈
dh/2η

3
⌉
< dh/η

3 ≤ dh+1/18, since η ≥ 3. Recall that for each pair Q̂, Q̃ ∈ D of

distinct level-(h+ 1) squares contained inside Q, d(Q̂+, Q̃+), d(Q̂+, τ(Q+)), d(Q̃+, τ(Q+)) ≥ dh+1/2 >
9 ·N(ch). Hence, portals of any pair of distinct squares are separated by at least 3 ·N(ch) nodes from
each other. Exploiting this spacing, it is now immediate to construct the child-snakes of the following
five types (see Figure 5 for illustration).

• The set of child-snakes of type A contains, for each child-color cih of ch, a single snake YA(cih)
of width 3 · N(cih) with IiQ as the top boundary of its first corridor and α(Q1

1) as the bottom
boundary of its last corridor.

• The set of child-snakes of type B contains, for each child-color cih of ch, a single snake YB(cih)
of width 3 ·N(cih) with βi(Q

kr
r ) as the top boundary of its first corridor and J iQ as the bottom

boundary of its last corridor.

4As in the case of sub-snakes, each of the child-snake that we construct, is a snake as defined earlier. We use the term
‘child-snake’ to distinguish them from the final combined sub-snake YQ(cih) that we construct.
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• The set of child-snakes of type C contains, for each child-color cih of ch, for each 1 ≤ j ≤ r and

1 ≤ j′ < kj , a snake Yj
′

j (cih) of width 3 · N(cih) with βi(Q
j′

j ) as the top boundary of its first

corridor and α(Qj
′+1
j ) as the bottom boundary of its last corridor.

• The child-snakes of type D consists of, for each child color cih of ch and 1 ≤ j < r, a snake

Ykjj (cih) of width 3 ·N(cih) with βi(Q
kj
j ) as the top boundary of its first corridor and αi(Q

1
j ) as

the bottom boundary of its last corridor.

• The child-snakes of type E consists of, for each child-color cih of ch and square Qj
′

j ∈ D, a snake

Ŷj
′

j (cih) of width 3 ·N(cih) with αi(Q
j′

j ) as the top boundary of its first corridor and βi(Q
j′

j ) as

the bottom boundary of its last corridor. Moreover, if the level-(h + 1) color of Qj
′

j is cih, then

Ŷj
′

j (cih) is a snake contains the corresponding extended square Qj
′+
j as a corridor.

Moreover, we also ensure that the child-snakes corresponding to different colors cih are disjoint, and
for each child color cih the snakes are composable. Claim 7.5 now follows by considering the snakes

YQ(cih) = YA(cih)⊕ Ŷ1
1 (cih)⊕ Y1

1 (cih)⊕ Ŷ2
1 (cih)⊕ Y2

1 (cih)⊕ . . .⊕ Ykr−1
r (cih)⊕ Ŷkrr (cih)⊕ YB(cih)

for all child-colors cih of ch.

Figure 5: Squares Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4 are children of level h square Q of color ch. We label them in this
way for simplicity. Here, Q1 and Q2, as well as Q3 and Q4 are vertically aligned. The width of the
snake responsible to route N(ch) demand pairs, containing Q+ as a corridor, is 3N(ch). The figure
shows the corridors of snakes corresponding to the child-colors of ch inside square Q+.

8 Finding the Coloring of Squares and a Perfect Set of Demand
Pairs

The goal of this section is to prove Theorem 4.9. It would be convenient for us to reformulate the
problem slightly differently. Recall that we are given a hierarchical system C of colors, and that for all
source vertices s of the demand pairs in M̃, their colorings are fixed: that is, each vertex s ∈ S(M̃) is
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assigned, for each level 1 ≤ h ≤ ρ, some level-h color ch. Consider now some demand pair (s, t) ∈ M̃.
For each level 1 ≤ h ≤ ρ, if s is assigned the level-h color ch, then we will assign the same level-h color
ch to t. Note that the same vertex of G may serve as a destination of several demand pairs; in such a
case, we view this vertex as having different copies, each of which is colored according to the coloring
of the corresponding source vertex.

For now, we will ignore the set S(M̃) of the source vertices of the demand pairs in M̃, and we will
focus on the multi-set U of the destination vertices in T (M̃). Suppose we compute some coloring
f of H̃ by C. Consider some level-ρ square Q, and some destination vertex t ∈ U ∩ Q. Suppose
square Q is assigned the level-ρ color cρ. We say that t agrees with the coloring of Q iff t was also
assigned the level-ρ color cρ. We can now restate the problem slightly differently. We call the new
problem Hierarchical Square Coloring (HSC). In this problem, we are given a hierarchical system
H̃ = (Q1, . . . ,Qρ) of squares, a hierarchical system C of colors, and a multi-set U of vertices that
lie in

⋃
Q∈Qρ Q, together with an assignment of a level-ρ color to each vertex in U . Notice that this

assignment implicitly assigns, to each vertex v ∈ U , for each level 1 ≤ h < ρ, a unique level-h color
ch, which is the level-h ancestor of the level-ρ color assigned to v. Our goal is to find a coloring f of
H̃ by C, and a subset U ′ ⊆ U of the vertices, such that:

• For each vertex t ∈ U ′, if t belongs to a level-ρ square Q, then the coloring of t agrees with the
coloring of Q; and

• For each level 1 ≤ h ≤ ρ, for each level-h color ch, the total number of vertices in U ′ whose
level-h color is ch is at most dh.

The goal is to maximize |U ′|. The main result of this section is a proof of the following theorem.

Theorem 8.1 There is an efficient randomized algorithm, that, given as input an instance (H̃,M̂)
of the HSC problem, with high probability returns an O(log4 n)-approximate solution to it.

We first show that Theorem 4.9 follows from Theorem 8.1. Let U ′ ⊆ U be the (multi)-set of the
destination vertices computed by the algorithm from Theorem 8.1. As every destination vertex in U ′

belongs to a unique demand pair in M̃, set U ′ naturally defines a subset M̃′ ⊆ M̃ of demand pairs.
It is immediate to verify that |M̃′| ≥ Ω(OPT′/ log4 n). This is since the maximum-cardinality subset
M̃′′ ⊆ M̃ of the demand pairs, for which a coloring f ′ of H̃ by C exists, with M̃′′ being perfect for
f ′, naturally defines a feasible solution to HSC, of value |M̃′′|. The set M̃′ of demand pairs has all
properties of a perfect set, except that we are not guaranteed that the source and the destination
vertices are all distinct. We rectify this as follows. Fix any level-ρ color cρ. Recall that there are at

most dρ = η3 = 2O(
√

logn) demand pairs (s, t) ∈ M̃′, such that the level-ρ color of s is cρ. We discard

all such pairs but one from M̃′. It is immediate to verify that |M̃′| ≥ OPT′/2O(
√

logn) still holds.
We claim that all demand pairs in this final set M̃′ have distinct sources and destinations. Indeed,
consider any two such distinct pairs (s, t), (s′, t′). Assume first that s = s′. Let cρ be the level-ρ color
of s. Then M̃′ contains two demand pairs whose sources have the same level-ρ color, a contradiction.
Assume now that s 6= s′ but t = t′. Then the level-ρ colors of s and s′ must be different, and so are
the level-ρ colors t and t′. However, both t and t′ belong to the same level-ρ square Qρ, and their color
should agree with the level-ρ color of Qρ, which is impossible.

The remainder of this section is dedicated to proving Theorem 8.1. We formulate an LP-relaxation of
the problem, and then provide a randomized LP-rounding approximation algorithm for it.

For convenience, for every pair 1 ≤ h < h′ ≤ ρ of levels, for every level-h square Q, we denote
by Dh′(Q) the set of all level-h′ squares that are contained in Q, and we think of them as level-h′
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descendants of Q. Recall that for each level-h color ch, we have also denoted by χ̃h′(c) the set of all
its descendant-colors that belong to level h′.

8.1 The Linear Program

For every level-ρ square Qρ ∈ Qρ, and every level-ρ color cρ ∈ χρ, we let n(Qρ, cρ) denote the number
of vertices of U ∩ V (Qρ), whose level-ρ color is cρ.

Our linear program has three types of variables. Fix some level 1 ≤ h ≤ ρ and a level-h color ch ∈ χh.
For every level-h square Qh ∈ Qh, we have a variable x(Qh, ch) indicating whether we choose color
ch for square Qh. We also have a global variable Yh(ch), counting the total number of all vertices in
the final solution U ′, whose level-h color is ch. Finally, for every level-ρ square Qρ ∈ Qρ and color
cρ ∈ χρ, we have a variable yρ(Qρ, cρ). Intuitively, if Qρ is assigned the color cρ, then yρ(Qρ, cρ) is the
total number of vertices of U ′ ∩ V (Qρ) in our solution U ′ (note that their level-ρ color must be cρ);
otherwise, yρ(Qρ, cρ) = 0.

The objective function of the LP is:

max
∑
cρ∈χρ

Yρ(cρ).

We now define the constraints of the LP. The first set of constraints requires that for each level-ρ
square Qρ, and each level-ρ color cρ, if Qρ is assigned the color cρ, then y(Qρ, cρ) is bounded by
n(Qρ, cρ), and otherwise it is 0.

y(Qρ, cρ) ≤ n(Qρ, cρ) · x(Qρ, cρ) ∀cρ ∈ χρ,∀Qρ ∈ Qρ (1)

The next set of constraints states that for each level-ρ color cρ, the total number of vertices of U ′ whose
level-ρ color is cρ is equal to the summation, over all level-ρ squares Qρ, of the number of vertices of
U ′ ∩ V (Q), whose level-ρ color is cρ.

Yρ(cρ) =
∑

Qρ∈Qρ

y(Qρ, cρ) ∀cρ ∈ χρ (2)

The next set of constraints states that for every level h and every level-h color ch, the total number
of vertices of U ′ whose level-h color is ch is equal to the total number of vertices of U ′ whose level-ρ
color is a descendant color of ch.

Yh(ch) =
∑

cρ∈χ̃ρ(ch)

Yρ(cρ) ∀1 ≤ h < ρ, ∀ch ∈ χh (3)

The following set of constraints ensures that for each level h, and each level-h color ch, no more than
dh vertices of U ′ whose level-h color is ch are in the solution.

Yh(ch) ≤ dh ∀1 ≤ h ≤ ρ, ∀ch ∈ χh (4)

The next set of constraints ensures that every level-1 square is assigned some level-1 color.∑
c1∈χ1

x(Q1, c1) = 1 ∀Q1 ∈ Q1 (5)
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It is immediate to verify that all above constraints are satisfied by any valid integral solution to HSC,
so the above LP is indeed a relaxation of HSC.

We now add a few additional constraints to coordinate between different levels, that will be crucial
for our LP-rounding algorithm. Consider some level 1 ≤ h < ρ, and some level-h square Qh. Let
Qh+1 be a child-square of Qh. If Qh is assigned the level-h color ch, then Qh+1 must be assigned some
child-color of ch. The following constraint expresses this requirement.

∑
ch+1∈χ̃h+1(ch)

x(Qh+1, ch+1) = x(Qh, ch) ∀1 ≤ h < ρ; ∀Qh ∈ Qh; ∀ch ∈ χh; ∀Qh+1 ∈ Dh+1(Qh)

(6)

The next constraint requires that for every pair 1 ≤ h ≤ h′ ≤ ρ of levels, for every level-h square Qh
and every level-h color ch, if ch′ is a level-h′ descendant color of ch, then the total number of vertices
in U ′ ∩ V (Qh) that are assigned the level-h′ color ch′ , is at most dh′ , if square Qh is assigned color ch,
and it is 0 otherwise (notice that we also require this for h = h′):

∑
Qρ∈Dρ(Qh)

∑
cρ∈χ̃ρ(ch′ )

y(Qρ, cρ) ≤ dh′ ·x(Qh, ch) ∀1 ≤ h ≤ h′ ≤ ρ; ∀Qh ∈ Qh; ∀ch ∈ χh;∀ch′ ∈ χ̃h′(ch)

(7)

(Note that indeed for an integral solution,
∑

Qρ∈Dρ(Qh)

∑
cρ∈χ̃ρ(χh′ )

y(Qρ, cρ) is the total number of

vertices in U ′ ∩ V (Qh) that are assigned the level-h′ color ch′ .)

Finally, we add non-negativity constraints:

x(Qh, ch) ≥ 0 ∀1 ≤ h ≤ ρ; ∀ch ∈ χh (8)

y(Qρ, cρ) ≥ 0 ∀Qρ ∈ Qρ; ∀cρ ∈ χρ (9)

This completes the description of the LP-relaxation. We now proceed to describe the LP-rounding
algorithm.

8.2 LP-Rounding

For convenience, we denote |U | = n. Our LP-rounding algorithm proceeds in three stages. In the
first stage we perform a simple randomized rounding, level-by-level. We will show that the expected
number of vertices that we select to our solution U ′ is equal to the LP-solution value. However, it
is possible that we select too many vertices of some color. In the second stage, we define, for every
level h, and every level-h color ch, a bad event that too many vertices of color ch are added to U ′, and
show that with high probability none of these bad events happen. If any of the bad events happen,
we discard all vertices and return an empty solution. Notice that in this case, we will discard at most
|U | = n vertices. Therefore, if we can prove that the probability of any bad event happening is less
than 1/(2n), then the expected solution cost will remain close to the optimal one. The result of the
second stage is a set U ′, whose expected cardinality is close to the LP-solution cost, and this solution
is almost feasible: namely, for every level h and every level-h color ch, the number of vertices in U ′

whose level-h color is ch is at most dh · poly log(n). In the third stage, we turn the solution U ′ into a
feasible one, at the cost of losing a polylogarithmic factor on its cardinality.
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For convenience, we let Q0 denote the whole grid G̃, and we define a unique level-0 color c0; every
level-1 color c1 ∈ χ1 is a child-color of c0. We assume that Q0 is assigned the level-0 color c0.

Stage 1: Randomized Rounding

We perform ρ iterations, where in iteration h we settle the colors of all level-h squares, by suitably
modifying the LP-solution. We will maintain the following invariant:

P1. For all 1 ≤ h ≤ ρ, at the beginning of iteration h, the current LP-solution (x′, y′) has the following
properties. For every level-(h−1) square Qh−1, if ch−1 is the level-(h−1) color assigned to Qh−1,
then for every level h − 1 < h′ ≤ ρ, for every level-h′ descendant-square Qh′ ∈ Dh′(Qh−1), and
every level-h′ color ch′ ∈ χh′ :

• If ch′ is not a descendant-color of ch−1, then x′(Qh′ , ch′) = 0 (and if h′ = ρ then y′(Qh′ , ch′) =
0);

• Otherwise, x′(Qh′ , ch′) = x(Qh′ , ch′)/x(Qh−1, ch−1). Moreover, if h′ = ρ, then y′(Qh′ , ch′) =
y(Qh′ , ch′)/x(Qh−1, ch−1).

(Here, the x and the y-variables are the ones from the original LP-solution).

In order to perform the first iteration, each level-1 square Q1 ∈ Q1 chooses one of the colors c1 ∈ χ1,
where each color c1 is chosen with probability x(Q1, c1) (recall that by Constraint (5),

∑
c1∈χ1

x(Q1, c1) =
1). Assume now that we have chosen color c1 for square Q1. We update the LP-solution. For every
level 2 ≤ h ≤ ρ, every level-h square Qh ∈ Dh(Q1), and every level-h color ch, we do the follow-
ing: if ch is not a descendant color of c1, then we set x′(Qh, ch) = 0 (if h = ρ, then we also set
y′(Qh, ch) = 0). Otherwise, we set x′(Qh, ch) = x(Qh, ch)/x(Q1, c1) (similarly, if h = ρ, then we also
set y′(Qh, ch) = y(Qh, ch)/x(Q1, c1)). We then continue to the next iteration.

The invariant clearly holds at the beginning of the second iteration. Assume now that it holds at
the beginning of iteration h. The iteration is executed as follows. Consider some level-h square Qh.
Suppose its parent square is Qh−1, and it was assigned color ch−1. Then Constraint (6), together with
Invariant (P1) ensures that:

∑
ch∈χ̃h(ch−1)

x′(Qh, ch) = 1.

Square Qh chooses one of the child-colors ch of ch−1, where color ch is chosen with probability
x′(Qh, ch). Assume that we have assigned color ch to square Qh. We now update the LP-solution.
Consider some level h < h′ ≤ ρ, some level-h′ square Qh′ ∈ Dh′(Qh) that is a descendant of Qh, and
some level-h′ color ch′ ∈ χh′ . Assume first that if ch′ is not a descendant color of ch. Then we set
x′′(Qh′ , ch′) = 0 (if h′ = ρ, then we also set y′′(Qh′ , ch′) = 0). Assume now that ch′ is a descendant
color of ch. Let Qh−1 be the parent-square of Qh, and let ch−1 be the parent-color of ch. Then we set:

x′′(Qh′ , ch′) =
x′(Qh′ , ch′)

x′(Qh, ch)
=
x(Qh′ , ch′)/x(Qh−1, ch−1)

x(Qh, ch)/x(Qh−1, ch−1)
=
x(Qh′ , ch′)

x(Qh, ch)
.

(We have used the fact that Invariant (P1) held at the beginning of the current iteration). Similarly,
if h = ρ, then we set:
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y′′(Qh′ , ch′) =
y′(Qh′ , ch′)

x′(Qh, ch)
=
y(Qh′ , ch′)/x(Qh−1, ch−1)

x(Qh, ch)/x(Qh−1, ch−1)
=
y(Qh′ , ch′)

x(Qh, ch)
.

We then replace solution (x′, y′) with the new solution (x′′, y′′). This completes the description of
iteration h. Observe that Invariant (P1) continues to hold at the end of the current iteration.

The final iteration ρ is executed as follows. For every level-ρ square Qρ ∈ Qρ, we select a level-ρ

color cρ for Qρ exactly as before, but we do not update the LP-solution. If
y′(Qρ,cρ)
x′(Qρ,cρ) ≥ 1, then we add⌈

y′(Qρ,cρ)
x′(Qρ,cρ)

⌉
distinct vertices of Qρ ∩ U , whose level-ρ color is cρ to our solution U ′. This quantity is

guaranteed to be bounded by n(Qρ, cρ), due to constraint (1) and Invariant (P1). Otherwise, with

probability
y′(Qρ,cρ)
x′(Qρ,cρ) , we add one vertex of Qρ ∩ U whose level-ρ color is cρ to our solution, and add 0

such vertices with the remaining probability. (Recall that
y′(Qρ,cρ)
x′(Qρ,cρ) =

y(Qρ,cρ)
x(Qρ,cρ) from Invariant (P1) —

we use this fact later.) The following theorem concludes the analysis of Stage 1.

Theorem 8.2 The expected number of vertices added to U ′ at Stage 1 is at least
∑

cρ∈χρ Yρ(cρ).

Proof: Consider some color cρ ∈ χρ. Recall that Yρ(cρ) =
∑

Qρ∈Qρ y(Qρ, cρ) due to Constraint (2).

For each level-ρ square Qρ we define a new random variable z(Qρ, cρ) to be the number of vertices of
Qρ, whose level-ρ color is cρ, that are added to the solution U ′ (this number may only be non-zero if
Qρ is assigned the color cρ). It is now enough to prove that E [z(Qρ, cρ)] ≥ y(Qρ, cρ). From now on we
fix a square Qρ and a color cρ and prove the above inequality for them. We use the following claim:

Claim 8.3 The probability that square Qρ is assigned color cρ is x(Qρ, cρ).

Proof: For all 1 ≤ h < ρ, let Qh be the level-h ancestor-square of Qρ, and let ch the level-h ancestor-
color of cρ. For all 1 ≤ h ≤ ρ, let Eh be the event that square Qh is assigned color ch. Then:

Pr [E1] = x(Q1, c1).

We now fix some 1 < h ≤ ρ, and analyze the probability of event Eh, assuming that event Eh−1 has
happened. Let x′, y′ denote the LP-solution at the beginning of iteration h. Then:

Pr [Eh | Eh−1] = x′(Qh, ch) =
x(Qh, ch)

x(Qh−1, ch−1)
.

Therefore:

Pr [Eρ] = Pr [Eρ | Eρ−1] ·Pr [Eρ−1 | Eρ−2] · · ·Pr [E2 | E1] ·Pr [E1]

=
x(Qρ, cρ)

x(Qρ−1, cρ−1)
· x(Qρ−1, cρ−1)

x(Qρ−2, cρ−2)
· · · x(Q2, c2)

x(Q1, c1)
· x(Q1, c1)

= x(Qρ, cρ).

We are now ready to complete the proof of Theorem 8.2. Assume first that
y(Qρ,cρ)
x(Qρ,cρ) ≥ 1. Then, if Qρ

is assigned color cρ (which happens with probability x(Qρ, cρ)), we select
⌈
y(Qρ,cρ)
x(Qρ,cρ)

⌉
vertices of Qρ,

whose level-ρ color is cρ to the solution. Therefore, E [z(Qρ, cρ)] ≥ y(Qρ, cρ).
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Assume now that
y(Qρ,cρ)
x(Qρ,cρ) < 1. Then, if Qρ is assigned color cρ (which again happens with probability

x(Qρ, cρ)), we add one vertex of Qρ, whose level-ρ color is cρ, with probability
y(Qρ,cρ)
x(Qρ,cρ) . Clearly, in

this case, E [z(Qρ, cρ)] = y(Qρ, cρ).

Stage 2: Ensuring that the Solution is Almost Feasible

In this stage, for each level 1 ≤ h ≤ ρ and for each level-h color ch ∈ χh, we inspect the number of
vertices in the solution U ′ that we constructed at stage 1, whose level-h color is ch. If this number
is greater than 64dh log3 n, then we say that color ch has failed. In that case, we return an empty
solution. We think of this as deleting all vertices from our solution, so overall at most n vertices are
deleted. We will use the following standard Chernoff bound (see e.g. [DP09]).

Theorem 8.4 Let {X1, . . . , Xr} be a collection of independent random variables taking values in [0, 1],
and let X =

∑
iXi. Denote µ = E [X] =

∑
i E [Xi]. Then for all 0 < ε < 1:

Pr [X > (1 + ε)µ] ≤ e−ε2µ/3,

and
Pr [X < (1− ε)µ] ≤ e−ε2µ/2.

Corollary 8.5 Let X1, . . . , Xr be a collection of independent random variables taking values in [0, d]
for some integer d > 0, and let X =

∑
iXi. Denote µ = E [X] =

∑
i E [Xi]. Then for all 0 < ε < 1:

Pr [X > (1 + ε)µ] ≤ e−ε2µ/(3d),

and
Pr [X < (1− ε)µ] ≤ e−ε2µ/(2d).

(The Corollary is obtained by replacing each variable Xi with a variable X ′i = Xi/d and then applying
Theorem 8.4). Following is the main theorem for the analysis of Stage 2.

Theorem 8.6 Fix some level 1 ≤ h ≤ ρ and some level-h color ch ∈ χh. The probability that color ch
fails is at most 1/(2n3).

Note that there are at most n colors at each level, and ρ = O(
√

log n) levels. Therefore, using the
union bound, we obtain the following corollary.

Corollary 8.7 The probability that any color fails is at most 1/(2n).

We now turn to prove Theorem 8.6.

Proof of Theorem 8.6. We assume that the level h and the color ch are fixed. For consistency, we
define a fractional solution (x′, y′) obtained at the end of iteration ρ, as follows. Consider a level-ρ
square Qρ, and let cρ be the level-ρ color that was assigned to it at the end of iteration ρ. Then
we set x′(Qρ, cρ) = 1, and y′(Qρ, cρ) = y(Qρ, cρ)/x(Qρ, cρ). For every other level-ρ color c′ρ, we set
x′(Qρ, c

′
ρ) = 0, and y′(Qρ, c

′
ρ) = 0.

For simplicity, we denote χ′ = χ̃ρ(ch) - the set of all descendant-colors of ch at level ρ. For every
level 1 ≤ h′ ≤ ρ, we define a random variable Nh′ , whose intuitive meaning is the number of color-ch
vertices in the fractional solution, that is obtained at the end of iteration h′.
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Formally, let (x′, y′) be the solution obtained at the end of iteration h′. Then:

Nh′ =
∑

Qρ∈Qρ

∑
cρ∈χ′

y′(Qρ, cρ).

For all 1 ≤ h′ ≤ ρ, we define a bad event Eh′ to be the event that Nh′ > dh · 16(1 + 1/ log n)h
′
log3 n.

The following lemma is central to the analysis.

Lemma 8.8 Pr [Eρ] ≤ 1
4n3 .

If Eρ does not happen, then, if we denote by (x′, y′) the solution obtained at the end of iteration ρ:

Nρ =
∑

Qρ∈Qρ

∑
cρ∈χ′

y′(Qρ, cρ) < 16dh

(
1 +

1

log n

)ρ
log3 n < 32dh log3 n,

since ρ ≤
√

log n.

Recall that for every square Qρ ∈ Qρ, if y′(Qρ, cρ) ≥ 1, then we add dy′(Qρ, cρ)e vertices of Qρ, whose
level-ρ color is cρ to the solution. Otherwise, with probability y′(Qρ, cρ), we add only one such vertex
to our solution. Overall, from Theorem 8.4, it is immediate to verify that, if event Eρ does not happen,
then with probability at least (1− 1/n4), the number of vertices in U ′, whose level-h color is ch is at
most 2Nρ ≤ 64dh log3 n. It now remains to prove Lemma 8.8.

Proof of Lemma 8.8. For convenience, we also define event E0 that N0 > dh, which, from Con-
straints (3) and (4) happens with probability 0. Clearly,

Pr [Eρ] ≤ Pr [Eρ | ¬Eρ−1] ·Pr [¬Eρ−1] + Pr [Eρ−1]

≤ Pr [Eρ | ¬Eρ−1] + Pr [Eρ−1 | ¬Eρ−2] ·Pr [¬Eρ−2] + Pr [Eρ−2]

...

≤
ρ∑

h′=1

Pr [Eh′ | ¬Eh′−1] .

We now analyze Pr [Eh′ | ¬Eh′−1]. The following claim will finish the proof of the lemma.

Claim 8.9 For all 1 ≤ h′ ≤ ρ, Pr [Eh′ | ¬Eh′−1] ≤ 1/(4n4).

Proof: Fix some 1 ≤ h′ ≤ ρ. Let (x′, y′) be the solution at the beginning of iteration h′, and let
(x′′, y′′) be the solution at the end of iteration h′. We will repeatedly use Constraint (7) that we restate
here; we slightly change the indexing to avoid confusion with the variables h and h′ that we use here.

The constraint states that for all pairs 1 ≤ h̃ ≤ h̃′ ≤ ρ of levels, for every level-h̃ square Qh̃ ∈ Qh̃
and for every pair of a level-h̃ color ch̃ and a level-h̃′ color ch̃′ , that is a descendant-color of ch̃, the
following inequality holds:

∑
Qρ∈Dρ(Qh̃)

∑
cρ∈χ̃ρ(ch̃′ )

y(Qρ, cρ) ≤ dh̃′ · x(Qh̃, ch̃). (10)
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Intuitively, if Qh̃ is assigned the color ch̃, then at most dh̃′ vertices of Qh̃ may be assigned the level-h̃′

color ch̃′ ; otherwise, none of them can. Notice that due to Invariant (P1), the above constraint remains

valid with respect to the solution (x′, y′), if h̃ ≥ h′.

Consider some level-h′ square Qh′ ∈ Qh′ . We assume that its parent-square is Qh′−1, and that it was
assigned some color ch′−1. Recall that (x′, y′) is the LP-solution at the beginning of iteration h′, and
(x′′, y′′) is the LP-solution at the end of iteration h′. We define:

M ′(Qh′) =
∑

Qρ∈Dρ(Qh′ )

∑
cρ∈χ′

y′(Qρ, cρ),

and we define M ′′(Qh′) similarly with respect to y′′. Intuitively, M ′(Qh′) is the number of vertices of
Qh′ that are (possibly fractionally) assigned the level-h color ch at the beginning of iteration h′, while
M ′′(Qh′) reflects the same quantity at the end of iteration h′. The values of variables M ′(Qh′) are
fixed at the beginning of iteration h′, while the values M ′′(Qh′) are random variables. Then:

Nh′−1 =
∑

Qh′∈Qh′

M ′(Qh′),

and since we assume that event Eh′−1 did not happen, Nh′−1 ≤ dh ·16(1+1/ log n)h
′−1 log3 n. Similarly,

Nh′ =
∑

Qh′∈Qh′

M ′′(Qh′),

and it is enough to prove that the probability that Nh′ > 16(1 + 1/ log n)h
′
log3 n is less than 1/(4n4).

We consider two cases, depending on whether h > h′ holds.

Case 1: h > h′. Let ch′ be the unique ancestor-color of color ch, that belongs to level h′. Using
Constraint (10) with h̃ = h′ and h̃′ = h, we get that of each such level-h′ square Qh′ :

M ′(Qh′) ≤ dhx′(Qh′ , ch′).

If Qh′ is assigned the color ch′ (which happens with probability at most x′(Qh′ , ch′)), then M ′′(Qh′) =
M ′(Qh′)/x

′(Qh′ , ch′) ≤ dh; otherwise M ′′(Qh′) = 0. Therefore, {M ′′(Qh′)}Qh′∈Qh′ is a collection of
independent random variables taking values between 0 and dh, and:

E [Nh′ ] =
∑

Qh′∈Qh′

E
[
M ′′(Qh′)

]
=

∑
Qh′∈Qh′

M ′(Qh′) = Nh′−1 ≤ dh · 16(1 + 1/ log n)h
′−1 log3 n.

Let µ = dh · 16(1 + 1/ log n)h
′−1 log3 n. From Corollary 8.5:

Pr [Nh′ ≥ (1 + 1/ log n)µ] ≤ e−µ/(3dh log2 n) ≤ e−5 logn ≤ 1/(4n4),

as required
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Case 2: h ≤ h′. Let Qh′ ∈ Qh′ be any level-h′ square, and let ch′ ∈ χ̃h′(ch) be any level-h′

descendant-color of ch. Using Constraint (10) with h̃ = h̃′ = h′, we get that:

∑
Qρ∈Dρ(Qh′ )

∑
cρ∈χ̃ρ(ch′ )

y′(Qρ, cρ) ≤ dh′ · x′(Qh′ , ch′).

Denote the left-hand-side by this inequality by M ′(Qh′ , ch′), so:

M ′(Qh′ , ch′) =
∑

Qρ∈Dρ(Qh′ )

∑
cρ∈χ̃ρ(ch′ )

y′(Qρ, cρ),

and

M ′(Qh′) =
∑

ch′∈χ̃h′ (ch)

M ′(Qh′ , ch′).

For each color ch′ ∈ χ̃h′(ch), ifQh′ is assigned the color ch′ (which happens with probability x′(Qh′ , ch′)),
then M ′′(Qh′) = M ′(Q′h, ch′)/x

′(Qh′ , ch′) ≤ dh′ ≤ dh. If none of the colors in χ̃h′(ch) are assigned to
Qh′ , then M ′′(Qh′) = 0. Therefore, the expectation of M ′′(Qh′) is:

E
[
M ′′(Qh′)

]
=

∑
ch′∈χ̃h′ (ch)

M ′(Qh′ , ch′) = M ′(Qh′).

Overall, we conclude that variables in set {M ′′(Qh′)}Qh′∈Qh′ are independent random variables, taking

values in [0, dh], and that:

E [Nh′ ] =
∑

Qh′∈Qh′

E
[
M ′′(Qh′)

]
=

∑
Qh′∈Qh′

M ′(Qh′) = Nh′−1 ≤ dh · 16(1 + 1/ log n)h
′−1 log3 n.

Let µ = dh · 16(1 + 1/ log n)h
′−1 log3 n. From Corollary 8.5:

Pr [Nh′ ≥ (1 + 1/ log n)µ] ≤ e−µ/(3dh log2 n) ≤ e−5 logn ≤ 1/(4n4).

Stage 3: Turning the Solution into a Feasible One

If any of the colors fail, then we return an empty solution. Assume now that no color fails. Let U ′ ⊆ U
be the set of all vertices chosen by the current solution.

Claim 8.10 There is an efficient algorithm to compute a subset U ′′ ⊆ U ′ of vertices, with |U ′′| ≥
|U ′|

256 log4 n
, such that U ′′ is a feasible solution to the HSC problem.

Proof: If, for every level h, for every level-h color ch, at most dh vertices of U ′ are assigned the level-h
color ch, then we return the set U ′ of vertices, which is a feasible solution to the HSC problem instance.

Otherwise, denote r = |U ′|, and consider an ordering (u1, u2, . . . , ur) of the vertices of U ′, that has
the following property: for every level 1 ≤ h ≤ ρ, for every level-h color ch ∈ χh, the vertices of U ′
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whose level-h color is ch appear consecutively in this ordering. Due to the nested definition of the
colors, it is easy to see that such an ordering exists (in particular, we can use the ordering induced by
the ordering of the original source vertices on R∗). We now let U ′′ contain all vertices ui ∈ U ′, where

i = 1 mod
⌈
128 log4 n

⌉
. It is now immediate to verify that |U ′′| ≥ |U ′|

256 log4 n
, and that it is a feasible

solution to the HSC problem.

Let OPTLP denote the value of the optimal LP solution. Let N1 be the total number of vertices
that belong to the solution at the end of phase 1, so E [N1] = OPTLP. Let N2 be the total number
of vertices that were deleted during the second phase. Then with probability at least (1 − 1/(2n)),
N2 = 0, and with the remaining probability, N2 ≤ n. Therefore, E [N2] ≤ 1/2. Finally, let N3 denote
the cardinality of the final set U ′′ of vertices that our algorithm returns. Then:

N3 ≥
N1 −N2

256 log4 n
,

and therefore, E [N3] ≥ OPTLP

512 log4 n
. Since U ′′ is a feasible solution to the HSC problem, N3 ≤ OPTLP.

Claim 8.11 Pr
[
N3 ≥ OPTLP

1024 log4 n

]
≥ 1

1024 log4 n

Proof: Assume otherwise. Then:

E [N3] <

(
1

1024 log4 n
· OPTLP

)
+

OPTLP

1024 log4 n
<

(
OPTLP

512 log4 n

)
,

a contradiction.

We run the above algorithm c log5 n times independently (for some large constant c), and return a
solution of largest cardinality across all runs. The probability that the solution value is less than
OPTLP/(1024 log4 n) is then bounded by 1/ poly(n). This concludes the proof of Theorem 8.1.

9 Approximating Restricted NDP-Grid

In this section we complete the proof of Theorem 1.1. Suppose we are given an instance (G,M) of
Restricted NDP-Grid. We assume that we know the value OPT of the optimal solution to this instance,
by going over all such possible choices, and running the algorithm on each of them. Let Γ1,Γ2,Γ3 and
Γ4 denote the four boundary edges of the grid G, and let Γ =

⋃4
q=1 Γq be its full boundary. For every

destination vertex t ∈ T (M), we denote by t̃ the vertex of Γ minimizing the distance d(t, t̃), breaking
ties arbitrarily. Recall that, given any subset M′ ⊆ M of the demand pairs, we denoted by S(M′)
and T (M′) the sets of all vertices that serve as the sources and the destinations of the demand pairs
in M′, respectively. We denote by T̃ (M′) =

{
t̃ | t ∈ T (M′)

}
.

Given two disjoint sub-paths π, π′ ⊆ Γ (that we call intervals), and a subset M′ ⊆ M of demand
pairs, we let M′π,π′ ⊆M′ contain all demand pairs (s, t) with s ∈ π and t̃ ∈ π′.

9.1 Special Instances

It will be convenient for us to define special sub-instances of instance (G,M), that have a specific
structure. We start by defining interesting pairs of intervals.
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Definition. Let I, I ′ ⊆ Γ be two disjoint intervals, and let d > 0 be an integer. We say that (I, I ′) is
a d-interesting pair of intervals, iff:

• interval I ′ is contained in a single boundary edge of G, and every vertex of I ′ is within distance
at least 16d from each of the remaining three boundary edges of G;

• interval I is contained in a single boundary edge of G (possibly the same as I ′);

• d ≤ |V (I ′)| ≤
√
n/2, and d(I, I ′) ≥ 16d.

Definition. Suppose we are given an integer d > 0, and a pair (I, I ′) of disjoint intervals of Γ.
Assume further that we are given a subset M′ ⊆ M of the demand pairs, and consider the sub-
instance (G,M′) of the problem, defined over the same graph G, with the set M′ of demand pairs.
We say that (G,M′) is a valid (I, I ′, d)-instance iff: (i) S(M′) ⊆ I; (ii) T̃ (M′) ⊆ I ′; and (iii) for
each t ∈ T (M′), d ≤ d(t, t̃) < 2d. If, additionally, (I, I ′) is a d-interesting pair of intervals, then we
say that (G,M′) is a perfect (I, I ′, d)-instance.

The main idea of the algorithm is to compute a partition of the setM of the demand pairs into subsets
M1, . . . ,Mz, where each set Mi is a perfect (I, I ′, d)-instance for some pair (I, I ′) of intervals. We
will then solve the problem defined by each such sub-instance separately, by first casting it as a special
case in which the destinations lie far from the grid boundary, and then employing Theorem 4.1. We
now define the modified instances, to which Theorem 4.1 will eventually be applied.

9.2 Modified Instances

Assume that we are given an integer d > 0, and a d-interesting pair (I, I ′) of intervals, together
with a perfect (I, I ′, d)-sub-instance (G,M′) of (G,M). We define a corresponding modified instance
(G′,M′′). The underlying graph G′ will be an appropriately chosen sub-grid of G, and each demand
pair in the new set M′′ will correspond to a unique demand pair in M′.

In order to define the grid G′, we assume without loss of generality that I ′ is a sub-path of the bottom
boundary edge of the grid. Let W ′′ be the subset of the columns of G that intersect I ′, and let R′′
be the set of 4d bottommost rows of G. Let G′′ ⊆ G be the sub-grid of G spanned by the set W ′′
of columns and the set R′′ of rows. In order to obtain the final graph G′, we add to W ′′ 4d columns
lying immediately to its left and 4d consecutive columns lying immediately to its right, denoting the
resulting set of columns by W ′. We also add to R′′ a set of |W ′| − 4d rows lying immediately above
R′′, obtaining a set R′ of rows of G. Graph G′ is the sub-grid of G spanned by the columns of W ′ and
the rows of R′. Notice that G′ is a square grid.

The set M′′ of demand pairs is constructed as follows. For each demand pair (s, t) ∈ M′, we add
a demand pair (s′, t′) to M′′. Vertex t′ is mapped to the same location as vertex t in G′. Vertex s′

is mapped to one of the vertices on the top row of G′, using the following procedure. Let X denote
the set of |S(M′)| leftmost vertices on the top row of G′. Let v be the bottom left corner of the grid
G′. The traversal of Γ(G) in the clock-wise direction, starting from v, defines an ordering π of the
vertices in S(M′). Similarly, a traversal of Γ(G′) in the clock-wise direction, starting from v, defines an
ordering π′ of the vertices in X. Consider some vertex s ∈ S(M′), and assume that it is the ith vertex
of S(M′) according to the ordering π. We map it to the ith vertex of X, according to the ordering
π′. This finishes the definition of the modified instance (G′,M′′) corresponding to the valid (I, I ′, d)
sub-instance (G,M′) of (G,M). We need the following simple claim, whose proof is straightforward
and is deferred to the Appendix.
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Claim 9.1 Let d > 0 be an integer, let (I, I ′) be a d-interesting pair of intervals, and let (G,M′) be
a perfect (I, I ′, d) sub-instance of (G,M). Let OPT′ be the value of the optimal solution to instance
(G,M′). Then the value of the optimal solution to the corresponding modified instance (G′,M′′) is at
least min

{
OPT′, d

}
.

Let d > 0 be an integer, let (I, I ′) be a d-interesting pair of intervals, and let (G,M′) be a valid (I, I ′, d)
sub-instance of (G,M). Let OPT′ be the value of the optimal solution to this instance. Consider the
corresponding modified instance (G′,M′′) of (G,M′). Then (G′,M′′), together with the parameter
OPT = min

{
d,OPT′

}
is a valid input to Theorem 4.1. Even though we do not know the value of this

parameter, we can try all d possibilities for it, and apply Theorem 4.1 to each one of them, selecting
the best resulting solution. We are then guaranteed to compute, with high probability, a solution

to instance (G′,M′′), whose value is at least min{d,OPT′}
2O(
√
logn log logn)

. We let A(G′,M′′) denote the resulting

solution, and we let |A(G′,M′′)| denote its value.

9.3 Main Partitioning Theorem

The following theorem is central to our proof.

Theorem 9.2 Suppose we are given two disjoint intervals π, π′ of Γ, each of which is contained in a
single boundary edge of G, an integer d > 0, and a valid (π, π′, d)-instance (G,M′). Assume further
that |M′| ≥ 1024d, and all demand pairs in M′ can be simultaneously routed via node-disjoint paths.

Let z =
⌈
|M′|
160d

⌉
− 1. Then there is a collection Σ = {σ1, . . . , σz} of disjoint sub-intervals of π, and a

collection Σ′ = {σ′1, . . . , σ′z} of disjoint sub-intervals of π′, such that:

• the intervals σ1, σ2, . . . , σz, σ
′
z, . . . , σ

′
2, σ
′
1 appear on Γ in this circular order;

• for every pair of intervals σ ∈ Σ ∪ Σ′ and σ′ ∈ Σ′, at least 16d vertices of Γ separate the two
intervals;

• every interval σ′ ∈ Σ′ contains at least 16d and at most
√
n/2 vertices, and lies within distance

at least 16d from every boundary edge of G, except for that containing π′; and

• for all 1 ≤ i ≤ z, the value of the optimal solution of the NDP instance (G,M′σi,σ′i) is at least d.

Notice that in particular, for each 1 ≤ i ≤ z, (σi, σ
′
i) is a d-interesting pair of intervals. Consider

the set M̃ ⊆ M of all demand pairs, such that for each (s, t) ∈ M̃, s ∈ π, t̃ ∈ π′, and d ≤
d(t, t̃) < 2d, and apply Theorem 9.2 to it. Consider the resulting sets Σ = {σ1, . . . , σz} and Σ′ =
{σ′1, . . . , σ′z} of segments. Then for all 1 ≤ i ≤ z, (G,M̃σi,σ′i

) is a perfect (σi, σ
′
i, d)-instance. Let

(Gi,M̃′σi,σ′i) denote the corresponding modified instance for (G,M̃σi,σ′i
). Then all resulting sub-graphs

G1, . . . , Gz of G are disjoint. Moreover, since the length of each interval σ′i is bounded by
√
n/2, if

we assume w.l.o.g. that π′ is contained in the bottom boundary of the grid G, then, assuming that
d <
√
n/8, the sub-graphs G1, . . . , Gz must be disjoint from the top

√
n/2 − 4d rows of G. For each

1 ≤ i ≤ z, with high probability, |A(Gi,M̃′σi,σ′i)| ≥ d/2
O(
√

logn·log logn), and so
∑z

i=1 |A(Gi,M̃′σi,σ′i)| ≥
|M̃|/2O(

√
logn·log logn) with high probability. We now turn to prove Theorem 9.2.

Proof of Theorem 9.2. Let P∗ be the set of node-disjoint paths routing the demand pairs in M′.
For each demand pair (s, t) ∈M′, let P (s, t) ∈ P∗ be the path routing it. For convenience, we assume
that π′ is contained in the bottom boundary of G.
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For every interval σ′ ⊆ π′, let M′(σ′) ⊆ M′ be the set of all demand pairs (s, t) with t̃ ∈ σ′. Note
that it is possible that for t, t′ ∈ T (M′) with t 6= t′, t̃ = t̃′. Given a vertex v ∈ σ′, we let I(v) ⊆ π′

be the shortest interval, whose leftmost vertex is v, such that I(v) contains at least 16d vertices, and
|M′(I(v))| ≥ 16d. If no such interval exists, then I(v) is undefined.

Observation 9.3 For each vertex v ∈ π′, if I(v) is defined, then |M′(I(v))| ≤ 20d.

Proof: Let v′ be the rightmost vertex of I(v), and let I ′ = I(v)\{v′}. Since we have chosen I(v) over
the shorter interval I ′, either |M′(I ′)| < 16d, or |V (I ′)| < 16d. Assume first that the former is true.
Since all demand pairs in M′ are routable via node-disjoint paths, all vertices in S(M′) are distinct.
As for each terminal t ∈ T (M′), d(t, t̃) ≤ 2d, there may be at most 2d demand pairs (s, t) ∈M′ with
t̃ = v′. But M′(I ′) contains all demand pairs of M′(I(v)) except for those pairs (s, t) with t̃ = v′.
Therefore, |M′(I(v))| ≤ |M′(I ′)|+ 2d ≤ 18d.

Assume now that |V (I ′)| < 16d. Let G′ ⊆ G be the sub-grid of G, whose bottom boundary is I(v),
and whose height is 2d. Then the width of G′ is 16d, and its top, left, and right boundary has total
length 20d. All paths routing the demand pairs inM′(I(v)) have to cross the boundary of G′, and so
|M′(I(v))| ≤ 20d.

Let T̃ =
{
t̃ | t ∈ T (M′)

}
. We start by defining a sequence (µ1, . . . , µ2z+2) of 2z + 2 disjoint intervals

of π′, as follows. Let v1 be the first vertex of π′. We then set µ1 = I(v1). Assume now that we have
defined intervals µ1, . . . , µi. Let vi+1 be the vertex lying immediately to the right of the right endpoint
of µi. We then set µi+1 = I(vi+1). Notice that from Observation 9.3, for each i, 16d ≤ |M′(µi)| ≤ 20d.

Since z =
⌈
|M′|
160d

⌉
− 1, all intervals µ1, . . . , µ2z+2 are well-defined. For convenience, we denote, for each

1 ≤ i ≤ 2z, M′(µi) by Mi. For every vertex t ∈ T (M′), let Qt be the shortest path connecting t to t̃
in G, so Qt is contained in the column of G which contains t. We also let U(µi) =

⋃
(s,t)∈Mi

V (Qt).

For all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 2z, we say that intervals µi and µj are neighbors iff |i− j| ≤ 1. Consider now some
interval µi, with 1 ≤ i ≤ 2z and some demand pair (s, t) ∈Mi. We say that (s, t) is a bad demand pair
iff path P (s, t) contains a vertex of U(µj) for some interval µj that is not a neighbor of µi. Otherwise,
we say that (s, t) is a good demand pair.

Claim 9.4 For each 1 ≤ i ≤ 2z, at most 8d demand pairs of Mi are bad.

We prove the claim below, after we complete the proof of Theorem 9.2 using it. Note that at most one
interval µj may contain more than

√
n/2 vertices; we assume without loss of generality that, if such

an interval µj exists, then j is an odd integer. The set Σ′ = {σ′1, . . . , σ′z} of intervals of π′ is defined as
follows: for each 1 ≤ i ≤ z, we let σ′i = µ2i. Notice that every pair of such intervals is separated by at
least 16d vertices, since each odd-indexed interval µj must contain at least 16d vertices by definition.
Since we discard the first and the last intervals µj , the distance from each resulting interval σ′i to
interval π, and to each of the remaining three boundaries of G is also at least 16d.

In order to define the set Σ = {σ1, . . . , σz} of intervals, fix some 1 ≤ i ≤ z. Let M′i ⊆M2i be the set
of all good demand pairs in M2i. We let σi be the smallest sub-interval of π, containing all vertices
of S(M′i).

It is immediate to verify that, for each 1 ≤ i ≤ z, the value of the optimal solution of the NDP instance
(G,M′σi,σ′i) is at least d, since we can route all demand pairs of M′i in G. From our construction,

every interval σ′i ∈ Σ′ contains at least 16d and at most
√
n/2 vertices, and it is separated by at least

16d vertices from all other intervals in Σ ∪Σ′, and from each of the remaining three boundaries of G.
It remains to show that the intervals in Σ are all disjoint, and that σ1, σ2, . . . , σz, σ

′
z, . . . , σ

′
2, σ
′
1 appear

on Γ in this circular order.
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Fix some pair of indices 1 ≤ i < j ≤ z. If we traverse Γ in counter-clock-wise order, starting from the
first vertex of σ′1, then we will first encounter all vertices of σ′i, then all vertices of σ′j , and finally all
vertices of σi ∪ σj . It is enough to show that we will encounter every vertex of σj before we encounter
any vertex of σi. In particular, it is enough to show that for every pair (s, t) ∈ M′j and (s′, t′) ∈ M′i
of demand pairs, we will encounter s before s′ in our traversal.

Assume for contradiction that this is false for some (s, t) ∈ M′j and (s′, t′) ∈ M′i. Then t̃′, t̃, s′, s
appear on Γ in this circular order (see Figure 6). Since both demand pairs (s, t) and (s′, t′) are good,
path P (s, t) may not contain a vertex of Qt′ , and path P (s′, t′) may not contain a vertex of Qt (see
Figure 6). But then the union of the path P (s′, t′) and Qt′ separates s from t in G, a contradiction.
It now remains to prove Claim 9.4.

G

s s0

t̃0 t̃

tt0

Qt0 Qt

Figure 6: Ordering of the terminals of good demand pairs.

Proof of Claim 9.4. Fix some index 1 ≤ i ≤ 2z, and let N be the set of all bad demand pairs inMi.
We further partition N into two subsets: set N ′ contains all demand pairs (s, t) whose corresponding
path P (s, t) contains a vertex in some set U(µj) for j > i + 1, and set N ′′ containing all remaining
demand pairs (for each such demand pair (s, t), the corresponding path P (s, t) must contain a vertex
in some set U(µj), for some j < i − 1). It is enough to show that |N ′|, |N ′′| ≤ 4d. We show that
|N ′| ≤ 4d; the bound for N ′′ is proved similarly. Given a pair (s, t) ∈ N ′, and a pair (ŝ, t̂) ∈ Mi+1,
we say that there is a conflict between (s, t) and (ŝ, t̂) iff P (s, t) contains a vertex of Qt̂.

We need the following simple observation.

Observation 9.5 Let (s, t) be any demand pair in N ′. Then there are at least 12d demand pairs
(ŝ, t̂) ∈Mi+1, such that there is a conflict between (s, t) and (ŝ, t̂).

Assume first that the observation is correct, and assume for contradiction that |N ′| > 4d. Then there
are at least 48d2 pairs ((s, t), (ŝ, t̂)) with (s, t) ∈ N ′ and (ŝ, t̂) ∈ Mi+1, such that there is a conflict
between (s, t) and (ŝ, t̂). However, |Mi+1| ≤ 20d, and, since, for each pair (ŝ, t̂) ∈ Mi+1, Qt̂ contains
at most 2d vertices, there may be at most 2d pairs (s, t) ∈ N ′ that conflict with (ŝ, t̂), a contradiction.
We now proceed to prove the observation.

Let v be some vertex on path P (s, t), that belongs to a set U(µj), for some j > i + 1. Then v lies
on some path Qt′ , for some t′ ∈ T (Mj) (see Figure 7). We construct a (not necessarily simple) curve
γ, by concatenating the path Qt; the sub-path of π′ between t̃ and t̃′; the sub-path of Qt′ between t̃′

and v; and the sub-path of P (s, t) between v and t (see Figure 8). Consider now some demand pair
(ŝ, t̂) ∈Mi+1. If path P (s, t) does not contain a vertex of Qt̂, then curve γ separates t̂ from ŝ, and so
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path P (ŝ, t̂) has to cross the curve γ. This is only possible if path P (ŝ, t̂) contains a vertex of Qt∪Qt′ .
But since both Qt and Qt′ contain at most 2d vertices each, at most 4d paths of P∗ may intersect the
curve γ. Therefore, there are at least 16d − 4d = 12d demand pairs in Mi+1, whose corresponding
path in P∗ does not intersect the curve γ. From the above discussion, for each such pair (ŝ, t̂), path
P (s, t) must contain a vertex of Qt̂, and so (s, t) conflicts with (ŝ, t̂). We conclude that (s, t) conflicts
with at least 12d pairs of Mi+1.

G

t
Qt

v

t̃0

t0

s

t̃

ŝ

t̂

Figure 7: Illustration to the proof of Observation 9.5. Demand pairs (s, t) and (ŝ, t̂). Path P (s, t) is
shown in red.
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Figure 8: Illustration to the proof of Observation 9.5. The curve γ is shown in brown.

9.4 The Algorithm

If all vertices of T (M) lie on the boundary Γ of G, then we can solve the problem efficiently using
standard dynamic programming. Therefore, we assume from now on, that for each t ∈ T (M), d(t, t̃) ≥
1.

Recall that Γ1, . . . ,Γ4 denote the four boundary edges of G. We partition the setM of demand pairs
into 16 subsets Mq,q′ , for 1 ≤ q, q′ ≤ 4: demand pair (s, t) belongs to set Mq,q′ iff s ∈ Γq and t̃ ∈ Γq′ .
We then solve each of the resulting instances (G,Mq,q′) separately, and return the best of the resulting
solutions. Since one of these instances is guaranteed to have a solution of value at least OPT/16, it is
enough to show a factor-2O(

√
logn log logn)-approximation algorithm for each such instance separately.

Therefore, from now on we focus on one such instance (G,Mq,q′), and we assume w.l.o.g. that the
value of the optimal solution in this instance is at least OPT/16.
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We further partition the setMq,q′ of demand pairs into the following subsets: we letM0
q,q′ contain all

demand pairs (s, t) with d(t, t̃) ≥ OPT/η, and for 0 < r < log n, we letMr
q,q′ contain all demand pairs

(s, t) with OPT
η·2r ≤ d(t, t̃) < OPT

η·2r−1 . Clearly, there is an index 0 < r∗ < log n, for which the value of the

optimal solution of instance (G,Mr∗
q,q′) is at least Ω(OPT/ log n). Therefore, it is enough to compute a

factor-2O(
√

logn log logn)-approximation for each such instance separately. Notice that we can compute
a factor-2O(

√
logn log logn)-approximate solution for instance M0

q,q′ using Theorem 4.1. Therefore, we

now focus on an instance (G,Mr∗
q,q′), for some fixed r∗ > 0.

In order to simplify the notation, we denote by M the corresponding set Mr∗
q,q′ of demand pairs; we

assume that we are given an integer 1 ≤ d ≤ OPT/2η, such that all destination vertices t ∈ T (M) have
d ≤ d(t, t̃) < 2d. We denote by OPT′ the value of the optimal solution of the resulting instance (G,M),
and we assume that Θ(OPT/ log n) ≤ OPT′ ≤ OPT. Moreover, we can assume that OPT′ > 213d,
since otherwise we can directly apply Theorem 4.1 to instance (G,M) with parameter OPT = d to
obtain an 2O(

√
logn log logn)-approximation. We now consider three cases, depending on the location of

the boundary edges Γq and Γq′ .

Case 1: Γq and Γq′ are opposite boundary edges. Without loss of generality, we assume that
Γq is the top row of the grid G, and it contains the vertices of S(M), while Γq′ is the bottom row of
the grid, and it contains the vertices

{
t̃ | t ∈ T (M)

}
.

Let M′ ⊆ M be the set of the demand pairs routed by the optimal solution. Let I denote the top
boundary of the grid G, and let I ′ denote its bottom boundary. Theorem 9.2 guarantees the existence
of a set Σ = {σ1, . . . , σz} of disjoint sub-intervals of I, and a set Σ′ = {σ′1, . . . , σ′z} of disjoint sub-

intervals of I ′, for z =
⌈
|M′|
160d

⌉
− 1, such that the intervals σ1, σ2, . . . , σz, σ

′
z, . . . , σ

′
2, σ
′
1 appear on Γ in

this circular order; every pair σ ∈ Σ ∪ Σ′, σ′ ∈ Σ′ of intervals is separated by at least 16d vertices
of Γ; the length of each interval σ′ ∈ Σ′ is at least 16d and at most

√
n/2, and for each 1 ≤ i ≤ z,

if we consider the perfect (σi, σ
′
i, d)-instance (G,M̃i), where M̃i = Mσi,σi′ , and denote by (Gi,M̃′i)

the corresponding modified instance, then |A(Gi,M̃′i)| ≥ d/2O(
√

logn log logn). Moreover, for every
1 ≤ i ≤ z, (σi, σ

′
i) is a d-interesting pair of intervals. Notice, however, that, since the set M′ of

demand pairs routed by the optimal solution is not known to us, we cannot compute the sets Σ and
Σ′ of intervals directly. We now show how to overcome this difficulty.

For every d-interesting pair (σ, σ′) of intervals, with σ ⊆ I, σ′ ⊆ I ′, consider the perfect (σ, σ′, d)-
instance (G,Mσ,σ′), and the corresponding modified instance (G′σ,σ′ ,M′σ,σ′). We can then compute
an approximate solutionA(G′σ,σ′ ,M′σ,σ′) of value |A(G′σ,σ′ ,M′σ,σ′)| to this instance, using the algorithm
from Theorem 4.1, together with the parameter OPT = d. We can assume w.l.o.g. that, ifM′σ,σ′ 6= ∅,
then |A(G′σ,σ′ ,M′σ,σ′)| ≥ 1. Let c be a constant, so that the approximation factor of Algorithm A given

in Theorem 4.1 is 2c
√

logn log logn. Assume now that we have computed the values |A(G′σ,σ′ ,M′σ,σ′)|
for all d-interesting pairs σ ⊆ I and σ′ ⊆ I ′ of intervals. We say that a pair (σ, σ′) of interesting

intervals is a good pair iff |A(G′σ,σ′ ,M′σ,σ′)| ≥
⌈
d/2c

√
logn log logn

⌉
. It is now enough to compute a

collection Σ = {σ1, . . . , σz} of disjoint sub-intervals of I, and a collection Σ′ = {σ′1, . . . , σ′z} of disjoint

sub-intervals of I ′, for z =
⌈
|M′|
160d

⌉
− 1, such that the intervals σ1, σ2, . . . , σz, σ

′
z, . . . , σ

′
2, σ
′
1 appear on Γ

in this circular order; for all i, (σi, σ
′
i) is a good pair of intervals, and σ′i is at a distance at least 16d

from every interval in Σ ∪ Σ′. This can be done by using simple dynamic programming.

Assume now that we have computed the collections Σ and Σ′ of intervals as above. For each 1 ≤ i ≤ z,
let Pi = A(G′σi,σ′i

,M′σi,σ′i) be the set of paths routed by the solution of value |A(G′σi,σ′i
,M′σi,σ′i)| that

we have computed. Let N ′i ⊆ M′(σi, σ′i) be the set of the demand pairs routed by this solution, and
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let Ni ⊆ M(σi, σ
′
i) be the set of the original demand pairs corresponding to the pairs in N ′i . For

convenience, we denote Gi = G′σi,σ′i
. Finally, let Ñi denote the set of pairs (s, s′), where (s, t) ∈ Ni,

and (s′, t′) ∈ N ′i is the corresponding demand pair in the modified instance.

From the above discussion,
∑z

i=1 |Ni| ≥ OPT′/2O(
√

logn·log logn). It is now enough to show that all
demand pairs in set

⋃z
i=1Ni can be routed in G. In order to do so, it is enough to show that all pairs

in
⋃z
i=1 Ñi can be routed in graph G via paths that are internally disjoint from

⋃z
i=1Gi, as we can

exploit the paths in
⋃z
i=1 Pi in order to complete the routing. Recall that the graphs Gi are disjoint

from the top
√
n/4 rows of the grid, and the source vertices of the demand pairs in

⋃z
i=1 Ñi appear in

the same left-to-right order as their destination vertices. It is now immediate to complete the routing
of the demand pairs in

⋃z
i=1 Ñi.

Case 2: Γq and Γq′ are neighboring boundary edges. Assume w.l.o.g. that Γq is the left
boundary edge of G and Γq′ is its bottom boundary edge. This case is dealt with very similarly to
Case 1, with minor changes. As before, we assume that we are given a set M of demand pairs and
an integer d, such that for each pair (s, t) ∈ M, s ∈ Γq, t̃ ∈ Γq′ , and d ≤ d(t, t̃) < 2d. We assume
that we know the value OPT′ of the optimal solution to instance (G,M), and we assume w.l.o.g. that
OPT′ ≥ 213d. We let I be the left boundary edge of G, and we let I ′ be the bottom boundary edge
of G, excluding its

⌈
OPT′/16

⌉
leftmost vertices. LetM′ ⊆M be the subset of all demand pairs (s, t)

with t̃ ∈ I ′. Let OPT′′ be the value of the optimal solution to instance (G,M′).

Observation 9.6 OPT′′ ≥ OPT′/2.

Proof: Let P∗ be the optimal solution to instance (G,M), and let M∗ be the set of the demand
pairs routed by it. Let M̂ = M∗ \M′. Then it is enough to show that |M̂| ≤ OPT′/2. Let R′′ be
the bottom row of G, and let I ′′ = R′′ \ I ′. Then for each demand pair (s, t) ∈ M̂, t̃ ∈ I ′′ must hold.
Let Q be a sub-grid of G, whose bottom boundary is I ′′, and whose height is

⌈
OPT′/16

⌉
> 2d. Then

the boundary of Q has length at most OPT′/4 + 4, and every path routing a demand pair in M̂ must
cross the boundary of Q. Therefore, |M̂| ≤ OPT′/2.

The remainder of the algorithm is exactly the same as in Case 2. The only difference is in how the
demand pairs in set Ñ =

⋃z
i=1 Ñi are routed. This is done by utilizing the OPT′/16 first columns of

G and the OPT′/2 top rows of G. Since we can assume that |Ñ | < OPT′/64, it is straightforward to
find a suitable routing.

Case 3: Γq = Γq′. We assume w.l.o.g. that Γq is the bottom boundary of G. We assume that we
are given a set M of demand pairs and an integer d, such that for each pair (s, t) ∈M, s, t̃ ∈ Γq, and
d ≤ d(t, t̃) < 2d. We assume that we know the value OPT′ of the optimal solution to instance (G,M),
and we assume w.l.o.g. that OPT′ ≥ 213d.

We partition the set M of the demand pairs into three subsets: set M0 contains all pairs (s, t) with
| col(s) − col(t)| ≤ 2d; set M1 contains all remaining pairs (s, t) with col(s) < col(t); and set M2

contains all remaining demand pairs. We deal with the demand pairs inM0 using the following claim.

Claim 9.7 There is an efficient randomized algorithm that computes a factor-2O(
√

logn log logn) approx-
imation to instance (G,M0) of NDP.

Proof: Let ρ be a random integer between 0 and 4d. We define a collection Q′ = {Q1, . . . , Qr} of
square sub-grids of G as follows. Let Q1 be a sub-grid of size ((4d + ρ) × (4d + ρ)), containing the
bottom left corner of G as the bottom left corner of Q1. Assume now that we have defined Q1, . . . , Qi.
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Let N be the number of columns of G that do not intersect the grids of Q1, . . . , Qi. If N > 8d, then we
let Qi+1 be the (4d× 4d) sub-grid of G, whose bottom left corner is the vertex serving as the bottom
right corner of Qi. Otherwise, we set r = i + 1, and we let Qr be the square grid whose bottom left
corner is the vertex serving as the bottom right corner of Qi, and whose bottom right corner is the
bottom right corner of the grid G. Notice that each grid Qi has width and height 4d, except for Q1

and Qr, whose widths and heights may be between 4d and 8d.

For 1 ≤ i ≤ r, let Ni ⊆M0 be the set of all demand pairs (s, t) with s, t ∈ V (Qi). Let N =
⋃r
i=1Ni.

Notice that each demand pair (s, t) ∈M0 belongs to N with constant probability, and therefore, with
high probability, OPT(G,N ) = Ω(OPT(G,M0)).

We partition the set Q′ of the squares into four subsets, Q1, . . . ,Q4, where for 1 ≤ i ≤ 4, Qi contains
all squares Qj , where j = i mod 4. For 1 ≤ i ≤ 4, let N i ⊆ N be the subset of all demand pairs
(s, t), such that for some Q ∈ Qi, s, t ∈ V (Q). We solve each problem (G,N i) separately and return
the best of the resulting four solutions.

We now fix 1 ≤ i ≤ 4, and solve the problem (G,N i). Consider some square Qj ∈ Qi. Let Q+
j be

obtained by adding a margin of 4d columns to the left and to the right of Qj , and 8d rows above Qj (if
j = 1 or j = r, then we do not add columns on one of the sides of Qj , and we add only 4d rows above
Qj , so that Q+

j is a square grid). Notice that from our construction, if Qj , Qj′ ∈ Qi, then Q+
j , Q

+
j′ are

disjoint. Using the same reasoning as in the proof of Claim 9.1, OPT(Q+
j ,Nj) ≥ OPT(G,Nj). Notice

that OPT(G,Nj) ≤ 4d, as all source vertices of the demand pairs routed by the optimal solution must
be distinct, and they lie on the bottom boundary of Qj . It is then easy to see that (Q+,Nj) is a
special case of Restricted NDP-Grid where all destination vertices lie at a distance at least OPT/4 from
the grid boundary, and we can find a 2O(

√
logn log logn)-approximation for it using Theorem 4.1.

If the optimal solution value to instance (G,M0) is at least OPT′/3, then we obtain a 2O(
√

logn log logn)-
approximation to this instance, and a 2O(

√
logn·log logn)-approximation overall, using Claim 9.7. There-

fore, we assume from now on that any optimal solution must route at least 2OPT′/3 demand pairs from
M1 ∪M2. We compute an approximate solution to each of the problems (G,M1) and (G,M2) sepa-
rately, and take the better of the two solutions. Clearly, it is enough to design a factor-2O(

√
logn log logn)-

approximation to each of these two problems separately. We now focus on one of these problem, say
(G,M1), and for simplicity denoteM1 byM and the value of the optimal solution to instance (G,M1)
by OPT′.

Recall that ` =
√
n is the length of the grid G. We can naturally associate with each demand pair

(s, t) ∈ M an interval I(s, t) ⊆ [`]: the left endpoint of I(s, t) is the index of col(s), and its right
endpoint is the index of col(t).

Next, we partition the demand pairs in M into h = log n classes M1,M2, . . . ,Mh, as follows. Pair
(s, t) belongs to class Mi iff 2i−1 ≤ |I(s, t)| < 2i. Note that for i ≤ log d, Mi = ∅, as all such
pairs belong to M0. Thus, we obtain a collection of h instances (G,Mi) of the problem. As before,
we will compute a factor-2O(

√
logn log logn)-approximation to each of these instances separately, and

return the best of the resulting solutions. We now fix some index log d ≤ i ≤ h, and design a
factor-2O(

√
logn log logn)-approximation algorithm to the corresponding instance (G,Mi).

Let ρ be an integer chosen uniformly at random from [0, 2i+3). Let Z be the set of all integers 1 ≤ z ≤ `,
such that z = ρ+j ·2i+3 for some integer j. LetM′ ⊆M contain all demand pairs (s, t), such that there
is some number z ∈ Z with col(s) < z < col(t), and for all z′ ∈ Z, | col(s)−z′|, | col(t)−z′| ≥ 2i−1/4. Let
I(s, t) be an interval whose left endpoint is col(s) and right endpoint is col(t), and let I ′(s, t) ⊆ I(s, t)
be its sub-interval that excludes the first and the last 2i−1/4 vertices of I(s, t). Then it is easy to see
that (s, t) ∈ M′ iff some integer in I ′(s, t) belongs to Z, and that this happens with probability at
least 1/32 over the choice of ρ. We now focus on solving the instance (G,M′) of the problem, and we
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denote by OPT′′ the value of its optimal solution, so E
[
OPT′′

]
= Ω(OPT′).

Let Z ′ contain all integers that lie halfway between consecutive pairs of integers of Z, that is: Z ′ ={
z + 2i+2 | z ∈ Z and z + 2i+2 ≤ `

}
. We partition the grid G into sub-grids H1, . . . ,Hr, by deleting

all columns Wz, where z ∈ Z ′. Then for every demand pair (s, t) ∈M′, there is a unique sub-grid Hj

containing both s and t. For each 1 ≤ j ≤ r, let M̂j ⊆ M′ be the set of all demand pairs (s, t) with
both s and t contained in Hj . For each 1 ≤ j ≤ r, we then consider the instance (G,M̂j). We can
further partition Hj into two sub-grids H ′j and H ′′j along the unique column Wz that is contained in
Hj , and for which z ∈ Z. Notice that all source vertices lie on the bottom boundary of H ′j at distance

at least 2i−3 from the left and the right boundaries of H ′j , while all destination vertices lie in H ′′j , at

distance at least 2i−3 from the left and the right boundaries of H ′′j . Let I and I ′ denote the bottom
boundaries of H ′j and H ′′j , respectively.

Assume first that the value OPTj of the optimal solution to instance (G,M̂j) is at least 1024d. Then
we employ an algorithm similar to the one for Case 1: we use dynamic programming, together with
the algorithm given by Theorem 4.1 to compute a collection Σ = {σ1, . . . , σz} of disjoint sub-intervals

of I, and a set Σ′ = {σ′1, . . . , σ′z} of disjoint sub-intervals of I ′, for z =
⌈
|M′|
160d

⌉
− 1, such that the

intervals σ1, σ2, . . . , σz, σ
′
z, . . . , σ

′
2, σ
′
1 appear on Γ in this circular order, and for all q, (σq, σ

′
q) is a good

pair of intervals. For each 1 ≤ q ≤ z, let (G′σq ,σ′q ,M̂
′
σq ,σ′q

) denote the corresponding modified instance.

The key is to notice that all such graphs G′σq ,σ′q are mutually disjoint and are contained in H ′′j . We

construct the set Ñ =
⋃z
q=1 Ñq of new demand pairs as before, and show that they can be routed in

Hj via paths that are internally disjoint from
⋃z
q=1G

′
σq ,σ′q

. The routing is straightforward and exploits

the columns of H ′j and the top
√
n/4 rows of H ′′j .

Finally, assume that the value of the optimal solution OPTj to instance (G,M̂j) is less than 1024d.
Note that OPTj < 2i+2 must also hold, as interval I contains at most 2i+2 vertices.

Let Î ′ be obtained from I ′ by discarding its first 2i−3 and its last 2i−3 vertices, and recall that 2i ≥ d.
Then (I, Î ′) is a d-interesting pair of intervals, and (G,M̂j) is a perfect (I, Î ′, d) sub-instance of (G,M).
Let (H̃j ,M̂′j) be the corresponding modified instance. Notice that H̃j ⊆ H ′′j . Then, from Claim 9.1,

the value of the optimal solution to instance (H̃j ,M̂′j) is at least min {OPTj , d} = Ω(OPTj). We can

use Theorem 4.1 in order to compute a 2O(
√

logn log logn)-approximate solution Pj to instance (H ′j ,M̂′j).
From the above discussion |Pj | ≥ OPTj

2O(
√
logn·log logn)

. It now remains to route the vertices of S(M̂j) to

the corresponding vertices of S(M̂′j) via node-disjoint paths that are internally disjoint from H̃j . This
is done in exactly the same way as before.

10 Approximating NDP/EDP on Walls with Sources on the Bound-
ary

In this section we prove Theorem 1.3, by extending our results for Restricted NDP-Grid to EDP and
NDP on wall graphs.

Let G = G`,h be a grid of length ` and height h. Assume that ` > 0 is an even integer, and that h > 0.
For every column Wj of the grid, let ej1, . . . , e

j
h−1 be the edges of Wj indexed in their top-to-bottom

order. Let E∗(G) ⊆ E(G) contain all edges ejz, where z 6= j mod 2, and let Ĝ be the graph obtained
from G \ E∗(G), by deleting all degree-1 vertices from it. Graph Ĝ is called a wall of length `/2 and
height h (see Figure 9). Consider the subgraph of Ĝ induced by all horizontal edges of the grid G that
belong to Ĝ. This graph is a collection of h node-disjoint paths, that we refer to as the rows of Ĝ, and
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Figure 9: The red dotted edges are deleted to obtain wall Ĝ from grid G.

denote them by R1, . . . , Rh in this top-to-bottom order; notice that Rj is a sub-path of the jth row of
G for all j. Graph Ĝ contains a unique collection W of `/2 node-disjoint paths that connect vertices
of R1 to vertices of Rh and are internally disjoint from R1 and Rh. We refer to the paths in W as the
columns of Ĝ, and denote them by W1, . . . ,W`/2 in this left-to-right order. Paths W1,W`/2, R1 and

Rh are called the left, right, top and bottom boundary edges of Ĝ, respectively, and their union is the
boundary of Ĝ, that we denote by Γ(Ĝ).

In both NDP-Wall and EDP-Wall problems, the input is a wall Ĝ of length
√
n/2 and height

√
n (we

assume that
√
n/2 is an integer), and a collection M = {(s1, t1), . . . , (sk, tk)} of k demand pairs.

The goal is to route the maximum number of the demand pairs via paths that are node-disjoint (for
NDP-Wall) or edge-disjoint (for EDP-Wall). We will exploit the (

√
n×
√
n) grid G, and the fact that

Ĝ ⊆ G can be obtained from G as described above.

For any two nodes u, v of Ĝ, we denote the shortest-path distance between them in Ĝ by d̂(u, v).
Distances between subsets of vertices, and between a vertex and a subset of vertices, are defined as
before, using d̂.

The following simple observation relates the values of the optimal solutions to the EDP-Wall and
NDP-Wall problems, defined over the same wall Ĝ and the same set M of demand pairs.

Observation 10.1 Let Ĝ be a wall of length
√
n/2 and height

√
n, and letM = {(s1, t1), . . . , (sk, tk)}

be a set of k demand pairs. Let OPTEDP be the value of the optimal solution to the EDP-Wall problem
instance (Ĝ,M), and let OPTNDP be the value of the optimal solution to the NDP-Wall problem instance
(Ĝ,M). Then: OPTNDP ≤ OPTEDP ≤ O(OPTNDP).

Proof: Observe first that for any set P of paths in Ĝ, if the paths in P are mutually node-disjoint,
then they are also mutually edge-disjoint. Therefore, OPTNDP ≤ OPTEDP.

To show the other direction, consider any set P of paths, such that the paths in P are edge-disjoint.
It is enough to show that there is a subset P ′ ⊆ P of paths that are node-disjoint, and |P ′| ≥ Ω(|P|).
Since the maximum vertex degree in Ĝ is 3, the only way for two paths P, P ′ ∈ P to share a vertex x
is when x is an endpoint of at least one of the two paths.

We construct a directed graph H, whose vertex set is {vP | P ∈ P}, and there is an edge (vP , vP ′) iff
an endpoint of P ′ belongs to P . It is immediate to verify that the maximum in-degree of any vertex
in H is 4. Therefore, there is a set U ⊆ V (H) of Ω(|VH |) vertices, such that no two vertices of U
are connected with an edge. We let P ′ = {P | vP ∈ U}. Then the paths in P ′ are node-disjoint, and
|P ′| = Ω(|P|).

Since for any set P of node-disjoint paths, the paths in P are also mutually edge-disjoint, it is now
enough to prove Theorem 1.3 for the NDP-Wall problem, with all source vertices lying on the wall
boundary. We do so in the remainder of this section.

Our main approach is to consider the corresponding instance (G,M) of the NDP-Grid problem on
the underlying grid G, and to exploit our algorithm for this problem. However, we cannot use this
approach directly, since the boundary of the wall Ĝ is not contained in the boundary of the grid G,
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and so some of the source vertices of S(M) may not lie on Γ(G). We overcome this difficulty by
mapping each vertex in S(M) to its closest vertex lying on Γ(G). Formally, we define a new set M′
of demand pairs, containing, for each pair (s, t) ∈M, a new pair (s′, t′), with t′ = t, and s′ defined as
follows. If s ∈ Γ(G), then s′ = s; otherwise, either s belongs to the first column of Ĝ, in which case s′

is defined to be the vertex of Γ(G) lying immediately to the left of s; or s belongs to the last column
of Ĝ, in which case s′ is defined to be the vertex of Γ(G) lying immediately to its right (see Figure 9).
The following simple observation shows that the solution value does not change by much.

Observation 10.2 Let OPT be the value of the optimal solution to instance (Ĝ,M) of NDP-Wall,
and let OPT′ be defined in the same way for instance (Ĝ,M′). Then OPT′ = Ω(OPT). Moreover,
given any set P ′ of node-disjoint paths routing a subset of the demand pairs inM′, there is an efficient
algorithm to compute a set P of Ω(|P ′|) node-disjoint paths routing a subsets of the demand pairs in
M.

Proof: In order to prove the first assertion, let P∗ be the optimal solution to instance (Ĝ,M). We
show that there is a set P ′ of Ω(|P∗|) paths routing demand pairs inM′. Let P ′′ be obtained from P∗
as follows. Consider any path P ∈ P∗, and assume that it routes some pair (s, t) ∈M. If (s, t) ∈M′,
then we add P to P ′′; otherwise, we extend P by adding the edge (s, s′) to it, and add the resulting
path to P ′′. Consider the final set P ′′ of paths. While |P ′′| = |P∗|, it is possible that the paths in
P ′′ are no longer node-disjoint. However, a pair P1, P2 ∈ P ′′ of paths may share a vertex x iff x is an
endpoint of at least one of the two paths. We can now employ the same argument as in the proof of
Observation 10.1 to obtain a subset P ′ ⊆ P ′′ of node-disjoint paths, with |P ′| ≥ Ω(P ′′).

The proof of the second assertion is almost identical.

From now on, it is sufficient to design a randomized 2O(
√

logn·log logn)-approximation algorithm to the
new instance (Ĝ,M′) of NDP-Wall. Therefore, from now on we will assume that all source vertices lie
on Γ(Ĝ) ∩ Γ(G).

Our first step is, as before, to consider a special case of the problem, where the destination vertices
lie far from the boundary of the wall. We prove the following analogue of Theorem 4.1.

Theorem 10.3 There is an efficient randomized algorithm Â, that, given an instance (Ĝ,M) of the
NDP-Wall problem, with all sources lying on Γ(G) ∩ Γ(Ĝ) (where G is the grid corresponding to Ĝ),
and an integer OPT, such that the value of the optimal solution to instance (Ĝ,M) of NDP-Wall is at
least OPT, and every destination vertex lies at a distance at least OPT/η from Γ(Ĝ) in Ĝ, returns a
solution that routes at least OPT/2O(

√
logn·log logn) demand pairs in Ĝ, with high probability.

Proof: Consider the Restricted NDP-Grid instance defined over the grid G, with the set M of the
demand pairs. Since Ĝ ⊆ G, the value of the optimal solution to this instance is at least OPT. We
can apply Algorithm A to instance (G,M) of Restricted NDP-Grid, to obtain a set P of node-disjoint
paths routing some subset M̃ ⊆ M of demand pairs in graph G, such that with high probability,
|M̃| ≥ OPT/2O(

√
logn·log logn). We now show that all demand pairs in M̃ can also be routed in the

wall Ĝ. Indeed, in the analysis in Section 7, we have constructed disjoint level-ρ snakes of width at
least 3, such that each demand pair (s, t) ∈ M̃ is contained in a distinct snake, that we denote by
Y(s, t). With a loss of an additive constant in the approximation guarantee, we can ensure that no
snake passes through any corner of G.

Observation 10.4 Let Y = (Υ1, . . . ,Υz) be any snake of width at least 3 in the grid G. Let H be the
union of all graphs Υj ∩ Ĝ, for 1 ≤ j ≤ z. Then H is a connected sub-graph of Ĝ.
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It is now immediate to obtain a routing of the demand pairs in M̃ via node-disjoint paths in Ĝ. For
every snake Y(s, t), let H(s, t) be the corresponding sub-graph of Ĝ, given by the above observation.
Then all graphs {H(s, t)}(s,t)∈M̃ are mutually disjoint, and each such graph is connected. We simply

connect s to t by any path contained in H(s, t).

Finally, we complete the proof of Theorem 1.3, by removing the assumption that the destination
vertices lie far from the wall boundaries. As before, we assume that we are given an instance (Ĝ,M)
of NDP-Wall, such that, if G denotes the corresponding grid graph, then all source vertices in S(M)
lie on Γ(G) ∩ Γ(Ĝ). As before, we use the algorithm from Section 9 on the underlying grid G and
adapt the resulting solution to the wall Ĝ.

Recall that for every destination vertex t ∈ T (M), we denoted by t̃ the vertex of Γ(G) minimiz-
ing d(t, t̃), breaking ties arbitrarily. For any subset M′ ⊆ M of demand pairs, we denoted by
T̃ (M′) =

{
t̃ | t ∈ T (M′)

}
. If all vertices of T (M) lie on the boundary Γ(Ĝ) of wall Ĝ, then we

can efficiently obtain a constant-factor approximation for the problem using standard dynamic pro-
gramming techniques. Thus, we assume from now on that d̂(t, t̃) ≥ 1 for each t ∈ T (M).

Recall that we showed that it suffices to consider the case where all sources S(M) lie on a single
boundary edge Γq of G, and all vertices of T̃ (M) lie on a single boundary edge Γq′ of G, where
possibly Γq = Γq′ . We further saw that it suffices to consider only two cases: (i) d(t, t̃) ≥ OPT/η for
all destination nodes t; or (ii) we are given an integer 1 ≤ d ≤ OPT/2η such that d ≤ d(t, t̃) < 2d
for all destination nodes t, and OPT > 213d. In case (i), we can compute a factor 2O(

√
logn·log logn)-

approximate solution directly using Theorem 10.3. In the remainder of this section, we consider case
(ii).

LetM′ be the set of the demand pairs that was chosen to be routed by our algorithm from Section 9.
Then all vertices of T̃ (M′) lie on the same boundary edge of the grid – we assume w.l.o.g. that it is
the bottom boundary. Recall that we have defined a collection {(G1,M1), . . . , (Gz,Mz)} of modified
sub-instances, such that all grids G1, . . . , Gz are disjoint from each other and from the top

√
n/4 rows

of G, and in each of the instances (Gi,Mi), the destination vertices lie far enough from the boundary of
the grid Gi, so that Theorem 4.1 could be applied to each such sub-instance separately. LetM′i ⊆M′
be the subset of the demand pairs corresponding to the pairs in Mi. For each 1 ≤ i ≤ z, we have
also defined a set Ñi of pairs, connecting the original source vertices in S(M′i) to their corresponding
source vertices in S(Mi). We have implicitly constructed, for each 1 ≤ i ≤ z, a snake Yi, inside
which the demand pairs in Ñi are routed. All snakes Y1, . . . ,Yz are disjoint, and have width at least
3|Ni| each. We can now translate this routing into a set of node-disjoint paths routing the demand
pairs in M′ in the wall Ĝ. The routing inside each sub-grid Gi is altered exactly like in the proof of
Theorem 10.3; the routings of the sets Ñi of demand pairs exploit the same snakes Yi inside the wall
Ĝ.

11 Approximation Algorithm for the Special Case with Sources
Close to the Grid Boundary

The goal of this section is to prove Theorem 1.2. We assume that we are given an instance (G,M) of
NDP-Grid and an integer δ > 0, such that every source vertex is at a distance at most δ from the grid
boundary. Our goal is to design an efficient randomized factor-(δ · 2O(

√
logn·log logn))-approximation

algorithm for this special case of the problem. We can assume that δ < n1/4, as there is an Õ(n1/4)-
approximation algorithm for NDP-Grid [CK15]. For every source vertex s ∈ S(M), let s̃ be the vertex
lying closest to s on Γ(G); for every destination vertex t ∈ T (M), let t̃ be defined similarly. Recall
that for each s ∈ S(M), d(s, s̃) ≤ δ. For every subset M′ ⊆ M of the demand pairs, we denote
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S̃(M′) = {s̃ | s ∈ S(M′)}, and similarly T̃ (M′) =
{
t̃ | t ∈ T (M′)

}
. Using the same arguments as in

Section 9, at the cost of losing an O(log n)-factor in the approximation ratio, we can assume that all
vertices of S̃(M) are contained in a single boundary edge of the grid G, that we denote by Γ, and
that all vertices of T̃ (M) are contained in a single boundary edge of the grid G, that we denote by
Γ′, where possibly Γ = Γ′. Moreover, we can assume that there is some integer d, such that for all
t ∈ T (M), d ≤ d(t, t̃) < 2d.

Let c be a sufficiently large constant. Assume first that d ≤ δ · 2c
√

logn log logn. In this case, we can
obtain an (δ · 2O(

√
logn·log logn))-approximation using the following claim.

Claim 11.1 There is an efficient algorithm to compute a factor (δ · 2O(
√

logn·log logn))-approximation
for the special case where d ≤ δ · 2c

√
logn log logn.

Proof: Let M̂ =
{

(s̃, t̃) | (s, t) ∈M
}

be a new set of demand pairs. Note that all vertices participating

in the demand pairs in M̂ lie on the boundary of G. Therefore, we can efficiently find an optimal
solution to the NDP problem instance (G,M̂) using standard dynamic programming. Next, we show
that OPT(G,M̂) = Ω(OPT(G,M)/(δ · 2O(

√
logn·log logn))). For every vertex v ∈ S(M)∪T (M), let Uv

be the shortest path connecting v to ṽ.

Let P∗ be the optimal solution to instance (G,M), and let M∗ ⊆M be the set of the demand pairs
routed by P∗. For each demand pair (s, t) ∈M∗, let P (s, t) ∈ P∗ be the path routing it.

We construct a directed graph H, whose vertex set is V (H) = {v(s, t) | (s, t) ∈M∗}, and there is
a directed edge from v(s, t) to v(s′, t′) iff the path P (s′, t′) routing the pair (s′, t′) in the optimal
solution P∗ contains a vertex of Us ∪ Ut. It is easy to verify that the out-degree of every vertex of H
is at most d + δ, and so there is an independent set I in H containing at least Ω(|V (H)|/(d + δ)) =
Ω(OPT(G,M)/(δ · 2O(

√
logn·log logn))) vertices of I.

For each demand pair (s, t) ∈M∗ with v(s, t) ∈ I, let P ′(s, t) be the concatenation of Us, P (s, t) and Ut.
Then {P ′(s, t) | v(s, t) ∈ I} is a collection of Ω(OPT(G,M)/(δ · 2O(

√
logn·log logn))) node-disjoint paths

routing demand pairs in M̂. We conclude that OPT(G,M̂) = Ω(OPT(G,M)/(δ · 2O(
√

logn·log logn))).

Let P ′ be a solution to instance (G,M̂), obtained by the constant-factor approximation algorithm, so
|P ′| = Ω(OPT(G,M)/(δ · 2O(

√
logn·log logn))), and let M̂′ ⊆ M̂ be the set of the demand pairs routed.

Since all source and all destination of M̂′ appear on the boundary of G, |M̂′| = O(
√
n). Moreover,

the demand pairs in M̂′ must be non-crossing: that is, for every pair (s, t), (s′, t′) ∈ M̂′, the circular
ordering of the corresponding terminals on the boundary of the grid is either (s, s′, t′, t) or (s, t, t′, s′).
Since we have assumed that δ ≤ n1/4 and d ≤ δ · 2c·

√
logn log logn, it is easy to verify that we can route

|Ω(M̂′)| demand pairs from the original set M, that correspond to the demand pairs in M̂′.

From now on we assume that d > δ · 2c
√

logn log logn. Next, we define a new set M̃ of demand pairs, as
follows: M̃ = {(s̃, t) | (s, t) ∈M}, so all source vertices of the demand pairs in M̃ lie on the boundary
edge Γ of G. Let OPT′ be the value of the optimal solution to problem (G,M̃). The proof of the
following claim is almost identical to the proof of Claim 11.1 and is omitted here.

Claim 11.2 OPT′ ≥ Ω(OPT(G,M)/δ).

From now on we focus on instance (G,M̃) of Restricted NDP-Grid. Recall that for each source vertex
s ∈ S(M), we denoted by Us the shortest path connecting s to s̃. We say that a path P routing a
demand pair (s̃, t) ∈ M̃ is canonical iff Us ⊆ P . We say that set P of node-disjoint paths routing
demand pairs in M̃ is canonical iff every path in P is canonical. We will show that we can apply our
2O(
√

logn·log logn)-approximation algorithm to instance (G,M̃) to obtain a routing in which all paths
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are canonical. For convenience, we assume w.l.o.g. that Γ is the top boundary edge of the grid.
Therefore, a canonical path connecting a demand pair (s̃, t) ∈ M̃ must follow the column col(s̃) of G
until it reaches the vertex s.

Assume first that d > OPT′/η, where η is defined as before. Then we obtain a special case of the
problem where the destination vertices are sufficiently far from the boundary of the grid, and can use
the algorithm from Theorem 4.1 to find a 2O(

√
logn·log logn)-approximate solution to instance (G,M̃).

However, we slightly modify the routing to ensure that the paths in our solution are canonical. Recall
that the routing itself is recursive. Let Q1 be the set of all level-1 squares, and let Q′1 ⊆ Q1 be
the set of all non-empty level-1 squares. Recall that each square Q ∈ Q1 has size (d1 × d1), where
d1 ≤ OPT′/2c

∗√logn log logn. For each square Q ∈ Q′1, we have created an extended square Q+, by
adding a margin of size d1/η around Q. At the highest level of the recursion, the paths depart
from the source vertices of the demand pairs we have chosen to route, and then visit the squares in
{Q+ | Q ∈ Q′1} one-by-one, in a snake-like fashion, entering and leaving each such square Q+ on a

pre-selected set of vertices. Recall that we have assumed that d > δ · 2c
√

logn log logn, and d > OPT′/η.
Then it is easy to see that the top d/2 � δ rows of G are disjoint from the squares of Q′1, each of
which must contain a destination vertex. As the algorithm routes at most d1 paths, this routing can be
accomplished via canonical paths. The recursively defined routing inside the level-1 squares remains
unchanged.

From now on, we assume that d < OPT′/η, and we now follow the algorithm from Section 9.

As before, we consider three sub-cases. Recall that Γ′ is the boundary edge of G containing the vertices
of T̃ (M̃). In the first sub-case, Γ′ is the the bottom boundary of the grid. The algorithm constructs a
number of square grids of height less than `/2, whose bottom boundaries are contained in the bottom
boundary of the grid G. Each such sub-grid defines a modified instance, that is solved separately.
Eventually, we need to connect the source vertices of the routed demand pairs to their counterparts
in the modified instances. As the top `/2 rows of G are disjoint from the modified instances, it is easy
to see that this can be done via paths that are canonical.

The second sub-case is when Γ′ is either the left or the right boundary edge of G; assume w.l.o.g. that
it is the left boundary edge. In this case, we have discarded the demand pairs whose destinations lie
in the top OPT′/16 rows of the grid G. As before, we then define a collection of modified instances,
each of which is defined over a square sub-grid of G of width less than `/2. The left boundary of
each sub-grid is contained in the left boundary of G, and each such sub-grid is disjoint from the top
OPT′/16 rows of G. As before, we need to connect the source vertices of the demand pairs routed
in the modified sub-instances to their counterparts. In order to do so, we utilize the top OPT′/16
rows and the rightmost `/2 columns of G. This provides sufficient space to perform the routing via
canonical paths, as δ � d < OPT′/η.

The final sub-case is when Γ′ = Γ. This case is in turn partitioned into two sub-cases. The first
sub-case is when a large number of the demand pairs routed by the optimal solution belong to the set
M0: the set of all demand pairs (s, t) with | col(s)− col(t)| ≤ 2d. In this case, we defined a collection
of disjoint sub-grids of G, of size (Θ(d) × Θ(d)), reducing the problem to a number of disjoint sub-
instances that are dealt with using Theorem 4.1. In each such sub-instance, we can ensure that the
routing is canonical as before, since the value of the optimal solution in each sub-instance is O(d), and
δ � d. In the second sub-case, we partition the grid G into a number of sub-instances, where each
sub-instance is defined by a pair of consecutive vertical strips of G. One of the two strips contains
all source vertices, and the other all destination vertices of the resulting sub-instance. We then define
a modified instance inside the strip containing the destinations, and route the source vertices to the
corresponding sources of the routed modified demand pairs. This routing utilizes the vertical strip
containing the sources, and the bottom half of the vertical strip containing the destinations. As before,
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it is easy to ensure that this routing is canonical.

A Proofs Omitted from Section 4

A.1 Proof of Claim 4.2

Before we define a hierarchical partition of G̃ into squares, we need to define a hierarchical system of
intervals.

Definition. Given an integer 1 ≤ ρ′ ≤ ρ, a ρ′-hierarchical system of intervals is a sequence H =
(I1, I2, . . . , Iρ′) of sets of intervals, such that:

• for all 1 ≤ h ≤ ρ′, Ih is a dh-canonical family of intervals; and

• for all 1 < h ≤ ρ′, for every interval I ∈ Ih, there is an interval I ′ ∈ Ih−1, such that I ⊆ I ′.

We let U(H) =
⋃
I∈Iρ′

I, and we say that the integers in U(H) belong to the system H.

We use the following simple observation.

Observation A.1 There is an efficient algorithm that constructs a collection H1, . . . ,H2ρ of 2ρ ρ-
hierarchical systems of intervals, such that every integer in [`′] belongs to exactly one such system.

Proof: It is enough to prove that there is an efficient algorithm, that, given an integer 1 ≤ ρ′ ≤ ρ,
constructs a collection H1, . . . ,H2ρ′ of 2ρ

′
ρ′-hierarchical systems of intervals, such that every integer

in [`′] belongs to exactly one such system. The proof is by induction on ρ′. The base case is when
ρ′ = 1. We partition [`′] into consecutive intervals, where every interval contains exactly d1 integers
(recall that `′ is an integral multiple of d1 = ηρ+2). Let (I1, I2, . . . , Ir) be the resulting sequence of
intervals, where we assume that the intervals appear in the sequence in their natural order. Let I1

be the set of all odd-indexed intervals and I ′1 the set of all even-indexed intervals in the sequence.
Clearly, each of I1 and I ′1 is a d1-canonical set of intervals. We define two 1-hierarchical systems, the
first one containing only the set I1, and the second one containing only the set I ′1. Note that every
integer in [`′] belongs to exactly one resulting system.

We assume now that the statement holds for all integers between 1 and (ρ′ − 1), for some ρ′ > 1, and
we prove it for ρ′. We assume that we are given a collection of 2ρ

′−1 (ρ′ − 1)-hierarchical systems of
intervals, such that every integer in [`′] belongs to exactly one system. Let H be one such (ρ′ − 1)-
hierarchical system of intervals. We will construct two ρ′-systems, H′ and H′′, such that every integer
that belongs to H will belong to exactly one of the two systems. This is enough in order to complete
the proof of the observation.

Assume that H = (I1, I2, . . . , Iρ′−1). For simplicity, denote Iρ′−1 by I. We now construct two new
sets I ′, I ′′ of intervals, as follows. Start with I ′ = I ′′ = ∅, and process every interval I ∈ I one-
by-one. Consider some interval I ∈ I. We partition I into consecutive intervals containing exactly
dρ′ integers each. Let {I1, . . . , Ir} be the resulting partition, where we assume that the intervals
are indexed in their natural order. We add to I ′ all resulting odd-indexed intervals, and to I ′′ all
resulting even-indexed intervals. Once every interval I ∈ I is processed in this manner, we obtain
our final sets I ′, I ′′ of intervals. It is immediate to verify that each set I ′, I ′′ is dρ′-canonical; that⋃
I′∈I′∪I′′ I

′ =
⋃
I∈I I; and that every integer of

⋃
I∈I I belongs to exactly one interval of I ′ ∪ I ′′. We

then set H′ = (I1, I2, . . . , Iρ′−1, I ′), and H′′ = (I1, I2, . . . , Iρ′−1, I ′′).
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From Observation A.1, we can construct 2ρ hierarchical ρ-systems H1,H2, . . . ,H2ρ of intervals of [`′].
For every pair 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 2ρ of integers, we construct a single hierarchical family H̃i,j of squares, such
that V (H̃i,j) = {vx,y | x ∈ U(Hi), y ∈ U(Hj)}. Since every integer in [`′] belongs to exactly one set
U(Hz) for 1 ≤ z ≤ 2ρ, it is immediate to verify that every vertex of G′ belongs to exactly one resulting
hierarchical family H̃i,j of squares.

We now define the construction of the system H̃i,j = (Qi,j1 ,Qi,j2 , . . . ,Qi,jρ ). Denote Hi = (I1, . . . , Iρ)

and Hj = (I ′1, . . . , I
′
ρ) The construction is simple: for all 1 ≤ r ≤ ρ, we let Qi,jr = Q(Ir, I ′r). From the

above discussion, since sets Ir, I ′r are dr-canonical, so is set Qi,jr . It is also easy to verify that the set

of vertices contained in the squares of Qi,jr is exactly
{
v(x, y) | x ∈

⋃
I∈Ir I, y ∈

⋃
I′∈I′r I

′
}

, and that

H̃i,j is indeed a hierarchical system of squares of G.

A.2 Proof of Observation 4.3

Assume that M̂ = {(s1, t1), . . . , (sz, tz)}, where the source vertices s1, . . . , sz appear in this left-to-

right order on R∗. We then let M̂′ = {(si, ti) | i ≡ 1 mod 2 dβ2/β1e}. Clearly, |M̂′| ≥
⌊
|M̂|

2dβ2/β1e

⌋
≥⌊

β1|M̂|
4β2

⌋
.

We claim that every square Q ∈ Q has the β2-shadow property with respect to M̂′. Indeed, let Q ∈ Q
be any such square, and assume that its dimensions are (d× d). Then JM̂′(Q) ⊆ JM̂(Q), and JM̂(Q)

contained at most β2d source vertices of the demand pairs of M̂. From our construction of M̂′, it

contains at most
⌈

β2d
2dβ2/β1e

⌉
≤ β1d demand pairs of M̂′.

B Proof of Claim 5.3

Proof: We compute a partition Y(τ) for every tree τ ∈ F separately. The partition is computed in
iterations, where in the jth iteration we compute the set Yj(τ) ⊆ V (τ) of vertices, together with the
corresponding collection Pj(τ) of paths. For the first iteration, if τ contains a single vertex v, then we
add this vertex to Y1(τ) and terminate the algorithm. Otherwise, for every leaf v of τ , let P (v) be the
longest directed path of τ , starting at v, that only contains degree-1 and degree-2 vertices, and does
not contain the root of τ . We then add the vertices of P (v) to Y1(τ), and the path P (v) to P1(τ).
Once we process all leaf vertices of τ , the first iteration terminates. It is easy to see that all resulting
vertices in Y1(τ) induce a collection P1(τ) of disjoint paths in τ , and moreover if v, v′ ∈ Y1(τ), and
there is a path from v to v′ in τ , then v, v′ lie on the same path in P1(τ). We then delete all vertices
of Y1(τ) from τ .

The subsequent iterations are executed similarly, except that the tree τ becomes smaller, since we
delete all vertices that have been added to the sets Yj(τ) from the tree.

It is now enough to show that this process terminates after dlog ne iterations. In order to do so, we can
describe each iteration slightly differently. Before each iteration starts, we gradually contract every
edge e of the current tree, such that at least one endpoint of e has degree 2 in the tree, and e is not
incident on the root of τ . We then obtain a tree in which every inner vertex (except possibly the root)
has degree at least 3, and delete all leaves from this tree. The number of vertices remaining in the
contracted tree after each such iteration therefore decreases by at least factor 2. It is easy to see that
the number of iteration in this procedure is the same as the number of iterations in our algorithm,
and is bounded by dlog ne. For each 1 ≤ j ≤ dlog ne, we then set Yj =

⋃
τ∈F Yj(τ).
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C Proof of Claim 9.1

Let P∗ be the optimal solution to instance (G,M). If |P∗| > d, then we discard paths from P∗
arbitrarily, until |P∗| = d holds. Recall that G′ is a sub-grid of G spanned by some subset W ′ of
its columns and some subset R′ of its rows. Recall also that we have defined a sub-grid G′′ ⊆ G′,
obtained from G′ by deleting 4d of its leftmost columns, 4d of its rightmost columns, and |W ′| − 4d of
its topmost rows.

Let M∗ ⊆ M′ be the set of the demand pairs routed by P∗. For every path P ∈ P∗, we define a
collection Σ(P ) of sub-paths of P , as follows. Assume that P routes some demand pair (s, t). Let
x1, x2, . . . , xr be all vertices of Γ(G′′) that appear on P , and assume that they appear on P in this
order (where we view P as directed from s to t). Denote x0 = s and xr+1 = t. We then let Σ(P )
contain, for each 0 ≤ i ≤ r, the sub-path of P from xi to xi+1. We say that a segment σ ∈ Σ(P ) is of
type 1 if one of its endpoints is the source s; we say that it is of type 2 if both its endpoints belong to
Γ(G′′), and σ is internally disjoint from G′′; otherwise we say that it is of type 3. We let Σ1 contain
all type-1 segments in all sets Σ(P ) for P ∈ P∗, and we define Σ2 and Σ3 similarly for all type-2 and
type-3 segments.

Notice that all type-3 segments are contained in G′′. Let M̃2 be the set of all pairs (u, v) of vertices,
such that some segment σ ∈ Σ2 connects u to v. We also define a set M̃1 of pairs of vertices,
corresponding to the segments of Σ1 as follows. Let σ ∈ Σ1 be any type-1 segment, and assume that
its endpoints are s and v, with s ∈ S(M′) and v ∈ Γ(G′′). Let s′ ∈ Γ(G′) be the new source vertex to
which s was mapped. Then we add (s′, v) to M̃1. In order to complete the proof of the claim, it is
now enough to prove the following observation.

Observation C.1 There is a set P of node-disjoint paths that routes all pairs in M̃1 ∪ M̃2 in graph
G′, so that the paths in P are internally disjoint from G′′.

Indeed, combining the paths in P with the segments in Σ3 provides a set of node-disjoint paths in
graph G′ that routes |M∗| demand pairs ofM′′ – the demand pairs corresponding to the pairs inM∗.

The proof of the above observation is straightforward; we only provide its sketch here. Let J be
the sub-path of Γ(G′′), obtained by deleting all vertices lying on the bottom boundary of G′′ from it,
excluding the two bottom corners of G′′. For every pair (u, v) ∈ M̃2, we can think of the corresponding
sub-path of J between u and v as an interval I(u, v). It is immediate to verify that all intervals defined
by the pairs in M̃2 are nested: that is, if (u, v), (u′, v′) ∈ M̃2, then either intervals I(u, v) and I(u′, v′)
are disjoint, or one of them is contained in the other.

Let I =
{
I(u, v) | (u, v) ∈ M̃2

}
be the corresponding set of intervals. Notice that no interval in I may

contain a destination vertex v of any demand pair (s, v) ∈ M̃1. Let I0 ⊆ I be the set of all intervals
containing both the top left and the top right corners of G′′. Let I1 ⊆ I \I0 be the set of all intervals
containing the top left corner of G′′, and similarly, let I2 ⊆ I \I0 be the set of all intervals containing
the top right corner of G′′. Observe that for all 0 ≤ i ≤ 2, for every pair I, I ′ ∈ Ii of intervals, one of

the intervals is contained in the other. Let I ′ = I \
(⋃2

i=0 Ii
)

be the set of all remaining intervals.

We partition the intervals of I ′ into levels, as follows. We say that I(u, v) is a level-1 interval, iff no
other interval of I ′ is contained in it. Let I1 denote the set of all level-1 intervals. Assume now that
we have defined the sets I1, . . . , Ii of intervals of levels 1, . . . , i, respectively. We say that an interval

I ∈ I ′ belongs to level (i+ 1) iff it does not contain any interval from set I ′ \
(⋃i

i′=1 Ii′
)

.

We say that an interval I(u, v) ∈ I ′ is a left interval, iff u and v belong to the left boundary edge of
G′′. Similarly, we say that I(u, v) ∈ I ′ is a right interval, iff u and v belong to the right boundary edge
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of G′′. Otherwise, we say that it is a top interval. In that case, both u and v must belong to the top
boundary of G′′. It is easy to verify that, if I is a left or a right interval, then it must belong to levels
1, . . . , 2d, as the height of the grid G′′ is 4d. Moreover, if h is the largest level to which a left interval
belongs, then h+ |I0|+ |I1| ≤ 4d, and if h′ is the largest level to which a right interval belongs, then
h+ |I0|+ |I2| ≤ 4d.

Let W ′1,W
′
2, . . . ,W

′
4d denote the 4d columns of G′ that lie to the left of G′′, and assume that they are

indexed in the right-to-left order. For each level 1 ≤ r ≤ 4d, for every level-r interval I(u, v), we route
the demand pair (u, v) via the column W ′r in a straightforward manner: we connect u and v to W ′r by
horizontal paths, and then complete the routing using the corresponding sub-path of W ′r.

The routing of the right intervals is performed similarly. The top intervals are routed similarly by
exploiting the rows of G′ that lie above G′′ – recall that there are |W ′′|+ 4d such rows, where |W ′′| is
the width of G′′. We then add paths routing the pairs corresponding to the intervals in I1, I2 and I0

in a straightforward manner (see Figure 10).

G00

G0

Figure 10: Routing in the modified graph.

Let H be the graph obtained from G′, after we delete all non-boundary vertices of G′′ from it, and
all vertices that participate in the routing of the pairs in M̃2 that we just defined. It is easy to verify
that all demand pairs in M̃1 can be routed in H. In order to do so, we set up a flow network, where
we start from the graph H, and add two special vertices s and t to it. We connect s to every vertex in
S(M̃1), and we connect t to every vertex in T (M̃1), setting the capacity of every vertex of H to be 1.
It is easy to verify that there is an s–t flow of value |M̃1| in this network (since every cut separating
s from t must contain at least |M̃1| vertices). From the integrality of flow, and due to the way in
which the mapping between the vertices of S(M′) and S(M′′) was defined, we can obtain an integral
routing of all demand pairs in M̃1 via node-disjoint paths in H.
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